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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
FRANK ZAPPA AND HIS CONCEPTION OF CIVILIZATION PHAZE III
When Frank Zappa died in 1993, he left Civilization Phaze III as a last testament to both
his musical and thematic purpose. The work received a handful of reviews in the popular
music press, and has subsequently been ignored by both the popular press and, with few
exceptions, academia.
Many are the composers whose careers have been thought describe a mid-period mastery,
followed by later decline. This presumption seems to have fallen upon Frank Zappa,
apparently due to his retirement from the concert stage, and final years writing music on
the Synclavier. This thesis seeks to demonstrate that Zappa's compositional abilities were
in no way diminished at the end of his life, but had instead reached a peak level of
mastery in composition of his last work.
This thesis shall provide an analysis and musical/extra-musical description of this piece,
with the intention of situating it in relation to Zappa's compositional legacy, and to
establish Civilization Phaze III as the crowning compositional achievement of his career.
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Chapter One: Introduction to Frank Zappa and Civilization Phaze III

Background
With the passing of Frank Zappa at the age of 52 in December 1993, an important chapter
of the story of American musical composition was abruptly concluded. Zappa was a
phenomenally creative composer who, beginning in the 1960s, fused the concepts of
modern art music to the then-nascent rock music movement. As a composer attempting to
bridge these seemingly disparate idioms he brought considerable talent to the task. His
finest attributes as a composer included his excellence as an arranger and his uncanny
brilliance as a melodist. While over time he became famous as a rock star, his strengths
as a composer allowed Zappa to create music that challenged the familiar concepts and
expectations held by both rock and art music listeners. His music inspired subsequent
generations of musicians to forgo pursuit of popularity in favor of artistic expression. “No
commercial potential,” a judgment made by a record company executive when he was
first attempting to win a recording contract, became a rallying cry for musicians who
chose not to win the favor of vast, anonymous audiences, preferring to perform instead
for sympathetic listeners.
Zappa’s compositional career spanned a little over three decades in three clearly
discernible periods of musical output. His first musical period, which can be dated from
his first sale of a composition in 1959 through 1972, included his juvenalia, early film
1

scores, attempts to sell songs to established musicians, maintenance of a small recording
studio, development of a rock band into the Mothers of Invention, and his big-band jazz
sessions of 1972. During this period Zappa established himself as a self-taught composer,
endeavoring to join the ranks of American ultramodernist1 composers, while concurrently
seeking a degree of popular acceptance through his involvement in rock music. The
Frank Zappa of the 1960s was a composer determined to imbue the popular trends of the
day with avant-garde musical ideas, and his compositions during this first period were
those of an ultramodernist composer who applied such musical precepts to rock music.
When the Mothers were formed in 1964, the rock music movement had only just begun
with the appearance of the Beatles in America that year. Zappa and his band were among
the first rock acts to emerge in America, thus Zappa had the opportunity to offer his
intellectual seriousness to rock music at an early stage in its development.
The second period of Zappa’s musical career, from 1973 to 1982, when he was on tour
leading a rock band nearly continuously, can be characterized as his “rock star” years.
Towards the end of the first period, Zappa had written orchestral scores performed and
recorded for a 1968 album, Lumpy Gravy,2 and for a 1971 motion picture, 200 Motels.3

1. Kyle Gann, American Music in the Twentieth Century (New York: Schirmer Books,
1997). In his book, Gann describes the musical movement, fathered and bankrolled to an
important degree by Charles Ives, which dramatically broke with common-practice musical
traditions in radical ways. While early in the 20th century “ultra-modernism” was used as a term
for French composers from Franck to Debussy and d’Indy, whose experiments in sonority and
timbre were thought to be in opposition to the harmonic advances of the Second Viennese School,
“ultramodernism” became a term for American composers, beginning with Henry Cowell, whose
journal New Music became a repository for the radical scores written by himself and others. The
ultramodernists wrote music determinedly experimental in nature, and their experiments
suggested paths taken by later American composers such as John Cage and Steve Reich.
2. Frank Zappa, Lumpy Gravy, Verve 8741, 1968, LP.
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During this second period Zappa had decided that his audiences wanted his rock musical
output to the exclusion of his more serious compositions, and so for this decade he duly
lead a rock act that was presented in the manner of a rhythm and blues variety revue, in
emulation of the popular music he knew as a teenager. In order to maintain his own
interest in the material he would often insert daring and discordant material into works of
this era. As he would tell his listeners: “Sure, some of it is kind of weird sounding, but we
rock out.”4 Other than one session in 1975, when the large-ensemble format of 1972 was
revisited, Zappa worked only in this rock band format during his second period.
During the third and final decade of his life, after his conclusion of regular touring in
1982, Zappa was largely retired from the rock music scene, though he did mount tours in
1984 and, briefly, in 1988. In the early 1980s, Zappa enjoyed premiers of his orchestral
scores, some of which were recorded and released in album form. By the 1980s, the
serious art music scene had begun to formally recognize Zappa’s compositional gifts, and
in the course of that decade he heard his pieces conducted by, among others, Kent
Nagano and Pierre Boulez.
Nevertheless, one musical matter had annoyed and bedeviled Zappa since the 1960s,
culminating in a complaint recorded in the liner notes to the 1983 release of his orchestral
music conducted by Nagano: he could not trust musicians to play his pieces as written.5

3. Frank Zappa, 200 Motels, dir. by Tony Palmer, 1971, Voiceprint TPDVD127, 2009,
DVD.
4. Heard by author in concert, Louisville, Kentucky, 1975.
5. Frank Zappa, liner notes to London Symphony Orchestra Vol.II, Barking Pumpkin
74207, 1987, LP.
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This was not a new issue for Zappa. From his very first release in 1966, Freak Out!,
Zappa had described “Who Are the Brain Police”6 as a piece with which he was very
satisfied, except for what he considered to be the sloppy performance.7 Zappa noted, in a
1987 interview, that he wrote pieces for the current band he was leading with an eye to
his players’ capabilities. This suggests that he habitually compromised his compositional
aspirations in response to the reality of who would be playing it.8 Not until the last years
of his life did he finally meet a group of musicians who had the training necessary to play
his scores flawlessly: the Ensemble Modern.9 However, well before his discovery of that
organization, he had found what he felt was an adequate answer to his problem of
accuracy in performance: the Synclavier.
The Synclavier is a computer dedicated to musical composition and performance,
featuring an attached five-octave piano-type keyboard. Created and first marketed by the
now-defunct New England Digital Corporation,10 the Synclavier II was released in 1980;
Zappa bought one in 1982. The Synclavier hardware provides oscillators for design of
instrumental sounds, allowing for control of a soundwave’s envelope and the addition of

6. Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention, “Who Are the Brain Police,” Freak Out!,
Verve 5005, 1966, LP.
7. Jerry Hopkins, “Frank Zappa,” The Rolling Stone Interviews Vol.1, New York: Warner,
1971.
8. Bill Forman, “Interview from Hell,” Bay Area Music Magazine 249, January 16, 1987.
9. Ensemble Modern is a chamber ensemble dedicated to the music of modern composers.
Formed in 1980, the group is based in Frankfurt, Germany and made up variously of about twenty
members from numerous countries.
10. New England Digital Corp. (1976–1993), founded originally in Norwich, Vermont
and eventually relocated to White River Junction, Vermont, was best known for its signature
product, the Synclavier Synthesizer System, which evolved into the Synclavier Digital Audio
System or "Tapeless Studio."
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further enveloped waves, along with a technique called FM synthesis.11 Within a few
years of his first purchase of the Synclavier hardware, audio-sampling technology was
introduced, enabling Zappa to expand the Synclavier’s sound palette through use of
sampled acoustic instruments as audio sources. Zappa expressed a preference for sounds
produced by “real” instruments12, and in the course of his composition on the Synclavier,
often wrote works which could, in theory, be performed by ensembles of musicians, were
they able and willing to learn the scores.
With the purchase of the Synclavier, Zappa finally had a method of composition that
allowed him to hear what he was writing as he was composing. Use of the Synclavier
compelled Zappa to finally abandon pen-on-paper composition, which had been the
technique that attracted him to composition as a teenager.13 A composer could enter
music into the Synclavier using notational entry via the computer (QWERTY) keyboard.
Entry through the piano-type keyboard was, for Zappa, secondary. Since he was not a
practiced keyboardist, he initially tried the guitar interface to the Synclavier, but found
that his particular performance technique did not trigger it acceptably. Instead, Zappa
found that he could most effectively control pitch and durational information with the

11. In audio, music frequency modulation synthesis (or FM synthesis) is a form of audio
synthesis where the timbre of a simple waveform is changed by frequency modulating it with a
modulating frequency that is also in the audio range, resulting in a more complex waveform and a
different-sounding tone. Yamaha marketed the first successful synthesizer, the DX7, using this
technique.
12. Alan di Perna, “Megabytes at Barking Pumpkin,” Keyboards, Computers & Software,
April 1986.
13. Frank Zappa, with Peter Occhiogrosso, The Real Frank Zappa Book (New York:
Poseidon Press, 1989), 31-35.
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QWERTY keyboard.14 One convenience of the Synclavier was that it provided paper
printouts in Western notation, enabling Zappa to produce sheet music parts for works that
he considered playable by his musicians.
The last decade of Zappa's compositional career was increasingly devoted to work
utilizing the Synclavier. While the device could support any sort of timbral experiments,
Zappa preferred modeling existing instruments. He took samples of instruments, such as
the xylophone with its extremely short sustain, and rendered those timbres capable of
being held as long as he wished. Therefore, he was able to compose music that could not
be produced by any existing acoustic instrument, music that could in theory be supported
by existing instruments, but would be unplayable by any human musician,15 as well as
music that could be played by human musicians, had they both the requisite training on
their instruments and the time and will to master their parts.
Thus enabled by the technological advances that the Synclavier provided in the early
1980s, Zappa began to produce both scores for performance by human musicians and
audio material taken directly from his creations on the device. A brief burst of
Synclavier-sourced audio can be heard on his 1984 album Thing-Fish,16 and a more
substantial Synclavier component can be heard on Frank Zappa Meets the Mothers of

14. QWERTY is the most common modern-day keyboard layout. The name comes from
the first six letters (keys) appearing in the top left letter row of the keyboard, read left to right: QW-E-R-T-Y.
15. By the time of his purchase of his Synclavier, Zappa had discovered the work of
Conlon Nancarrow, a twentieth-century American composer who had devised humanly
unplayable compositions by punching piano rolls for player pianos. Nancarrow became a
discernible influence on Zappa's composition during his last decade.
16. Frank Zappa, Thing-Fish, Barking Pumpkin 74201, 1984, LP.
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Prevention, “Porn Wars,” which was replaced on the European edition of the original LP
by shorter pieces, two of which were early Synclavier creations.17 However, the first, and
only, album Zappa created in his lifetime that was entirely created on his Synclavier was
a set of arrangements of an eighteenth-century Italian composer named Francesco
Zappa.18 (Zappa's wife Gail had discovered the earlier Zappa in the New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians.)19
By the mid-1980s Zappa had used the Synclavier on two other albums. The first was his
1984 album of “serious” music, Perfect Stranger,20 three pieces of which were conducted
by Pierre Boulez with his Ensemble Intercontemporain. Four other works were produced
on the Synclavier. The other album, Jazz From Hell (1986),21 was effectively Zappa's
announcement of his interest in Synclavier composition, though his actual use of the
Synclavier is inconsistent in that one of its longer tracks is a live band performance from
1984.
In 1988, Zappa assembled his last touring group and led a comparatively brief tour of
Europe and the American Northeast. Due to dissension among the personnel Zappa
decided to disband the group, which thus failed to complete its tour of the United States.

17. Frank Zappa, “Porn Wars,” Frank Zappa Meets the Mothers of Prevention, Barking
Pumpkin 74203, 1985. LP. The European edition of this LP included three tracks, “I Don't Even
Care,” “One Man-One Vote,” and “H.R. 2911,” the latter two of which were Synclavier
compositions, in replacement of “Porn Wars.” According to the liner notes, “Porn Wars… would
not have been interesting to listeners outside of the U.S.”
18. Francesco Zappa, Francesco Zappa, Barking Pumpkin 74202, 1984, LP.
19. Stanley Sadie, ed., The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (London:
Macmillan, 1980), 644.
20. Frank Zappa, Perfect Stranger, EMI/Angel 38170, 1984, LP.
21. Frank Zappa, Jazz from Hell, Barking Pumpkin 74205, 1986, LP.
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Nonetheless, Zappa was able to construct three albums of material from his last tour,
including Broadway the Hard Way, his farewell to the LP era.22 The three albums from
this tour occupied his album release schedule into the early 1990s. In addition, in early
1993 he released an archival album of a 1968 Mothers of Invention performance, Ahead
of Their Time.23
By 1991 he had encountered the Ensemble Modern, a group of musicians who had both
the training and the interest to undertake the performance of some of Zappa's notoriously
difficult scores. The ensemble spent a month in Los Angeles in order to rehearse in his
basement studio. Zappa was satisfied with their efforts; at long last, and at the end of his
life, he had finally found musicians who were competent and dedicated enough to master
and perform his music. In 1991 Ensemble Modern performed Zappa’s music with Zappa
in attendance, at least at the outset (illness forcing him to miss the balance of their
performances after opening night.) In late 1993, only a couple of months before his death,
he released an album selected from these performances, The Yellow Shark.24

Civilization Phaze III
After Jazz from Hell (1986) no more Synclavier-sourced audio from the Zappa studio
was released until after Zappa's passing from prostate cancer, though music he had
written on the device was transcribed for human performers, and was released as The

22. Frank Zappa, Broadway the Hard Way, Barking Pumpkin 74218, 1988, LP.
23. Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention, Ahead of Their Time, Barking Pumpkin
74246, 1993, CD.
24. Frank Zappa, The Yellow Shark, Barking Pumpkin CDZAP 57, 1993, CD.
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Yellow Shark. His work on the Synclavier returned with the posthumous release of
Zappa's last large-scale composition, Civilization Phaze III.25 Civilization is a mixture of
material from widely variant sources. One component of the work is tapes made by
Zappa 1967, originally for his first magnum opus, Lumpy Gravy (1968). For that work
Zappa had draped cloth sheeting over a grand piano, set people under the instrument, and
had them recite or extemporize dialogue as the sustain pedal was held down, yielding a
faint yet audible resonance occurring along with their voices. The first act of Civilization
is essentially Synclavier material, while about 15% of Act II is performed by the
Ensemble Modern.26 For Civilization Zappa decided to embellish the 1967 recordings
with further dialogues recorded in 1991, performed by an entirely different set of people.
By the time of Civilization’s production digital editing technology was capable of
obscuring the variance in sound quality between the new and old recordings.
Zappa described Civilization Phaze III, as an “opera-pantomime,”27 both in the liner notes
to the album and in his description of the work published by the fanzine The Black Page.
From both of these sources, it is apparent that Zappa intended the work to be another
theatrical piece to be performed by dancers and mimes, as all audible content was predetermined by Zappa.

25. Frank Zappa, Civilization Phaze III, Barking Pumpkin UMRK 01, 1994, CD.
26. Frank Zappa, “Civilization Phase III – General Notes,” Black Page #41, November
1993. It merits note that between the time of this description, and the release of the album, “Phase”
had become respelled as “Phaze,” due to its misspelling by the artist creating the album cover.
This amused Zappa enough to retain the spelling.
27. Frank Zappa, “Civilization Phase III – General Notes.”
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From his earliest efforts for an international audience in the 1960s, Zappa had
incorporated theatrical components within his compositions. In the early 1960s, during
his months as proprietor of Studio Z,28 Zappa had planned to create a work entitled
Captain Beefheart vs. the Grunt People, featuring his high-school classmate Don Van
Vliet.29 He’d made sets for the production, which he had apparently hoped to develop into
a film. At the time, he had no cinematic background or expertise, and the sets were lost
when the San Bernardino County police arrested him and stripped “Studio Z” of all its
contents.30 The group he led in the 1960s, the Mothers of Invention, had introduced,
under his direction, acts and props which were often shocking or disgusting to their
audiences,31 presaging the theatrically oriented rock music that began to flourish in the
1970s. The Mothers also performed pieces that featured storylines and characters, such as

28. In 1962, when the film, Run Home Slow, was made, Zappa received his commission
for composition of the film’s score and purchased a small recording studio in Cucamonga,
California from Paul Buff. Buff remained for a few months in order to train Zappa in the studio’s
use. Zappa named his new facility Studio Z.
29. Don Van Vliet, born Don Glen Vliet; (January 15, 1941 – December 17, 2010) was
an American musician, singer-songwriter, artist, and poet widely known by the stage name
Captain Beefheart. More information on Vliet can be found in his biography by John French,
Beefheart: Through the Eyes of Magic (London: Omnibus Press, 2010).
30. Zappa and Occhiogrosso, Real Frank Zappa, 55-57. In his autobiography, Zappa
relates his story about agreeing to make a pornographic audio recording, and being arrested for
this act. This afforded Zappa his one experience inside a prison cell. Shortly thereafter, the studio
was torn down to widen the street it abutted.
31. Jimmy Carl Black, For Mother’s Sake, (Inkanish, 2013), 82. Black remembers: “And
one night these girls had given us this giant giraffe and so we ran this tube up this giraffe’s leg
and underneath the tail and stuck it out. We got behind this keyboard; Zappa didn’t even know we
were going to do this. Myself and Ray Collins, we were bored at the time so we got about tens
cans of pressurized whip cream and in the middle of ‘King Kong’ or one of those songs, the
audience was all intense and all of a sudden we started squirtin’ this whip cream right under the
tail of the giraffe and sprayed the first three rows of the audience. I think the Wall Street Journal
was there reviewing the show that night and they called us, ‘Hell’s Angels without their bikes.’”
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“Brown Shoes Don't Make It,”32 in an oratorio style, that is, without staging. Zappa's next
group, the version of the Mothers that included former Turtles, singers Mark Volman and
Howard Kaylan, and bass guitarist Jim Pons, had strong “vaudevillian” traits, as Zappa
himself described it.33 This iteration of the Mothers was able to perform works with a
strong theatrical component such as the so-called “Groupie Routine,”34 “Billy the
Mountain,”35 and Zappa's first motion picture, 200 Motels. Zappa had plans to render
“Billy the Mountain” as a motion picture, perhaps an animated one, but an on-stage
assault on Zappa in December 1971 hospitalized him,36 and instantaneously disbanded
that group. Shortly after his recovery, Zappa composed another work with strong pictorial
imagery, “The Adventures of Greggary [sic] Peccary,”37 utilizing mostly spoken narration,
plus a small amount of characterization, replete with a brief reprise of the character Billy
the Mountain.
Several years later Zappa attempted to write his first Broadway musical, Hunchentoot.
This work was neither staged nor recorded, except for three short songs, initially released
as instrumental pieces, that eventually appeared, with vocals, on a later edition of his

32. Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention, “Brown Shoes Don't Make It,” Absolutely
Free, Verve 5013, 1967. LP.
33. Patrick William Salvo, “Dialogue: Frank ZAPPA” Coq., February 1974, 94.
34. Frank Zappa and the Mothers, Fillmore East, June 1971, Bizarre/Reprise 2042, 1971).
LP. “Groupie Routine” was the group's stage name for material that composed the tracks on this
album, “What Kind of Girl Do You Think We Are?” “Bwana Dik,” “Latex Solar Beef,” and “Do
You Like My New Car?”
35. Frank Zappa and the Mothers, “Billy the Mountain,” Just Another Band from L.A.,
Bizarre/Reprise 2075, 1971, LP.
36. Zappa and Occhiogrosso, Real Frank Zappa, 113-17.
37. Frank Zappa, “The Adventures of Greggary Peccary,” Studio Tan, Discreet/Warner
Bros. 2291, 1978, LP.
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album Sleep Dirt.38 By the 1980s, he had written another musical for the stage, ThingFish, that also was never staged. Thing-Fish was released as an audio album, and Hustler
Magazine published an article that purported to be a visual component of the work,
although it is essentially a pornographic spread with little relation to the piece's
storyline.39
In 1984, Zappa published his first book, Them Or Us, which began as a stage play,
though it soon became a motion picture screenplay, fulfilling Zappa’s own vision for the
book.40 The book incorporated many, if not most of his theatrical ambitions, from
Captain Beefheart vs. the Grunt People,41 through “Billy the Mountain,” “Greggary
Peccary,” Hunchentoot, and Thing-Fish, treated in the book as subsequent chapters of the
same story. While a considerable portion of the book, perhaps most prominently the
Hunchentoot material, did not relate the storylines found in Zappa's published audio
recordings, the majority of the book consisted of textual excerpts from those recordings.
Zappa himself, throughout his life, insisted that the musical and textual components of
his work not be regarded in separation, and yet, with Them Or Us, Zappa presented texts
without the associated music, to the discomfort of some listeners who often found his
music to be gorgeous and his texts to be childish.

38. Frank Zappa, Sleep Dirt, Barking Pumpkin 74238, 1978 (re-released 1991), CD.
39. Frank Zappa, “Thing-Fish.” Hustler. April 1984, 107-27.
40. Frank Zappa, Them Or Us (repr. London: Pinter & Martin, 2010).
41. Since Don Van Vliet had, since the mid-1960s, utilized the first term as a stage name,
only “grunt people” survived in the book.
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However, no component of Civilization Phaze III can be found in the book Them Or Us.
The storylines in the book are of characters negotiating their interests against modern
society, typically with humorous results, though much of the book, particularly the
Hunchentoot material, is meant to evoke cheaply-made science-fiction cinema.
Civilization bears almost no resemblance to the material in Them Or Us, except for the
satirical bitterness in both works’ analysis of modern American society.
Zappa assembled the textual component of Civilization from recordings he made in 1967
for Lumpy Gravy, with newly recorded dialogue added and edited to expand upon the
1967 dialogues as seamlessly as possible. The older and newer dialogues are verbal
extemporizations by persons under the piano who are responding to thematic suggestions
spoken by Zappa (a few remarks of Zappa's spoken direction can be heard in the course
of the older recordings.) On the older recordings, for Lumpy Gravy, James “Spider”
Barbour42 was the voice under the piano that conveyed Zappa's philosophical and
sociopolitical ideas to the other people under the piano. Under Zappa's guidance, the
resultant dialogues are surreal and at times, philosophic, as Barbour repeatedly attempts
to deconstruct ideas conveyed to him by Zappa, such as the latter's concept of a “Big
Note” that underlies the universe. Characters spoken of by the persons under the piano,
but never heard from directly, were “pigs” and “ponies,” who represented traditional,
conventional social figures, stand-ins for those who, in the late 1960s, disapproved of the
nonconformism of which Zappa was an icon. Throughout Lumpy Gravy “pigs” and

42. James “Spider” Barbour is a musician and bandleader who led the rock band
Chrysalis. They made one album in 1968, Definitions.
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“ponies” were discussed at length by the people under the piano. The ominous nature of
these discussions belied any humorous intent. The “pigs” and “ponies” material appears
again in Civilization, along with considerable additional material from the old recordings.
The new dialogues are not heard until Act Two, which corresponds to the second disc of
the audio package. Thanks to modern digital signal processing, the old and new dialogues
are made to sound seamlessly similar, but over thirty years difference in their production
means that different persons, playing different characters, participate in each set of
recordings. Members of the Ensemble Modern, often speaking in German, are heard on
the new recordings. Other, American, persons perform as well, and at times express
displeasure at hearing a foreign language under the piano. These latter characters, through
remarks, such as “this ain't CNN,” and expressions of preference for modern hip-hop acts,
flag the latter-day nature of the new recordings, as well as the deterioration of American
culture in the intervening thirty-three years. Nonetheless, the dialogue, both old and new,
remains surreal, and indicates the isolation of those under the piano from the surrounding
culture, which is ruled by pigs and ponies. Also, it is in Act Two that musical
underscoring is first heard concurrently with under-the-piano dialogue, in the manner of
melodrama.43
It is the musical component of Civilization Phaze III that is of principal interest here. The
centerpiece of the work, “N-Lite,” which is found at the end of Act I, is a nineteen-minute

43. Melodrama was first developed by Jean-Jacques Roussseau in the 18th century for his
monologue Pygmalion as a confluence of spoken text to accompanying music. Melodrama
became popular in Germany, and Mozart was so excited to observe a Georg Benda piece in 1778
that he wrote one, Zaide, but then abandoned the technique in favor of straight opera.
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composition, that is, Zappa's final musical statement. Zappa learned of his inoperable
cancer nearly four years before his death, and the grueling process of dying from this
disease became the governing factor in his increasing inability to compose. “N-Lite” was
the largest and most important movement of the work for him, and its lengthy genesis
became in essence his “farewell” to composition, and by extension, to life itself.
In the years since Zappa's passing, his Synclavier has remained in his basement studio
and, according to his widow, no longer functions adequately. The New England Digital
computer that functioned as the heart of the Synclavier was a device marketed in an hourlong filmed interview, viewable on Youtube,44 shows Zappa working on his Synclavier
with racks of 5¼ inch floppy discs visible above the keyboard. In an interview, he had
revealed that his methodology at the time was to insert a floppy into the Synclavier, and
modify the material on it.45

Thesis
When Frank Zappa died in 1993, he left Civilization Phaze III as a last testament to both
his musical and thematic purposes. The work received a handful of reviews in the popular
music press, and has subsequently been ignored by both the popular press and, with one
exception noted below, academia. Many are the composers whose careers have been

44. Henning Lohner, “Frank Zappa - PEEFEEYATKO - A Film by Henning Lohner,”
Youtube video, 59:32, posted by “marcomolinari1,” January 14, 2014.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYmlacqyKCg.
45. Josef Woodard, “The License To Be a Maniac,” Musician, October 1986.
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thought describe a mid-period mastery, followed by late-life decline. Critics have mapped
this presumption seems to have fallen upon Frank Zappa’s career, perhaps due to his
retirement from the concert stage, and his choice to spend his final years writing music on
the Synclavier. This thesis seeks to demonstrate that Zappa's compositional abilities were
in no way diminished at the end of his life, but had instead reached a peak level of
mastery in the composition of his last work. This thesis shall provide an analysis and
musical/extra-musical description of this piece, with the intention of situating it in
relation to Zappa's compositional legacy and establishing Civilization Phaze III as the
crowning compositional achievement of his career.
Civilization Phaze III was a creation from Zappa's basement studio, the principal product
of his last years' work. I contextualize Civilization in its entirety within Zappa's corpus of
work, including the work's relation to Lumpy Gravy from 1967. As a summation of his
compositional career, I intend to examine Civilization’s content for its final expression of
his mastery of styles, as I discuss its nature as Zappa's last work. I shall also argue,
through its description, for Civilization as the work of Zappa that places him in the front
rank of American ultramodernists.
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Methodology
Late in 2011, the Zappa Family Trust released an album entitled Feeding the Monkeys at
Ma Maison,46 a collection of compositions realized by Zappa on his Synclavier, and
copied to audiotape by the composer in 1986. This album is only the second, after
Francesco Zappa, to consist entirely of compositions created with the Synclavier, and it
demonstrates considerable advances in his control of timbre compared to his previous
album, Jazz From Hell, which debuted his use of the device. I will identify, but not
further describe, the contents of these three albums, as well as material appearing on
Frank Zappa Meets the Mothers of Prevention and Perfect Stranger. The same holds for
music composed on Synclavier, then arranged for human performance, as found on the
albums Yellow Shark, Everything Is Healing Nicely,47 and Greggary Peccary and Other
Persuasions: The Ensemble Modern Plays Frank Zappa.48
This study shall remain limited to audio material created by Zappa on his Synclavier,
which he had purchased at the terminus of his “rock star” career in 1982. By 1984 he had
published several albums that incorporated Synclavier-derived material, but as noted
above, he had continued to refine his control of timbre, and as a consequence his later
works on the Synclavier sound less “mechanical.”

46. Frank Zappa, Feeding the Monkeys at Ma Maison, Zappa 20012, 2011, CD.
47. Frank Zappa, Everything Is Healing Nicely, Zappa Family Trust UMRK 03, 1999,
CD.
48. Ensemble Modern, Greggary Peccary and Other Persuasions: The Ensemble Modern
Plays Frank Zappa, RCA/BMG 59842, 2004, CD.
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Zappa was a modular composer, inasmuch as he wrote, conducted, and performed
passages of material that he then arranged and sequenced as he saw fit. For Zappa,
subsequent, completely dissimilar arrangements of his material were equally valid. Zappa
was ever-willing to revisit and revise his compositions, and the paperless compositional
technique he had developed for the Synclavier readily allowed for him to do so. For
example, “Ruth Is Sleeping,” was originally conceived as a piano solo work of about ten
minutes in length of duration. Zappa brought it to a degree of completion during the late
1980s. By 1991, he had rewritten it as a two-piano work which took under five minutes to
perform; it was premiered by the Ensemble Modern and published on the album Yellow
Shark.
The trend toward shortening his works was not confined to “Ruth Is Sleeping.” Zappa's
assistant and transcriber, Ali N. Askin, remarked on Zappa's predilection, in his later
career, to refine and render his compositions more compact. Askin even suggested,
humorously, that had Zappa had more time he might have reduced his works to jingles.
Given Zappa's lifelong admiration for the music and compositional precepts of Anton
Webern,49 his interest in succinctness of composition is unsurprising. Thus, while
publication, as audio or written material, does necessitate the reification of a particular
version of a composition, it is germane to ask whether any of Zappa's unpublished
Synclavier creations can be correctly regarded as finished works?

49. Zappa, with Occhiogrosso, The Real Frank Zappa, 34
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Review of the Literature
Over the past forty-five years, a large body of literature on Frank Zappa has emerged,
though the bulk of it is concerned with Frank Zappa the rock star. Having dealt with
principally interviewers and reviewers, through most of his life, Zappa expressed disdain
for those who wrote about him and his music; he once said, “writing about music is like
dancing about architecture.”50 When one reads through the hundreds of interviews that
Zappa gave throughout his career, one can see how he might have reached this
conclusion. He described great dissatisfaction with the work of his first biographer in
English, David Walley, and in 1989 he published his dictated autobiography, The Real
Frank Zappa Book,51 written in large part to dispel many of the false legends that Walley
had recorded as fact. Because Zappa was far more than a rock star, serious scholars
eventually attended to his work, though the overwhelming bulk of their work has
emerged posthumously. Journalists, however, with Zappa's retirement from the concert
stage and then death, have largely lost interest, leaving him to the attention of serious
critical and scholarly investigators.
Yet, occupying a literary territory somewhere between journalism and scholarship are the
“Zappologists,” whose most prominent member is Ben Watson, author of The Negative

50. While Zappa has been quoted as using this statement, it apparently not original to him,
but was first derived by Martin Mull, ca. 1979. For a Zappa quote, see Chen, “Artist as Genetic
Design Flaw,” Ecolibrium Interviews #19, 1985. A version of this quote was first given in The
New Republic, February 9th, 1918 as “Writing about music is as illogical as singing about
economics.” Mull was first quoted by Gary Sperrazza in “Hold On, Sam & Dave” from Time
Barrier Express #26, (September-October 1979).
51. Frank Zappa and Peter Occhiogrosso, The Real Frank Zappa.
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Dialectics of Poodle Play.52 As Andre Mount remarks, “Zappology occupies an
ambiguous position somewhere between fan adoration and serious scholarship. It is
comically absurd in conscious tribute to its namesake and, at the same time, to Zappa's
music and writings. It is also decidedly anti-academic.”53 One seminal text of the
Zappologists is Academy Zappa: Proceedings of the First International Conference of
Esemplastic Zappology.54 This publication comprises a series of papers, written by a
group of avowed Zappaphiles, only two of whom enjoy academic status as scholars.
Nonetheless, a scholarly tone, albeit parodic, is expressed throughout, often in service of
concluding Zappa's lyrical conceits concerning poodles, sofas, and kaiser rolls are
nuggets of wisdom uttered by a Zen master. Some of the papers discuss specific works,
and some of those offer insight into Zappa's compositional practices; others merely
indulge their authors' fancies. “The Negative Dialectics of Arf-Enlightenment”, by Daniel
DiPaolo, in the volume’s Addendum, is the most cogent of the collection.55 DiPaolo, one
of the academic scholars, makes insightful connections between Theodor Adorno's
thought and Zappa's.56
The principal book of Zappology, by Ben Watson, cannot be dismissed out of hand; for
all of its seemingly serious contemplation of poodles and sofas, the “conceptual

52. Ben Watson, The Negative Dialectics of Poodle Play (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1995).
53. Andre Mount, “'Bridging the Gap': Frank Zappa and the Confluence of Art and Pop”
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of California Santa Barbara, 2010), 5-6.
54. Ben Watson and Esther Leslie, eds., Academy Zappa: Proceedings of the First
International Conference of Esemplastic Zappology (ICE-Z) (London: SAF, 2005).
55. Ibid., 211-26.
56. What Adorno called “The Culture Industry” was the same marketplace catering to the
masses towards which both Adorno and Zappa felt enmity.
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continuity” with which Zappa himself had intended to embellish so much of his work,
Negative Dialectics of Poodle Play remains the fundamental text of the Zappologists in
its contradictory purpose: a hagiographic send up. The term conceptual continuity was
adopted by Zappa to refer to textual and musical artifacts that were repeated in his works,
which enabled perceptual connections between works sometimes created years apart.
Conceptual continuity enabled Zappa to rearrange works in whatever series appealed to
him at that time; the repeated artifacts function as “clues” to better understand the wildly
disparate musical contexts in which they could be found. The poodle, for Zappa, is an
excellent example of conceptual continuity. First introduced textually in the 1973 song
“Dirty Love,” Zappa discussed it at length in exposition performed in concert,57 as a
means for a woman to enjoy the sexual act canis lingua. Subsequent mentions of poodles
in Zappa's texts would be made with this use of the breed in mind, hence conceptual
continuity. A poodle would also appear in the song “Cheepnis,” though in this case as a
giant, rampaging monster. While textual details such the poodle are the most obvious
examples in Zappa’s oeuvre of conceptual continuity, musical details are also possible, an
apparent one being radical rearrangements of 1960s-vintage songs for performance by
1980s ensembles, thereby offering the listener a reiteration of the earlier tune, while also
indicating his then-current ensemble’s much greater ability to present such material.

57. Frank Zappa, “The Poodle Lecture,” You Can’t Do That on Stage Anymore Vol.6,
Rykodisc 10091/92, 1992. CD.
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James Borders discusses this concept at length in his chapter “Frank Zappa’s ‘The Black
Page’ Case Of Musical ‘Conceptual Continuity.’”58
Beneath the attempts to correlate Zappa's work with that of Marx, Freud, and Adorno is
biography,59 and the volume becomes a survey of Zappa's albums, like so many other
books on him, but with an added layer of obsessive attention to Zappa’s conceptual
continuity, which make the occasional brilliant insights sometimes difficult to discern.
The book concludes with an account of Watson's visit with Zappa a few months before
the latter's death, in which Watson proclaims Zappa's moments of agreement with
Watson's conclusions as trophies. In reviewing Zappa albums of the 1980s, Watson
mentions the usage of the Synclavier. But, Zappologist that he is, Watson would rather
discuss recordings from the various album releases of Zappa's last two concert tours of
that decade, and his discussion of conceptual continuity does not yield useful insights into
my concerns here.
Several other books on Zappa also consist of biography and album reviews, including
Neil Slaven's generally excellent biography, Electric Don Quixote: The Definitive Story
of Frank Zappa,60 and Kevin Courrier's intriguing work, Dangerous Kitchen: The

58. James Borders, “Frank Zappa’s ‘The Black Page’: A Case of Musical ‘Conceptual
Continuity,’” Expressions in Pop-Rock Music, edited by Walter Everett (New York: Garland,
2000), 45-62.
59. Ben Watson, The Negative Dialectics of Poodle Play, xix. Early in his introduction
Watson writes that “it is really Marx and Freud (and the way their ideas were applied to music by
Theodor Adorno) who are uniquely capable of gauging the decimating ferocity of Zappa’s art.”
60. Neil Slaven, Electric Don Quixote: the Definitive Story of Frank Zappa (London:
Omnibus Press, 1996).
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Subversive World of Frank Zappa.61 The first English-language book length biographical
work on Zappa, No Commercial Potential: The Saga of Frank Zappa, by David Walley,
merits mention in spite its subject's disdain for the work.62 Walley’s text has undergone
posthumous revision, addressing the last twenty years of Zappa’s life. All three books
attempt to assess Zappa’s work over the course of his professional life.
Other books on Frank Zappa consist of either biography or album reviews. Biographies
include Barry Miles' book, Zappa: A Biography,63 Billy James' Necessity Is...: The Early
Years of Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention,64 and Michael Gray's Mother! The
Frank Zappa Story.65 Miles, who claimed to not have been a fan of Zappa's music before
writing the biography, focuses on Zappa's personal life as much as his professional career.
The book is marred by Miles' increasingly disdainful, verging on the condemnatory,
estimations of Zappa's later work. The James book provides an amusing description of
the years when the original Mothers were active, based on reminiscences of members of
the band. James recorded albums with several of these individuals, and towards the end
the book veers towards self-promotion of the author. The Gray book is a biography

61. Kevin Courrier, Dangerous Kitchen: The Subversive World of Frank Zappa (Toronto:
ECW Press, 2002).
62. David Walley, No Commercial Potential: The Saga of Frank Zappa (New York: Da
Capo Press, 1996). Apparently, Zappa’s main complaint about the Walley book was that the
author conducted extensive interviews with Zappa without informing him of his intent to write a
biography.
63. Barry Miles, Zappa: A Biography (New York: Grove Press, 2004).
64. Billy James, Necessity Is...: The Early Years of Frank Zappa & the Mothers of
Invention (London: SAF Publishing, 2001).
65. Michael Gray, Mother! The Frank Zappa Story (London: Plexus, 1994).
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written in a chatty English style by a British rock journalist; it was first published in 1993,
then revised shortly after Zappa's death.
Works that veer towards being reviews of albums, rather than biography, include a book
by Ken Brooks, Frank Zappa: the The Strictly Genteel Genius Rides Again,66 a rather
slight book, and a more substantial work by Kelly Fisher Lowe, The Words and Music of
Frank Zappa,67 which attempts a scholarly look at his catalog. Brooks is a fan writing a
hagiographic celebration of Zappa’s albums. Lowe writes with seriousness of purpose as
to his description and estimation of the albums, with an eye for Zappa’s growth as a
composer and bandleader. The most extensive book in this category is Greg Russo's
Cosmik Debris: The Collected History and Improvisations of Frank Zappa,68 which,
while ostensibly a biography, concentrates on recording sessions and the products thereof.
The Russo book gives us the most detailed description of Zappa’s creation of his albums.
For listeners to a recording artist whose albums are the chief means of contact, the
knowledge this book provides is invaluable.
Richard Kostelantz edited a book entitled The Frank Zappa Companion: Four Decades
of Commentary for Schirmer in 1997.69 This book is an interesting overview of Zappa's
career, arranged in six sections devoted to topics such as “The Early Years,”

66. Ken Brooks, Frank Zappa: the Strictly Genteel Genius Rides Again (New York:
Agenda Music, 1998).
67. Kelly Fisher Lowe, The Words and Music of Frank Zappa (Westport, CT: Praeger,
2006).
68. Greg Russo, Cosmik Debris: The Collected History and Improvisations of Frank
Zappa (Floral Park, NY: Crossfire Publications, 2003).
69. Richard Kostelantz, ed., The Frank Zappa Companion: Four Decades of
Commentary (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997).
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“Performer/Composer,” “On Record,” and “Politics and Culture.” Several contributors
offer their reminiscences of Zappa, such as Nicholas Slonimsky's memory of performing
at a Zappa concert. Other authors include celebrities such as Bob Guccione, Jr. and
Vaclav Havel. Three articles are written by chief Zappologist Ben Watson, including one
reprint from the Zappa fanzine Society Pages, which is replete with graphic ornaments.
Scholars have also made an effort to understand and interpret Zappa's music. The first to
have published an article on Zappa was Peter Kountz, in his 1975 article, “Frank Zappa
and the Enterprise of Serious Contemporary Music.”70 This would be the first serious
consideration of Zappa's music. The article was a good scholarly introduction, though
based, perforce, on the first decade of Zappa's compositional career. Some of the most
useful writings have come from Jonathan W. Bernard, whose article in Contemporary
Music Review, “Listening to Zappa” is important and well-regarded by both Zappologists
and serious scholars. Bernard discusses the problem of finding the serious component in
Zappa work, as it is in juxtaposition to less serious elements. He aesthetically analyzes
pieces such as “Oh No / Orange County Lumber Truck,” from the 1960s Mothers of
Invention era, then relates such rock works to his acoustic concert ensemble material
(which Bernard subsequently abbreviates as “ACE”,) such as “Bogus Pomp,” from the
1975 large-ensemble sessions, and “Moe ‘n Herb’s Vacation,” from the 1983 London
Symphony Orchestra performances. Bernard provides useful insights into Zappa's
compositional techniques, for example, his recognition that “Pieces in the episodic

70. Peter Kountz, “Frank Zappa and the Enterprise of Serious Contemporary Music,”
Popular Music & Society 4 (1975): 36-51.
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category are the most numerous among the ACE repertoire and are also by far the most
challenging to listen to. As a rock composer, Zappa is particularly fond of the episodic
form, whether the plot is explicitly enunciated (i.e. as in a narrative) or not.”71
Bernard asserts that “these compositions are going to be remembered for a long time,
even if they are never played very much – because they are part of a body of work that
taken as a whole will come to seem very important indeed…. Whatever one may think of
the quality of these pieces, it is hard not to be reminded of such figures from our
[American] past and present as Charles Ives, George Gershwin, Henry Cowell, Harry
Partch, John Cage, and La Monte Young: composers who were formed to some
significant extent outside the academy, who either never acquired much in the way of
formal training or eventually repudiated its lessons. In this sense, Zappa's is a
quintessentially American composer's story.”72
Bernard has written the one article that focuses scholarly attention on Civilization Phaze
III. In “From Lumpy Gravy to Civilization Phaze III: The Story of Frank Zappa's
Disenchantment,”73 Bernard compares the two works from the temporal extremes of
Zappa's career, in order to consider the accretion of dialogic material, which is first found
in Lumpy Gravy and later recurs in Civilization. He also investigates the formal
similarities of these two works. He sees Zappa’s enhanced compositional mastery during

71. Jonathan W. Bernard, “Listening to Zappa,” Contemporary Music Review 18 no.4
(2000): 89.
72. Bernard, “Listening to Zappa,” Contemporary Music Review, 94.
73. Jonathan W. Bernard, “From Lumpy Gravy to Civilization Phaze III: The Story of
Frank Zappa's Disenchantment,” Journal of the Society for American Music 5 no.1 (2011): 1-31.
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his last years as demonstrating technical rather than artistic improvement, an evaluation
with which Zappa himself concurs. Bernard is conflicted over much of Civilization,
doubts principally driven by the dialogic material, though also he dismisses the two
largest movements, “N-Lite” and “Beat the Reaper,” as “somewhat sprawling and not
quite coherent formally.”74 As the one extant scholarly resource on Civilization Phaze III,
Bernard's article will be an important resource for this dissertation, and I will attend
closely to his ideas, particularly his excellent comparisons of the two mentioned works.
But his work remains preliminary; Civilization Phaze III merits the more in-depth
investigation, which I undertake here.
Bernard shares a section of Expression in Pop-Rock Music75 concerning Zappa with
James Borders,76 who has written about Zappa in Perspectives of New Music as well.77
Both Bernard and Borders focus on earlier works by Zappa, and are thus at a remove
from the later Synclavier pieces that interest me here. Nonetheless, both authors offer
insights into Zappa's compositional approach that merit attention, such as Bernard's
discussion of Zappa's use of quotation of classical pieces, and his difference in intent
between quotation of common-practice-era music versus 20th-century material.78 James

74. Ibid., 28.
75. Jonathan W. Bernard, “The Musical World(s?) of Frank Zappa: Some Observations
of His 'Crossover' Pieces,” in Expression in Pop-Rock Music: A Collection of Critical and
Analytical Essays, edited by Walter Everett (New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 2000), 157-210.
76. James Borders, “Frank Zappa's 'The Black Page,'” 137-56.
77. James Borders, “Form and the Concept Album: Aspects of Modernism in Frank
Zappa's Early Releases,” Perspectives of New Music 39, no. 1 (Winter 2001): 118-60.
78. Bernard, Expression, 70-74.
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Grier, in Acta Musicologica,79 has also written about Zappa's music, and similarly to
Bernard and Borders, he concentrates his attention on earlier material.
Other scholars who have addressed Zappa's work in book and article form appear to
appropriate his music in order to discuss their own agendas. In “Frank Zappa and the
Anti-Fetishist Orchestra,”80 Arvad Ashby gives close readings of certain Zappa scores.
However, his project is to expound on “fetishism” and orchestral “doubling,” topics of
little concern to this study.81 Similarly, Frank Zappa, Captain Beefheart and the Secret
History of Maximalism, by Michel Delville and Andrew Norris,82 corral Zappa and Van
Vliet into the authors’ determination to conceptualize “maximalism.” The result is a book
wherein Zappa often gives way to prolonged meditations on Barthes, Joyce, Dali, and
other literary, philosophical, and artistic figures. Their obsession with Zappa's “naughty”
lyrics yields a near-complete inattention to the instrumental components of his music. In
their sole mention of Zappa's Synclavier compositions Delville and Norris write that
Zappa's investment in Synclavier technology was a necessary stage in the folding
and unfolding trajectories of a transmorphic art which has confounded several
generations of listeners and left them speculating about the origins, influences and
limits of his work. The next logical step in the construction of the Project/Object

79. James Grier, “The Mothers of Invention and 'Uncle Meat': Alienation, Anachronism
and a Double Variation,” Acta Musicologica 73, fasc. 1 (2001): 77-95.
80. Arvad Ashby, “Frank Zappa and the Anti-Fetishist Orchestra,” Musical Quarterly 83,
no.4 (1999), 557-606.
81. Though, as described in Chapter Four, Zappa’s use of orchestral doubling in
Civilization is extensive and is, hence, an excellent example for Ashby’s discussion.
82. Michel Delville and Andrew Norris, Frank Zappa, Captain Beefheart and the Secret
History of Maximalism (Cambridge UK: Salt Publishing, 2005).
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was the creation of music that coalesced the technical infallibility of the machine
and the personalities of live musicians.”83
Thirty-nine dissertations have been written about Zappa's music since his death. Brett
Clement’s is the most ambitious. “A Study of the Instrumental Music of Frank Zappa”84
is a solid and thoughtful work which, although his Synclavier works are not addressed,
offers a good theoretical discussion of formal aspects of Zappa's work. Clement analyses
rhythm and meter, and Zappa's diatonic and non-diatonic music, attempting to apply the
Lydian Chromatic Concept85 to diatonic pieces. Andre Mount's thesis, “'Bridging the
Gap': Frank Zappa and the Confluence of Art and Pop”86 addresses the comfort Zappa felt
in composing both popular and serious music, and his resultant unwillingness to rank the
validity of either style. He devotes attention to the milieu in which Zappa first emerged,
the avant-garde cultural scene of Los Angeles in the early 1960s. The second half of
William Morris Price's dissertation, “An Original Composition, Symphony no.1, Pollock,
and an Analysis of the Evolution of Frank Zappa's Be-Bop Tango”87 concerns itself with a
Zappa work, “Be-Bop Tango.” Price performs a thorough analysis of this piece. Nathan
John Michel, in “Creative Control: Morton Feldman, Lars von Trier, and Frank Zappa”88

83. Delville and Norris, Frank Zappa, Captain Beefheart and the Secret History, 137.
84. Brett Clement, “A Study of the Instrumental Music of Frank Zappa” (Ph.D. diss.,
University of Cincinnati, 2009).
85. The Lydian Chromatic Concept is a theoretical exposition developed by jazz
composer George Russell in the 1950s. He discusses this theory in Lydian Chromatic Concept
(Brookline MA: Concept Publ. Co., 2001).
86. Andre Mount, “'Bridging the Gap.'”
87. William Morris Price, “An Original Composition, Symphony no.1, Pollock, and an
Analysis of the Evolution of Frank Zappa's Be-Bop Tango” (Ph.D. diss., Louisiana State
University, 2004).
88. Nathan John Michel, “ Creative Control: Morton Feldman, Lars von Trier, and Frank
Zappa” (Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 2007).
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explores the creative tension between control and spontaneity. Michel examines Zappa's
album, Uncle Meat, for these features. Michael Stephen Yonchak's “Rehearsal Strategies
and Stylistic Interpretations the Three Works for Wind Ensemble by Frank Zappa”89 is a
cogent work that attempts to facilitate the performance of the three published Zappa
works for band.
Zappa also inspired over a dozen “fanzines” during his life.90 Generally, these
publications do not meet the standards of durability and legibility that more formal
magazines strive to adhere to (for example, Ben Watson's “cut and paste” entry in
Academy Zappa), but at least a few of them enjoyed Zappa's approval and cooperation.
Most significantly for this dissertation, Black Page published a set of “general notes,”
written by Zappa, for Civilization Phase III (as it was then spelled), in November 1993.91
Zappa sat for over a thousand interviews over the course of his professional life, and they
make for amusing reading.92 Zappa tended to always speak his mind, but early on in his

89. Michael Stephen Yonchak, “Rehearsal Strategies and Stylistic Interpretations the
Three Works for Wind Ensemble by Frank Zappa” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Kentucky,
2009).
90. “Fanzines” are periodical publications produced by devotees of, in this case, Zappa's
music, that are typically distributed by subscription to fellow devotees.
91. Zappa, The Black Page #41.
92. An example from Tim Hogan “Zappa’s Zoot Allures! DiscReet Charm From UnBourgeois Z,” Circus, October 12, 1976: “The record company people were showing us the
amusing highlights of the area and they took us to the Disc Club, which was the local nosein-the-air discotheque. One night I went to the toilet and I couldn’t get in because all these
guys were in there combing their hair. But they’re pretending not to. They look in the mirror
and give themselves a quick little checkout and quickly zoot their hair back. They check out
their expression and adjust their clothing and zip out the door. And there’s this endless
rotating armada of Danish disco gents outside the room. So I just went back to the hotel, got
out some stationery, and cranked [“Disco Boy”] off.”
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career, he submerged his disdain for journalists in order to allow for discussion with them.
By the late 1970s, Zappa had bitterly dissolved his relationship with two record
companies, and had begun self-publishing. Knowing that he needed his fan base to be
kept aware of his projects, he became more willing to indulge interviewers. Thus he
happily provided many of them with pithy quotes for publication, and willingly engaged
in discussing musical, compositional, and technological topics with interviewers who
shared his interest.
A few of the interviews from the 1980s address Zappa's use of the Synclavier, such as
Jeff Spurrier’s “Frank Zappa: Samplin' Fool.”93 Along with a companion piece by Zappa,
entitled “Zappa on Jazz from Hell,” this interview concentrates on Zappa's Synclavier
material from around 1984, the time of Jazz From Hell, with extensive description of his
actual strategies using the device. In another interview, by Alan di Perna, “Megabytes at
Barking Pumpkin,”94 Zappa explains a number of Synclavier strategies he had developed,
as well as the computer resources he had available by the time of this article's publication.
In this interview, he describes his preference for using sampling technology to capture
audio for his compositions from real, orchestral instruments:
“My main goal for building up my sample library is to have as much of a variety
of realistic sounds of orchestral instruments as I can get,” he [Zappa] explains.
“Because the space noises and all that weird stuff seems to be very easy to do.
And the music that I like to write was originally intended for real instruments. I
do like the way that they sound. Only I don’t enjoy hearing them played with the

93. Jeff Spurrier, “Frank Zappa: Samplin' Fool,” Music & Sound Output, March 1987.
94. Alan di Perna, “Megabytes at Barking Pumpkin,” Keyboards, Computers & Software
1, no.2, 1986.
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wrong rhythm or out of tune. That’s why I’ve concentrated on real instrument
samples.”95
One remaining interview series merits especial attention. From 1982 to 1984, Zappa
published a series of ten articles in Guitar Player, credited to himself but in interview
format,96 in which he discussed, at length, his then-current compositional and technical
strategies for utilizing the Synclavier. While these articles are relatively early in the
period of Zappa's use of the device, they amount to the most extensive discussion of these
matters in print.
An important source of textual information on Frank Zappa is his own writings, as seen
in the Guitar Player articles. A fair number of articles appeared during the 1980s under
Zappa’s byline, though sociopolitical pronouncements greatly outnumber musical
discussions. Zappa understood that most readers would be more interested in his views on
culture and politics and their intersection, more interesting than his compositional
techniques. An audio quote exists of Zappa stating “I do not read,”97 though Nigey

95. Ibid., 25.
96. Frank Zappa, “Absolutely Frank: First Steps in Odd Meters” Guitar Player 16, no.11
(November 1982), 114, 118, 121. Frank Zappa, “Absolutely Frank: Putting Some Garlic in Your
Playing” Guitar Player 16, no.12 (December 1982), 108. Frank Zappa, “Non-Foods: Stepping
Outside the Beat” Guitar Player 17, no.1 (January 1983), 98. Frank Zappa, “Non-Foods: Bass,
Sports, and Adventure” Guitar Player 17, no.3 (March 1983), 109. Frank Zappa, “Non-Foods:
Coming to Grips with Polyrhythms” Guitar Player 17, no.4 (April 1983), 101. Frank Zappa,
“Non-Foods: Stretching Out with Vamps” Guitar Player 17, no.5 (May 1983), 97. Frank Zappa,
“Non-Foods: Feedbacks, Effects, and Tone” Guitar Player 17, no.7 (July 1983), 112. Frank
Zappa, “Non_Foods: Not the Moody Blues” Guitar Player 17, no.11 (November 1983), 117.
Frank Zappa, “Non_Foods: Digital Sampling and Guitar” Guitar Player 17, no.12 (December
1983), 110. Frank Zappa, “Non_Foods: Video-Assisted Ignorance” Guitar Player 18, no.4 (April
1984), 104.
97. Frank Zappa, “The Talking Asshole,” The Nova Convention (Giorno Poetry Systems
GPS 014 015, 1979), LP.
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Lennon, in her memoirs of Zappa's earlier career, remembered him as an enthusiastic
reader.98 As any educator can attest, a student who does not read generally does not write
well. Nonetheless, along with Them Or Us, self-published in 1984 and mentioned above,
there exists The Real Frank Zappa Book, which is a 1989 work that was dictated by
Zappa to Peter Occhiogrosso. Along with biographical information and the expected
sociopolitical pronouncements, this book contains important information concerning his
compositional strategies, as well as discussion of his work on the Synclavier. As a
resource for this dissertation, Zappa's autobiography is one of the most important sources
of relevant information available.

Conclusion
As a child of the hi-fi audio era,99 Frank Zappa generally intended his music, much of
which would or could not be performed in concert, to be published as audio recordings.
He made his music available to listeners remotely through audio recordings, and in the
last decade of his life focused largely on music made with a machine, unmediated by
performers. For the last five years of his life, he abjured the touring stage and, apart from
his encounter with the Ensemble Modern two years before his death, composed
exclusively with and for the Synclavier.

98. Nigey Lennon, Being Frank: My Time with Frank Zappa (Los Angeles: California
Classics, 2003).
99. The American pioneer of magnetic tape recording, Ampex Corporation, was begun in
1946 using technology captured from the Germans as a spoil of war. Stereo had already been
introduced into motion pictures, and by the early 1950s, multitrack recording became possible.
Also around this time, in 1948, the first long-play microgroove albums, the LP, were introduced
by Columbia Records.
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As a popular entertainer (and while he considered himself to be a serious composer, he
recognized that the job he held in his culture was that of an entertainer),100 Zappa realized
that what his audiences wanted to hear and what he wanted to hear were two divergent
forms of music. He struggled to create as much of the latter as he thought his listeners
would accept, admixed with as much as necessary of the former to ensure that his listener
bought the next released album and attended the next available concert. Zappa himself
always demanded that the serious art music, the sociopolitical satire, and the nostalgic
rhythm-and-blues found in his music were of equal validity, and he refused to champion
one aspect of his work at the expense of the others. Even while the book, Them Or Us, is
a separation of text from music, in flyleaf notes Zappa urges the reader to listen to the
relevant albums, as indicated in the text. Even at the end of his career as a composer,
Zappa took care to create a few works that incorporated members of the Ensemble
Modern reading, in English, excerpts from United States immigration documents, and
letters to the editor of European body-piercing fanzines. With these works, he fuses
serious art music with humorous spoken-word texts. They are certainly the funniest
works the Ensemble Modern recorded for Zappa.
At the end of his career, and life, Zappa produced his final testament, Civilization Phaze
III, for posthumous release, largely though not exclusively on the Synclavier. The
sociopolitical satire can be found in the under-the-piano dialogue portions, though the
original 1967 recordings of that material tend to display a greater sense of surrealism,
than of humor, and the later under-the-piano recordings move only a ways from

100. Ben Manilla, “Frank Zappa,” WLIR Free Flight, Summer 1981.
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surrealism to humor. The smaller portion of Civilization is performed by the Ensemble
Modern, who had the training and interest to engage with Zappa’s serious art musical
concepts, while the larger portion is produced by the Synclavier, a device that cannot play
the blues, wax nostalgic for old doo-wop groups, or engage in after-hours amatory
escapades suitable for later remark by the bandleader. The Synclavier, could, however,
play any score that Zappa could devise – complex, irregular rhythms faze it not in the
least.
Hence, what makes Civilization such a remarkable work is how Zappa had, partly from
circumstance and partly from inspiration, completed a piece in which its musical
component is entirely in the manner of atonal modernism, and any satirical portion is
found in the dialogues, which occur with musical accompaniment only for a portion of
Civilization. For this last work, Zappa rendered text and music in nearly complete
separation; on the CD, one can skip tracks and listen to the music only, or one can skip
alternately and hear the dialogue. Civilization is the only theatrical work by Zappa that
can be so readily bifurcated for either of two discussions. Since in this dissertation my
goal is to enhance our musical understanding, not our amusement, I can concentrate on
the musical component of Civilization without fear of violating Zappa's dictum against
attending to his music in indifference to his text, or the reverse, enjoying his words while
ignoring his music. Nevertheless, the spoken dialogues do relate to the staging directions
that Zappa envisioned for the work's instrumental portions, so to properly comprehend
the work his dictum may require enforcement after all.
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The music of Frank Zappa has enjoyed sustained interest from fans and growing interest
from scholars in the twenty-three years since his passing. It seems increasingly likely that
his music will achieve the “hundred year rule” wherein a century after its creation, and
after the last person alive to enjoy its first performance or release has died, interest in that
music will still persist, rendering that music and its composer as “immortal” as
Beethoven, Mozart and the like. Zappa himself would have disdained being ranked with
those two composers (he actively disliked both), but musical qualities such as power,
beauty, meaning, and uplift can be found plentifully in his music, and in Civilization, his
last hurrah, these qualities are found at their most poignant. I propose to carefully
examine this work in order to explicate the ways in which it displays so much of Zappa's
finest compositional instincts, and to argue that it should be more widely celebrated as
Zappa’s finest work.
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Chapter Two: Zappa’s Growth as a Composer

Dr. Robert Kendrick visited the University of Kentucky in 2013, as an invited Longyear
guest speaker. After his lecture, he was conversing with his colleagues, and doubtless
sparked by my own interest, the topic turned to Frank Zappa. Kendrick told us of an
episode described to him by a female acquaintance. Evidently, she saw Zappa’s Mothers
of Invention in performance in the late 1960s, was very excited and impressed by what
she had witnessed, and approached Zappa after the show, to praise his compositional
insights, and comment on his sophisticated understanding of musical modernism.
To which Zappa replied, “Fuck you.”
The professor duly received his anticipated response of laughter, as they shared a
knowing amusement at Zappa’s choice of a vulgar remark to deride the listener’s
pretensions to understanding his music’s content, and intent.

Humor aside, this was characteristic of Zappa’s stance on his art. He was ever willing to
offer disdainful dismissal to anyone who touted their presumption of understanding of
him and his music, a gesture that he was especially willing to offer early in his career; he
tended to interpret their professions of understanding as ignorance. I provide one more
anecdote for illustrative purpose. I saw Zappa and the Mothers’ appearance on the Dick
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Cavett television show on 12 November, 1971.101 The band played “Who Are the Brain
Police” and “Sofa,” then Cavett attempted to interview Zappa for a few minutes. The
interview did not go well. Zappa’s patent contempt for discussing anything on television
was apparent in him, using his on-air time to complain about his and Cavett’s respective
industries, and giving often dismissive answers to Cavett’s questions. The lyrics to “Sofa”
were sung by the Mothers in German, a language selected by Zappa for the song’s vague
resemblance to German “oom-pah” band music. After that song was performed, Zappa
requested Cavett read the English translation of the lyrics, aloud and on camera. The song
purports to be the words of God, singing to his sofa, and the text challenged Cavett’s
comprehension.
A healthy number of biographies of Frank Zappa have been published, and his early
career has been well documented. This chapter shall concentrate upon his first two efforts
to produce serious orchestral scores, after he had signed his first recording-contract and
had become an international figure of rock music. The works discussed here are Lumpy
Gravy and 200 Motels, two works that established Zappa as a composer of serious art
music. These two works are major events held during Zappa’s journey from brash,
arrogant, uncompromising young composer to older, wiser composer who’s had to
negotiate compromises to get his work out but never abandoned his ideals or values.

101. The Dick Cavett Show ABC-TV, aired 12 Nov 1971. This was Zappa’s first
appearance with the Mothers on network television in America. In Europe his band had enjoyed
generous TV time. Before playing on BBC in 1968, he even thanked the British network for
providing a level of exposure he didn’t have access to in his home country. Zappa was always
committed to keeping sympathetic listeners informed of his activities, which U.S. TV exposure
would have facilitated. Nonetheless, he saw American TV as the pinnacle of a commercial culture
for which he felt contempt, and in 1971 he was willing to openly display that contempt on air.
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Zappa had absorbed the concepts of musical modernists such as Edgard Varèse (18831965) Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) and Anton Webern (1883-1945). He had encountered
the aleatoric102 ideas of John Cage (1912-1992) and Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007).
He then had moved into personal explorations of modernist composition,103 while at the
same time performing and listening to the raw rhythm and blues he had grown up hearing
in the southern California desert, primitive in comparison to other musically
accomplished rhythm and blues acts of the 1950s who performed with a high degree of
finesse,. By the late 1960s, the time of the above-described exchange, he had both
incorporated many musical components, techniques, aesthetics, and philosophies into his
music, juxtaposing the banal with the avant-garde, and come to use his art to express a
fiercely critical sociopolitical worldview. Given the depth and complexity of his musical
and background, and his artistic commitments, it is perhaps not surprising that he would
be disdainful of the necessarily simplistic questions that could addressed on U.S. network
television in 1971.
From his teenage years until his death, Zappa composed music in order to hear his
composition, and this was the purpose of much of his work over the course of his career.
Upon being introduced to musical notation, he tried his hand at composition, and eagerly

102. Aleatoric: music in which some element of the piece is left up to chance, sometimes
a principal one, that is realized by the performers.
103. While composers of the Renaissance considered themselves “modern,” the term
“modernism” is applied in music history to a generation of musical thinkers at the beginning of
the 20th century, who considered tonality in music to have been completely exhausted as a
creative endeavor. The composers of the “Second Viennese School,” namely Arnold Schoenberg,
Alban Berg, and Anton Webern, eventually devised serialism as a compositional method abjuring
tonality, rendering their modernism atonal, that is, without a pitch center, a fundamental concept
of traditional harmony.
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endeavored to hear his high-school orchestra perform his newly-crafted score, only to
find that the players hated it for its ignorance of idiomatic instrumental writing or
disregard for instrumental technique, and he hated it for its failure to capture anything of
his modernist heroes.104 His high school English teacher, Don Cervaris, wanted to be a
screenwriter and through his influence got Zappa his first commercial score, the
soundtrack for the film Run Home Slow.105 Also by then, he had begun to write melodies
that he would, in the 1960s, arrange into works for the Mothers of Invention to perform;
one of these, “Duke of Prunes,” is first heard in Run Home Slow, and another, “A Pound
for a Brown,” would remain a concert standard during his years leading rock bands
(1968-1988.)
If listeners enjoyed what they heard enough to purchase Zappa’s recordings, that was fine
by him. However, while sales were never his primary goal, it is true that the buyers of his
recordings become more important to him over time. Still, he considered it likely that
more listeners would not enjoy his music, and this, too, was fine by him. Zappa
understood that an enormous industry provided listeners with a panoply of musical
alternatives to his own recordings, and he fully expected that a sizable proportion of rock
music lovers would not appreciate or enjoy his work. When his first album, Freak Out!,
was released in 1966 MGM Records endeavored to release two 45 rpm singles from the
album, but Zappa did not support this effort since he did not believe that the popular

104. Don Menn “The Mother of All Interviews Part 1” The Best of Guitar Player May
1994, 58.
105. Run Home Slow, Ted Brenner (as Tim Sullivan). Hollywood: Joshua Productions,
1965. The film’s principal actress, Mercedes McCambridge, suffered a bout of illness, and the
film was not made until 1962, at which time Zappa received his commission.
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music radio stations of the day would play them. He was indifferent, knowing that he
would get no airplay over American radio. In its day it was a revolutionary stance for a
putative popular-music artist to abjure airplay on popular-music radio. Yet, Zappa
considered himself to be an avant-garde composer, and hence expected little radio play
for his work.
There was, in fact, a home for avant-garde composers in the mid-1960s: the academy.
Zappa knew well that ultramodernism in music had been supported by schools of music
at universities. In 1958, Zappa was haunting music libraries at the junior colleges he
briefly attended. He liked to study scores, and he could easily have read the issue of High
Fidelity in which Milton Babbitt’s article, “Who Cares If You Listen?”106 appeared.
Despite its title, which Babbitt considered to be misleading, this article essentially
celebrates modern music’s academic home. Zappa, however, had no use for the academy.
He spent two semesters in undergraduate music theory courses at junior colleges. Zappa
was uninterested in the common-practice harmonic material of the theory courses he took,
yet the courses taught him valuable knowledge in musical language. One teacher
remembered him as an exceptional student, as he quickly read the entire textbook.107 He
quit college, never went back, and for the balance of his life felt that a college education
was a waste of time108. Given his lack of respect for higher education, he saw no point in

106. Milton Babbitt, “Who Cares If You Listen?” High Fidelity, February 1958.
107. Barry Miles, Zappa: A Biography (New York: Grove Press, 2004), 57.
108. Deirdre Offen, “Frank Zappa’s Got Brand New Shoes,” Hustler, August 1974.
Zappa stated, “The best thing about college is you can get laid.” He then added, “The only thing
that is really useful about college is that it's a good place for people to get together and go off and
build their little lives together.”
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investing the enormous effort required to become an academic composer; as a result the
support (and legitimation) provided by a university affiliation was closed to him.

Lumpy Gravy
Zappa had written two film scores, the score to Run Home Slow in 1959, and the score to
The World’s Greatest Sinner in 1961. These were his first efforts to write music for
orchestra, and both demonstrate “very tenuously established technique,” unsurprising
inasmuch as they were written by a beginner, a youngster, unschooled in music theory,
whose ears had been enthralled by musical modernism only a few years before. A few
years later, his professional career recently begun, Zappa received an opportunity to write
a modernist score for an otherwise unlikely client: Capitol Records, which was a rival to
MGM, the label that had signed the Mothers of Invention109 for their first record in 1966.
A few months after the Mothers’ first album release, with their second album recorded,
Capitol Records producer Nick Venet who had learned of Zappa’s ability to write
orchestral scores, asked him to produce a score that he, Venet, would then arrange for
recording.
Zappa agreed, believing that his contractual obligations to MGM were as a performer and
producer, and that for Capitol he would not function in these roles but in the role of
composer. With this understanding of his contract, he refrained from conducting any
recording sessions. Venet obtained funding for the musicians and rehearsals, and the

109. The band modified its name from the Mothers to placate the sensibilities of the
record company executives who had hired it.
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recording sessions occurred in February and May of 1967. However, when MGM learned
of this project it objected to Capitol. After over a year of negotiations, MGM repaid
Capitol its expenses, assumed control of the project, and subsequently released the
resultant album.110
Meanwhile, as the two record companies fought over rights to the recordings though the
course of that year, Zappa had moved to New York City and continued to work on the
recordings, adding various non-orchestral musical and spoken-word components to what
would became Lumpy Gravy. One significant component of this additional material was
the “under the piano” dialogues, that would become a portion of Civilization a quarter of
a century later. The studio he was working in had a Steinway concert grand piano, which
he prepared by covering it with a heavy curtain to the floor and putting a sandbag on the
sustain pedal. He then invited James “Spider” Barbour, various members and associates
of the Mothers, and several women to sit under the piano and discuss a number of topics,
some suggested by him, and some extemporized by the participants. This setup yielded
spoken-word recordings that featured a faint yet constant reverberant sound. In 1991
Zappa reprised this installation for the newer dialogues recorded for Civilization.
Lumpy Gravy is a remarkable work, an album that juxtaposes atonal modernism with
frequent bursts of lampoons of popular music and American society occurring in a
bewildering variety of styles. Along with the “under the piano” dialogues, other, often
hilarious, monologues and associated discussions are present, answered with modernist

110. David Fricke, “Bad Taste Is Timeless: Cruising Down Memory Lane with Frank
Zappa,” Trouser Press 6, no. 4, iss. 37, April 1979, 20-23, 58.
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orchestral material. This orchestral material tends to dominate the last quarter of the
album. Released under his own name,111 with the Mothers of Invention mentioned only
parenthetically in tiny type, the album is a unique artifact of an era when other longhaired
countercultural figures had only taken a few baby-steps away from popular music. The
original orchestral sessions were published in 2008 by the Zappa family as a part of
Lumpy Money.112 This allowed modern listeners an opportunity to hear the material as
first recorded by Capitol, and included, as well, Zappa’s 1984 reworking of the finished
album with additional, rather anachronistic, drum overdubs on some of the “under the
piano” dialogues.)
For years after the creation and release of Lumpy Gravy, when asked which of his albums
was his favorite, Zappa would name this work.113 While I do not focus here on this album,
except as it relates to Civilization, Lumpy Gravy is a significant piece of work and there is
some important scholarship devoted to it. James Borders, in his 2001 article,114 gives
careful attention to structure and thematic content. James Gardner’s chapter on Zappa’s
strength as a musical editor115 describes the result of the extensive edits performed to

111. At the time he thought his full name was “Francis Vincent Zappa.” Several years
later Zappa acquired his birth certificate and only then discovered that his father had named him
“Frank.”
112. Frank Zappa, Lumpy Money, Zappa 20008, 2008. CD.
113. Dave Fass and Dave Stewart, “Phi Zappa Crappa Interview: Peeking into the Bizarre
Mind of Rock & Roll's Original Madman,” Acid Rock, January 1978.
114. Borders, “Form and the Concept Album,” 118-60.
115. James Gardner, “Zappa and the Razor: Editing, Sampling and Musique Concrète,”
in Zappa and the And, edited by Paul Carr (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2013).
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create Lumpy Gravy. Kelly Fisher Lowe discusses the album,116 and makes the point that
he is “troubled” by a view that the work is produced by “a fully developed composer,” an
idea similar to Jonathan W. Bernard’s argument in his article about this early work’s
“very tenuously established technique.”117 Nevertheless, Bernard applies a considerable
amount of description and analysis to Lumpy Gravy, including a table timing the events
of its first half.
While modernism was Zappa’s favored musical style, one point merits mention: Borders
and Bernard both recognized the aspect of Hollywood film music parody on Lumpy
Gravy, from its appearance in the song “Oh No,” on a later Mothers of Invention release,
Weasels Ripped My Flesh.118 Borders succinctly describes the “Oh No” material as “a
pop tune by way of Petrushka's Shrovetide Fair,”119 while Bernard observes that it is
“laden … with the sort of clichés one might have heard in music for movies or television
at that time.”120 Borders makes a cogent connection to Stravinsky, whose Shrovetide Fair
is a plausible inspiration for Zappa’s composition, since Stravinsky was one of Zappa’s
earliest musical heroes. Bernard, on the other hand, critiques this material for what Zappa
would brilliantly parody for the balance of his career: Hollywood film and television
music. Both Bernard and Borders remark upon Zappa’s journeyman level of modernist
compositional ability, however neither stresses the stylistic mastery that “Oh No” reflects.

116. Kelly Fisher Lowe, The Words and Music of Frank Zappa (Westport, CT: Praeger),
2006, 55-57.
117. Jonathan W. Bernard, “From Lumpy Gravy to Civilization Phaze III,” 26.
118. The Mothers of Invention, Weasels Ripped My Flesh, Bizarre/Reprise 2028, 1970.
LP.
119. Borders, “Form and the Concept Album,” 134.
120. Bernard, “From Lumpy Gravy to Civilization,” 8.
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While the modernist material of Lumpy Gravy shows considerable advancement in
compositional ability from his early film scores, it does not equal the mastery of his
models, Stravinsky, Varèse, and Webern. Nevertheless, “Oh No” is an adept tonal
composition, demonstrating that while he was still attempting to write material
comparable to his modernist heroes, he was able to compose and arrange material in
emulation of film music composers such as Bernard Hermann or Max Steiner. The
question of how this youth, who had eschewed a conventional music theory education in
favor of studying the scores of the modernists, could have developed such skill in PostRomanticist composition, becomes an interesting one for Lumpy Gravy. The melody of
“Oh No,”121 is a tonal construct, securely in E minor, despite its intervallic leaps and upand-down contour. This kind of tonality is characteristic of both Zappa’s own melodic
preferences throughout his career and that of his modernist heroes. Both Borders and
Bernard provide tables of timings for events on side 1 of the album, and both note the
appearance and subsequent re-appearance of the “Oh No” melody in the course of the
work. Borders notes that the theme’s initial appearance is presented with a light jazz
arrangement and concludes with the surprising entrance of brass for its terminal statement.
The melody’s second appearance is very different, with a string section, disappearance of
the drum kit (though percussion remains) and a faster tempo, all features which
emphasize its resemblance to Hollywood movie music. This second statement of the “Oh
No” melody, which, along with its first statement, results in a structure Borders refers to

121. Frank Zappa, The Frank Zappa Songbook, Vol.1 (Frank Zappa Music, Inc. and
Munchkin Music Co.: Los Angeles, 1973), 57-59.
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as “variation-rondo form,” displays movie music characteristics skillfully wielded by a
journeyman composer.
One other, forty-five second, orchestral statement occurs on Lumpy Gravy, and is also
heard in its entirety on Zappa’s other production of 1967, We’re Only In It for the Money
(discussed below).122 This musical exercise is orchestrated with intelligence, going from
piano to forte without sudden changes in dynamics, but through orchestration alone. It
could be compared to the early modern French composers, who were masters in the use
of orchestral color to affect dynamic variance. It is apparent, from its usage on both
albums, that it is a musical fragment that Zappa was proud to have written. It is
remarkable that Zappa was able to write such convincing Post-Romantic material; there
are almost no previous examples of his assimilation of this style. It does demonstrate that
he was a careful and thoughtful listener; it also suggests that he had listened attentively to
works aside from Stravinsky’s early ballets.
These tonal and surprisingly accomplished compositional interludes occur early in Lumpy
Gravy, concluding well before the end of side one; the material heard on the remainder of
the album is principally in the manner of atonal modernism. Zappa intended this album to
be a serious musical statement, although the element of humor in the Jim “Motorhead”
Sherwood monologue, the “under the piano” dialogues, and the brief bursts of surf music
challenge the listener’s definition of seriousness. On this album, Zappa’s predilection for
ornamenting earnest modernist musical ideas with humorous audio artifacts becomes

122. This musical fragment occurs at 13:01 on the first side of Lumpy Gravy, directly
subsequent to the first substantial fragment of atonality. On We’re Only In It for the Money, the
fragment occurs at 1:46 of the song "Mother People.”
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established. His ability to wield this confluence of atonal modernism and humor would
reach its peak in Civilization.
Lumpy Gravy stands as Zappa’s first international release of serious art music, and it is
interesting that for his final edit of the album, he presented his tonal, often Hollywood
film style, material in earlier passages, then devoted the remainder of the album to his
modernist explorations. While this borderline is not absolute (atonal material precedes the
last tonal material), it suggests that he endeavored to lend his listeners a measure of
comfort, while demonstrating his competence in writing tonal scores, before challenging
them with more difficult ideas. Later, at the end of his career and life, Zappa would feel
little need to imbue his music with crutches for his listeners, though he did leaven the
atonality of Civilization with some tonal material. The more accessible, tonal material in
Civilization is discussed elsewhere in this thesis. However, here I would observe that
Zappa found this material satisfying to write, and in spite of his atonal sympathies, he
remained proud of his ability to write a “good tune.”
Later in 1967 the Mothers recorded their third album, We’re Only In It for the Money,123
which included the cut, “The Chrome-Plated Megaphone of Destiny.” This song was six
and a half minutes of atonal modernism, verging at times into musique concrète.124 While
the bulk of the Gravy sessions preceded the Money sessions, Zappa continued to tinker

123. The Mothers of Invention, We’re Only In It for the Money, Verve 5045, 1968, LP.
124. Musique concrète is a conception of music in which audio is created such that
acoustic instruments, voices, industrial noise, and “found” sounds are manipulated, at first
through usage of magnetic tape, to produce audio that does not resemble its sources. Pierre
Schaeffer in the 1940s was the first composer to develop tape recordings he called musique
concrète. The theory of the style was made possible by the advent of high-fidelity LP records,
which allowed composers to envision heard music of no acoustic source.
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with additions to Lumpy Gravy into late 1967. The release of both albums was delayed
until 1968. We’re Only In It for the Money was delayed because of legal uncertainty
concerning its cover art being a parody of the cover to Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club
Band,125 while Lumpy Gravy was delayed because of the dispute between MGM and
Capitol. Money emerged with a cartoon-balloon quote on the sleeve of Zappa saying, “Is
this phase one of Lumpy Gravy?” while Gravy was released with a similar quote: “Is this
phase two of We’re Only In It for the Money?”126 When Zappa titled his last great
production Civilization Phaze III he was relating it to his early efforts in the late 1960s;
beyond the cover art, the dialogic portions of each composition function as the emblem of
commonality between the two sets of work from either end of his career.

200 Motels
Zappa was compelled to write the script and score for the 1971 film, 200 Motels, while
on tour and staying in hotels, hence the title. This work was written late in Zappa’s first
period, during which he sought to position himself as a serious composer who
endeavored to apply the avant-garde musical precepts of ultramodernism to popular and,
especially, rock music. 200 Motels represented Zappa’s next opportunity after Lumpy
Gravy to have his art music performed and recorded before he moved into his second

125. Zappa named this album, and parodied the cover of the Beatles album as a derisive
comment on the commercial nature of the latter act. The Beatles, in turn, celebrated Freak Out! as
an inspiration for the editing of Sgt. Pepper into a continuous body of music.
126. It merits mention that the subsequent Mothers of Invention album, their last sessions
for MGM, which was an album of songs in the style of 1950s doo-wop titled Cruising With
Ruben & the Jets, had on the cover a cartoon of the band as dogs dressed in 1950s clothing styles.
Zappa is depicted saying: “Is this the Mothers of Invention under a different name in a last-ditch
attempt to get their cruddy music on the radio?”
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period. While his achievement with Lumpy Gravy was considerable and he had been a
significant force in the early 1960s in imbuing the nascent rock music movement with the
intellectual gravitas of art music, by the early 1970s he had decided to indulge his
audiences’ preference for popular rock and rhythm and blues. 200 Motels was his last
major effort of his first period.
While Civilization is certainly Frank Zappa’s largest composition, it is rivaled in scale
and ambition by his scores and combo arrangements for the 1971 film, 200 Motels. The
bulk of 200 Motels comprises a substantial number of scored pieces, including tonal and
atonal orchestral material, vocal and choral music (not always accompanied), and ballet
music. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra was hired to perform the scored material, and
did so inside a barbed-wire enclosure built in the movie set.127 Almost all of the balletic
material was cut from the film, though it appears on the soundtrack album.128
Music scholars have devoted less attention to 200 Motels than other albums of Zappa’s
first period. It exerted little influence on Civilization and is the one work of Zappa’s that
is not under copyright control of his heirs, as it was a property of the film studio United
Artists and its associated record label. However, 200 Motels does represent Zappa’s most
accomplished and thoughtful work of art music until the creation of Civilization. It

127. In the movie, Ringo Starr, playing Frank Zappa, narrates: “The government has
constructed, at great expense, this experimental reorientation facility to find a way, perhaps, to
retrain these useless old musicians with their brown fiddles and little horns. Give them a trade, a
reason to exist in the modern world, a chance of a happier, more productive life. Some will enter
the military, some will learn shorthand, and some will disappear in the middle of the night on a
special train they’re sending in. It’s the only way, really, to bring about the Final Solution to the
Orchestra Question.” Actors dressed as guards, in pillboxes, surround the enclosure.
128. Frank Zappa, 200 Motels, United Artists 9956, 1971, LP.
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explores the desires and foibles of touring rock musicians as they seek amusement in the
small towns of their one-night appearances. This experience characterized Zappa’s time
working with former members of the rock band the Turtles, though after composing 200
Motels and the sudden dissolution of this ensemble in December 1971 he infrequently
revisited the theme.
Images and texts of a surrealistic nature appear in both Lumpy Gravy and Civilization, as
they do in 200 Motels. In all three works there are humorous elements within the
surrealism; the dialogues in Lumpy Gravy and Civilization could and did elicit laughs, but
unlike the sexual or sociopolitical bases of the humor in his other work, one is not
entirely certain why one is laughing. The surreal aspects in 200 Motels are in the musical
score; one example is the score for voices and orchestra, “Dew on the Newts We Got.”
This brief piece is preceded by an instrumental, “Motorhead’s Midnight Ranch,”
featuring the only notable performance of dancers seen in the film, in this case wearing
headpieces resembling newts’ heads. One discernable lyric is: “Left them the yard all
night. Hope they didn’t get uptight.” Following this piece is one for speaking chorus and
orchestra, “The Lad Searches the Night for His Newts.” The surrealism is in humans
dancing as what are in reality small amphibians, and in the concerns expressed by the
vocalists over these creatures.
Zappa’s loyalty to Expressionist musical concepts determined the score for 200 Motels to
a degree no other project of his would equal, until Civilization. In fact, 200 Motels would
contain Zappa’s most significant engagement with modern Expressionism in music, as
championed by Schoenberg and Berg just after WWI. Expressionism was an outgrowth
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of modernism in early twentieth century art, particularly prominent in the visual arts.
Completely subjective in its exploration of the subconscious mind, Expressionism in
music emerged principally in works for voice, as characters struggled with their inner
demons in settings of unrelieved dissonance. “Dental Hygiene Dilemma,” a work shown
in 200 Motels as a motion picture cartoon, contains just the sort of distorted human
characterization central to the theatrical musical works of the Second Viennese School
(Webern less so, since his singers did not typically inhabit characters.) In Zappa’s piece,
the character, for all his tortured self-doubt, is a figure of ridicule. Zappa wrote here a
parody of Expressionistic modernism, a challenging idea in the early 1970s inasmuch as
very few of his movie’s viewers would be familiar with this style.
Early in his career Zappa expected professional orchestras to be assemblages of
consummate musicians. From the Lumpy Gravy sessions to the end of his first period,
however, he had begun to encounter classical musicians’ inability or unwillingness to
master his parts. In a 1988 VHS released by Zappa, he narrates, as footage is shown of
members of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra tearing up their rented tuxedos as gestures
of disapproval of him.129 By the 1980s, he had scaled back his compositional ambitions
and his orchestral scores were calibrated to what he could expect from orchestras.
Audiences would have to wait twenty-three years following the release of 200 Motels for
the work that would demonstrate his Expressionist technique with equivalent
accomplishment.

129. Frank Zappa, The True Story of 200 Motels, Honker 4003, 1988. VHS. This video
was made from footage in his possession of the film’s production.
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200 Motels presages Civilization in one other detail: both works incorporate dance
(Civilization is described below as a “ballet-pantomime”). The 1971 movie also had a
dance troupe hired by the director, though very little footage appears of them in the final
edit. Nevertheless, a large movement of music, “Dance of the Just Plain Folks,” is
included on the soundtrack album, with one photo of the movement as it was danced in
the accompanying booklet. That Zappa’s initial intention for 200 Motels included a
balletic component was evident in the fact that this movement was included in the sheaf
of scores he took with him to England after he contracted for the production of the film.
In one important respect Civilization offered what 200 Motels could not: a decade-long
incubation. While Zappa wrote the scores for the latter over a period of four years, the
filming and recording was a slapdash affair conducted under a tight budget, and in
Zappa’s estimation, only a portion of the material was recorded.130 The director Tony
Palmer edited the film without Zappa’s involvement. Thus, he did not entirely control
either the 200 Motels film or album. Furthermore, while Palmer reports that he is still in
possession of the master reels131 (contrary to Zappa’s own claim of their destruction),
Zappa had no access to those reels or the audio portion of the entire project. This may be
a factor in its lack of influence on Civilization, which, despite some last-minute
alterations, is a fixed work, entirely a product of Zappa’s intent. It is the result of about
ten years of careful, controlled, and deliberate work. Civilization also reflects Zappa’s
additional twenty years of practicing and refining of his craft and art as a composer.

130. Zappa, The True Story of 200 Motels, VHS.
131. Tony Palmer, liner notes, 200 Motels, DVD.
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By 1973 Zappa had rethought his relation to the musical marketplace and decided to
assume the role of rock star. For the next ten years, he redirected his compositional
ambitions and energies to writing material playable by his highly skilled performance
combo. His stage performances became variety shows not unlike those of early rhythmand-blues models such as Johnny Otis. His humorous inclinations were redirected toward
the composition of comic songs, often involving sexual misbehavior. Unlike the
forbidding Frank Zappa of the 1960s, with his patent disdain for human stupidity, he
became more approachable. Indeed, he eventually sat for over 1,000 interviews,
principally in order to inform the public of his next album release. Had Dr. Kendrick’s
acquaintance waited until the 1970s to praise Zappa for his music, she would likely have
received a far less vulgar and more receptive reply, as the challenging aspects of his
music had by then been reduced to quick episodes in songs based on rhythm-and-blues.
With the production of Lumpy Gravy and 200 Motels, Zappa had demonstrated his
determination to be a serious composer and to be regarded as such, despite the oftenhilarious humor incorporated in these works that might, among some listeners, challenge
his reputation as a “serious” composer. Nonetheless, with these two musical works,
produced for and distributed to international audiences, Zappa showed that he was very
serious indeed about fundamentally humorous art music; if listeners failed to comprehend
how symphony orchestras could deliver such comedy in an atonal modernistic manner,
that was their problem, not his. In Chapter Three I shall discuss how Zappa sought humor
in instrumental sounds, and how Civilization was composed with this ethic in mind.
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Substantial passages of Lumpy Gravy and 200 Motels were quite serious in impact, and
only in the larger musical frameworks of these two productions could such material
contribute to any humorous sense. Zappa’s sociopolitical content was comic, but also
bitter and at one remove not funny, nor was it intended to be so. In the next chapter I
discuss how, after the onstage assault upon him in late 1971, he took the time to
reconsider his artistic stance as a performer, and duly accepted the job of rock star. I also
discuss his later weariness with rock stardom, his decision, not always upheld, to retire
from touring and concentrate upon his first love, composition, and the resultant creation
of his magnum opus, Civilization Phaze III.
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Chapter Three: Zappa’s Work on Civilization

By 1993, the year Zappa completed Civilization Phaze III, and the final year of his life,
had Dr. Kendrick’s hapless admirer approached him, what might have been his reply
then? It is likely he would have offered a weary acknowledgement and little else. By then
he was dying and for most of that year he lacked the strength to inhabit the fierce media
character he had projected earlier in his career. From his emergence in the 1960s, there
had been people who felt they understood Zappa’s artistic intentions, but in fact, any
given element in a work occurred simply because he liked it there. A compositional ethic
that he was happy to relate later in life was “anything, anyplace, anytime, for no reason at
all.”132 Hence, an ensemble sound developed for a period might be interrupted by a
completely unrelated sound, for the humorous potential of the interruption or, perhaps,
for no reason, apparent to a listener, at all. By 1993, the world had had nearly thirty years
to absorb and comprehend Zappa’s music and many people had come to appreciate his
skill and artistry. Yet, Zappa wrote what he wanted, because that was what he wanted to
hear, and since no one else was Zappa, no one else could completely comprehend why
his music was as it was.

132. Zappa, with Ochiogrosso, Real Frank Zappa, 163.
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In 1982 Zappa ceased touring as a rock star, only returning to that activity in 1984, and
briefly, in 1988. In the course of the 1980s, Zappa spent his time generally at home,
working on his Synclavier, while releasing a series of rock music albums. A considerable
amount of the material on his 1980s rock music albums were live recordings of his
touring bands, for instance, the “You Can’t Do That on Stage Anymore” CD series, for
which he rifled his vaults extensively.133
One curious experiment Zappa attempted is on his 1983 album, The Man from Utopia.134
During live recordings of his 1982 concert bands, he sang three songs, “The Radio Is
Broken,” “The Dangerous Kitchen,” and “The Jazz Discharge Party Hats,” utilizing voice
melodies that employed the atonality, jagged contours, and asymmetric rhythms he
favored in his instrumental compositions. A guitarist in his band, Steve Vai, learned the
vocal patterns and, in the studio, doubled them on guitar. The effect baffled listeners who
heard the album. How could Vai and Zappa have remained so in agreement for the notes
performed, apparently in concert? It turns out they did not. One last idea from Zappa’s
final years as a touring rock star was “xenochrony.”135 In performance Zappa’s guitar

133. In 1981 he produced an album titled You Are What You Is, recorded entirely in the
studio, and his subsequent touring band was required to master the studio material for live
performance. Again, two years later, he produced the album Them Or Us (Not to be confused
with his book of the same title, which is totally dissimilar in content) and his 1984 touring band
was also compelled to perform that material live.
134. Frank Zappa, The Man from Utopia, (Barking Pumpkin 38403, 1983), LP.
135. Xenochrony: from two Greek roots, xeno, meaning “strange” or “alien,” and chrony,
meaning “time.” In Zappa’s earliest experiments, to which he eventually gave this term, he
recorded tracks of musicians at different times, playing in different tempos and time signatures.
He then mixed these tracks down into a single track. From this, he perceived “a third result which
is musical and synchronizes in a strange way,” hence the term xenochrony. Later, he dubbed
guitar solos over performances that were completely different from the source recording of the
solo in order to achieve this effect.
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solos had a rhythmic variety that was quite indifferent to his band’s accompaniment.
Zappa used xenochrony to describe the overdubbing of his guitar solos on recordings of
an entirely different piece than the solo.
The experiments described above suggest a musical thinker who is becoming weary of
the limitations imposed by composing and arranging for a rock band. For nearly ten years
he had been content to sublimate his compositional ambitions by relying on his beloved
rhythm-and-blues models for the bases of his songs, and supplying his listeners with the
humorous lyrics that most of them had come to expect. The three tunes described above
that challenged audience expectations were not on the set list of his final two tours of
1984 and 1988,136 suggesting that for those tours he had resolved to offer his audiences
generally the sort of material that they expected of him. Of course, by the time of those
tours, he had found an expressive tool with which to realize his compositional ambitions
away from the concert stage: the Synclavier.137
With a growing arsenal of instrumental samples available in his “tapeless studio,” Zappa
abandoned touring, except for his last two tours in 1984 and 1988, and began to
concentrate on composing with the Synclavier. (Indeed, on both tours he attempted to
utilize the Synclavier.)138 With each album released that incorporated Synclavier material,
his increasingly adept usage of the machine became more apparent. He began to work on

136. My evidence is negative inasmuch as the songs do not appear on any of the dozen or
so albums assembled totally or in part from those two tours, nor upon any of the bootlegs made
from those tours. It is my suspicion that those three songs may have been performed only once,
then cleaned up considerably in the studio.
137. A description of the Synclavier and its manufacture is found in the first chapter.
138 Andrew Greenaway, Zappa the Hard Way (Bedford UK: Wymer, 2010), 127-28.
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Civilization around the time of the earliest of these albums, The Perfect Stranger (1984),
was released. Thus Civilization is the product of virtually his entire period of composing
on the Synclavier. As his releases of this period demonstrate, the compositional
sophistication that Civilization exhibits is a product of his always improving learning
curve in exploiting the device’s resources. He had enough understanding of the device by
1984 to produce pieces for The Perfect Stranger, Francesco Zappa, and Jazz from Hell,
but by the time of Civilization he had achieved a much higher level of skill and
knowledge of how to implement his compositional ideas on the Synclavier.
Zappa tells a story involving Todd Yvega, his assistant:
I had a guy operating the machine and the way it happened was – and, boy, how
this man suffered! I was working on a piece and I had to get the musical
information into the computer. Since I didn't know how to type it in, I had to sit
next to him and say, ' Make that one a C, make the next one a G, etc.' Then one
day he said, 'Look Frank... if you would just do this, then I wouldn't have to sit
here!' So I said 'Okay, let me try’, and it only took about a day to learn the process.
From that point on he couldn't even get into the room to use the machine because
I was there day and night!139
It is evident from a close listening to Civilization that the work was composed to satisfy
Zappa’s principal audience: himself. While there are moments in it that suggest some
effort on his part to offer material appealing to his more sympathetic listeners (such as the
first movement, “Put a Motor in Yourself”) the bulk of the work is written in his version
of atonal modernism. “Put a Motor in Yourself” is a pitch-centric140 work, with

139. Paul Gilby, “Frank Zappa: Jazz From Hell,” Sound on Sound, February, 1987.
140. Pitch-centric, or pitch-centricity is a term denoting music that has a principal tone,
but does not utilize common-practice harmonic language. Bartok is a good example of a pitch-
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pleasantly appealing, if quirky, melodies resembling what he had written throughout his
career and which had captivated several generations. It also had a consistent allegro
tempo determined by its fast tactus,141 a device favored by rock music audiences. For all
its design as a movement to appeal to the experienced Zappa listener, it also contains
sounds and ideas that would require considerable sophistication and virtuosity from a
human ensemble. In fact, everything in this movement did prove to be playable by
motivated and capable musicians,142 however many points in its arrangement amount to
instruments speaking, then becoming silent, on a beat-by-beat or note-by-note basis. The
melody is often handed from instrument to instrument, while the accompaniment, though
perhaps secondary for the listener, modifies its own instrumentation with an alacrity
similar to melodic instruments.143

Humor
Joe’s Garage and Thing-Fish (released in 1984, it was a conceit for a musical dubbed
over a series of older recordings of his) were two other efforts from his rock star years;

centric composer. He would base his works on a tone, but would design his scales symmetrically
about it, ignoring the need, found in common-practice harmony, for fifths, fourths, or thirds.
141. Tactus is a term of medieval origin, denoting a consistent and equal time value of
notes to be performed. Tempo and beat are similar in conception, but have other meanings. Pulse
is the closest modern term; tactus is what a metronome provides, but in the music itself, rather
than with a supporting device.
142. That the Ensemble Modern did perform this movement does not lessen the challenge
of the effort, but instead corroborates their exceptional ability as human performers of Zappa’s
music.
143. A medieval predecessor to this technique was hocket, where two voices would
alternate singing single notes of a melody. Closer to Zappa’s sympathy would be
klangfarbenmelodie, a similar idea used by the Second Viennese School in which two or more
voices perform a melody, interchanging voices note-by-note.
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each exceeded two hours in duration. Probably the principal cause of the above two
albums’ commercial viability was their humorous content.144 The fans that Zappa
attracted during his career as a rock star sought out his music for his lead guitar playing,
but also for the humor in his lyrics. Humor had always been a component of his
compositional style, and with the release of “Brown Shoes Don’t Make It” on his album
Absolutely Free,145 comic material discussing sexual practices became an anticipated
facet of his recordings and performances. Three of seven selections on Over-nite
Sensation (1973),146 the album that inaugurated his newly rethought status as entertainer
during his second period, addressed sexual activity, two of them deviant in nature. Frank
Zappa, the virtuosic lead guitarist who wrote smutty songs, became his brand, as it were,
and for his ten years as a concert performer, plus his two later tours of 1984 and 1988, he
delivered lyrics, along with frequent spoken-word monologues, that provided his listeners
with the sexually-oriented hilarity that he was convinced they expected.
Zappa had a rather contemptuous opinion of his listeners. Even if a number of his fans
did, in fact, appreciate his artistry and hoped, on each subsequent album, to hear him
exert his compositional ability, he himself was certain that most of his listeners simply
wanted the smutty lyrics, along with his virtuosic guitar work.147 Known for his fierce
parody of American life, Zappa reveled in discussing topics, in song, with an

144. Both albums were humorous throughout, though Joe’s Garage became, over time,
Zappa’s best-selling album, while Thing-Fish was not a major seller.
145. The Mothers of Invention, Absolutely Free (Verve 5013, 1967), LP.
146. [Frank Zappa] The Mothers, Over-nite Sensation (DiscReet 2149, 1973), LP.
147. When I saw Zappa in concert in Louisville, Kentucky in 1984, he told the audience:
“I know what you’re here for,” and launched into “Dinah-Moe Humm,” the most explicit song on
Over-Nite Sensation.
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extraordinary degree of frankness. He felt impelled to write of human frailties that other
professional musicians and songwriters would not address. Zappa’s effort was perhaps
heroic in its attempt to push Americans to confront their sexual predilections, but it
earned him a reputation, amongst rock journalists, as a sophomoric songwriter whose
lyric content merited derision.
In Civilization, humor is still apparent, but it is a humor that appealed to Zappa. In his last
televised interview, on The Today Show in 1993, he discusses his timbral choices in the
work, stating that “sounds are for listening to, and composition is the act of organizing
sounds. The challenge of collecting and organizing unusual sounds, along with the
ordinary musical sounds is something I enjoy doing.” When asked by Jaime Gangel,
“how much of it is for the music and how much was for the humor?” his reply was “both.
The goal here is entertainment.”148
Throughout Civilization the sounds selected by Zappa functioned both to determine pitch
(or in the case of untuned percussion, of impulse) and also for their humorous impact. He
felt that his ambition was best fulfilled when the sound selected communicated both the
qualities of pitch (or impulse) and humor. As the movements progress, the odder sound
choices grow in frequency. The early movements of Act I tend to be performed by
instruments in customary ranges and expressions, but as the act proceeds, the sounds
often become increasingly unusual for the instruments utilized. Within a few movements
into the act, the accompaniment, which has been largely adapted from low brass and

148. NBC-TV, The Today Show, May 14th, 1993.
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percussion, begins to change in nature. In the sixth movement, “Amnerika,” for example,
the accompaniment to the melody is an admixture of the wind and percussion sounds that
are typical for Civilization; the winds usually perform notes as brief in duration as the
percussion notes, though occasional held low wind notes do occur. The overall effect of
the accompaniment is moderately humorous, and it offers a moving contrast to the
plaintive, seemingly regretful, impression of the melody.
An illuminative example of humorous instrumental music in Civilization is the movement
“Reagan at Bitburg.” Zappa adopted the sonata form in this movement, although musical
authorities dispute this for its second theme in the relative minor, not the dominant, and
its recapitulation a whole step higher than the exposition. Crimes against common
practice are not prosecutable offenses, however; Zappa was at liberty to modify the form,
though others may not feel allowed to recognize the form thus modified. This movement
merits mention here for its Hollywood movie music style of the exposition, which is in a
dour d minor and adagio. Its humorous B section, the movement’s “development,”
startles with its sudden fast tempo. This section musically resembles fragments of the
Hollywood movie style, but jumbled and performed by Zappa’s large arsenal of
instrumental voices, the succession of which is often the source of this section’s humor.
This B section sounds as if the ensemble is quickly sampling an assortment of Hollywood
movie motives and rejecting them for their inadequacy as suitably martial themes for
Reagan’s visit to Bitburg. It is interesting how the humor that has governed the first two
sections is immediately dissipated by the regretful sound of the recapitulation. The first
theme, heard at first as presidential pomp, is recapitulated as a sad commentary on the
scene.
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In February 1993, Zappa hosted a gathering in his home studio that included the Irish folk
band The Chieftains, his own early musical hero Johnny “Guitar” Watson, and a trio of
Tuvan throat singers. He was undoubtedly impressed by the throat singers’ musicianship,
but he also apparently enjoyed the unfamiliarity of their sound (to Western ears); he
subsequently worked their singing into two of the movements of Civilization. One was a
brief moment as the last note of “Why Not?” They played a substantially greater role in
the movement, “Dio Fa.” By early 1993, Zappa must have largely completed Civilization,
so their inclusion demonstrates his continual willingness to revisit and revise his work.
Given the large scale of “Dio Fa” within Civilization, and its tremendous complexity,
incorporating the throat singers into the movement is remarkable. He must have had great
respect for the throat singers, knowing as he did their sophisticated ability as performers;
for the strange timbre of their singing, and its seeming guttural component, he must have
found them funny as well.
During one brief period of his interview with Gangel, as the camera was positioned in his
basement studio. Zappa demonstrated his Synclavier’s sampling of a younger relative’s
belch, transposable upon the keyboard. Vocal sounds are heard frequently throughout
Civilization, and are often the one timbre irreproducible on acoustic instruments. These
vocal sounds prevent a performance from being fully transcribed. The first vocal sound
heard is a single, brief shout, a moment before daughter Moon’s second statement of
“buffalo voice,” from the movement of the same name.
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Water sounds, dripping, pouring, or splashing, appear with some prominence in “N-Lite,”
ending Act I.149 They become, in Act II in various forms, frequent and by the last
movement continual. Frequently, the water sound is a momentary occurrence, such as a
note in an accompaniment, though also at times a replacement for an expected note from
an acoustic instrument. In Civilization, the water sounds become an important expansion
of his timbral arsenal, sounds which also defy transcription.
Along with water noises, and human vocal sounds often of a guttural nature, Zappa also
employed humorous sounds made by acoustic instruments. In Civilization, low brass
instruments are heard, frequently in passages suggesting parodies of Hollywood film
music. He exercised his masterful ability to mimic Hollywood music to make the low
brasses perform melodic material in an often parodic style. He favored instruments with
extremely low registers, such as contrabassoons and contrabass clarinets, as they had
been favored by his model Varèse. Zappa, however, more often used notes from these
instruments for what he perceived as a comic effect.
The humor to be found in Civilization is largely expressed instrumentally. If Zappa
imagined that a given melody might sound more humorous played on marimba, he was
able to use the Synclavier instantaneously to affirm his hunch. The technique of note-bynote klangfarbenmelodie-like instrumental changes in performance of a melody was
amusing to him, as the arrangements in Civilization demonstrate. Zappa found

149. Both water and human mouth noises are strongly implied in the short movement
preceding “N-Lite,” “Get a Life,” in which sounds are heard that suggest both sources, while not
necessarily being of those sources. A computer-sound stream of noise vaguely resembling rain is
mistaken as such by Mike in an Act II dialogue.
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instrumental sounds, when utilized in certain ways, to be humorous, and one of
Civilization’s finest attributes is his exploration, facilitated by his use of the Synclavier,
of this utilization of instrumental sounds. That Zappa had abjured the sometimes juvenile
spoken humor which had endeared generations of fans to him in favor of far more subtle
and sophisticated instrumental humor demonstrates Civilization’s exceptional status
within his recorded catalog.
While Civilization does contain vocal performances, they are in the form of the underthe-piano spoken-word dialogues, recorded in 1967 and 1991. The earlier dialogues
tended more towards surrealistic and even philosophical matters rather than humorous
ones. The 1991 dialogues express more humor, with Mike’s150 streetwise, AfricanAmerican attitude, and his often-hilarious contention with the foreign speakers under the
piano. Unlike the edits of the 1967 material, in which Zappa can occasionally be heard
giving prompts to the speakers, there are no such prompts in the later material. Thus there
is a question concerning how much of the 1991 dialogues were guided by him, and how
much are extemporaneous. Periods such as Mike saying: “It ain’t funny. He’s just been
talking about me for ten minutes,” followed by Moon stating “be alone…with yourself
inside a piano or…it’s really a metaphor for that…that feeling of oneness,” demonstrate
how the comic and the surreal become juxtaposed in the later dialogues.

150. Michael Rappaport is an actor heard in the 1991 under-the-piano sessions. Moon
Zappa plays his sweetheart and he is under the piano believing that he has paid for private time
with her. Other persons under the piano in those sessions include the brass section of the
Ensemble Modern, and two of Zappa’s assistants, Todd Yvega and Ali N. Askin.
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The water sounds and guttural human vocal noises are heard frequently, and often
prominently, in “N-Lite,” the large movement concluding Act I. It is likely that Zappa
placed them only at that point because he felt that any musical humor found in
instrumental passages, heard as extreme or unusual note selections, or “wrong note”
humor, might not entertain the listeners enough. For that reason Zappa added sounds
more in line with what he felt they expected. The use of these sounds, though not
obtained from instrumental sources, did not violate Zappa’s clear preference for acoustic
sounds since they were produced by natural sources. The guttural human noises were all
sampled from human utterances and the water noises were recordings of natural
phenomena (the rainfall heard throughout the last movement “Waffenspiel” is a possible
exception, though it sounds realistic enough to be a natural occurrence). Having declared
that finding humor in the placement of sounds in his scores was one of his governing
criteria, their prevalence in a work of music was of importance to him. In this movement
that took so long for him to compose, it is strongly suggested that he regarded these
sounds as a critical component of its musical fabric. He found these sounds both
humorous and musical, and their prominent placement in “N-Lite” suggests that he
conceived of them as more musical than humorous. These sounds do occur occasionally
through much of the latter half of Civilization, sometimes functioning as a melodic tone
or brief passage rather than a blatant comedic noise, while still being a humorous addition
to the composition. Human vocal noises were often found in his rock star-era material,
though presented for guffaws, much like belches in Spike Jones recordings.151 In his last

151. Spike Jones, Spike Jones in Stereo, (Warner Brothers 1332, 1959). On the beginning
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work, although Zappa used these sounds with humorous intent, the humor was always
subordinate to his melodic intent. The noises in Civilization, albeit of a modestly comic
nature, do not stop the music to yield laughter, but function within the music as
components of the orchestral sound that are humorous substitutes for tones from acoustic
instruments.
One way in which the dialogues in Civilization are far removed from the topical content
of Zappa’s rock star work is revealed by the virtual absence of sexual discussion. Moon
and Mike play a pair of lovers. Mike appears to be convinced he had paid to be alone
with Moon and is greatly disgruntled by the presence of members of the Ensemble
Modern under the piano. Yet, other than a brief interchange between Moon and Todd,152
and a brief burst of braggadocio by Mike,153 sexual matters, including why Moon and
Mike might want privacy under the piano, are not discussed at all. The 1991 dialogues
resemble the 1967 spoken-word recordings inasmuch as, while Mike plays the streetwise
urban tough character, Moon’s statements are generally friendly and thoughtful, often
philosophical in nature, and hence a welcome contrast to Mike’s hostility. (Her comments
are also in contrast to the incomprehensible, to English speakers, German and Turkish
spoken by members of the Ensemble Modern and Zappa assistant Ali N. Askin, who are

of side 2, a prolonged belch is heard, panning from left to right, to left again.
152.
Moon: Don’t you get It?
Todd: No, not at all.
Moon: Don’t you get it?
Todd: Not as often as I’d like to.
153.
Moon: ...it’s...fulfillment
Mike: Fulfillment. I got something fulfilling, baby.
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concurrently under the piano.) While humor can be found in Mike’s performance,154 the
coarser, sexualized humor of poodles,155 etc., is not heard in Civilization. While any
humor found in the dialogues, both old and new, is related to Zappa’s sociopolitical
critique of the societies of their respective eras, humor found in the music of Civilization
consists of melodic, rhythmic, and timbral ideas meant to be found amusing by an atonal
modernistic composer.
While it is certain that Zappa himself was his intended audience for Civilization, he also
recognized that it was going to be the last salable item for the Zappa family estate. Given
that his humor was a trademark of his work it may be that he infused portions of
Civilization with humor in order to enhance its commercial potential. Nonetheless, he
added humor, through his use of strange and humorous sounds, to the work for his own
satisfaction and amusement. If other listeners were willing to pay to hear the funny noises,
that was fine with him.

Fast tempi
With his compositional ambitions no longer constrained by the limitations of human
performers Zappa was, in his last decade, free to write the material that he wanted to hear.
In Civilization, Zappa was able to create ensembles of any size that suited him, to arrange
melodies for as many or as few instruments and for as many or as few notes of that
melody as he desired, to be heard as seamlessly and as accurately as he envisioned.

154. One amusing episode is when Mike and the German speakers both discover that
they agree on the meaning of the term “piano.”
155. Zappa’s joke about poodles is explained in the first chapter.
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This meant that musical material could be performed as quickly as he preferred, which in
much of Civilization is very quick indeed. From his first international release, Freak Out!,
he had sped up material to a rate impossible for human musicians to perform, using the
method available in 1966 of speeding up tape recordings. In 1966, to accelerate a
recording raised a recording’s pitch level (a technique rendered popular some eight years
previously by Ross Bagdasarian’s [as David Seville] production of the hit single “Witch
Doctor”). Even earlier, in 1948, Les Paul had produced his sped-up guitar instrumental,
“Lover.” Nonetheless, Zappa’s sped-up recording on Freak Out! was a startling
innovation for a rock music album, and for most of the album’s earliest listeners a source
of confusion.156 The bulk of his recordings with the Mothers of Invention included some
sped-up material, pushing the music higher up in frequency;157 nearly all of the albums of
his 1960s group contain some instances of this technique. By the 1980s, with the advent
of digital recording technology, the ability to increase speeds of music without raising
pitch became available. By then Zappa had acquired his Synclavier, with which he could
pace his pitches to his satisfaction. It is interesting to note that very quick notes become
common occurrences in Civilization; nonetheless Zappa has instances of pitch and
duration increasing together, just as they had to in back in the day when speeding up
magnetic tape was the only option.

156. The sped-up material on Freak Out! occurs at the end of the last track of the album,
“The Return of the Son of Monster Magnet.” A vocal chorus sings “creamcheese” in an out-oftune manner, ending plausibly on G, then a voice, singing the same term, is sped up considerably,
going at least two octaves higher, accompanied by an overdubbed piano.
157. It merits noting that even before Freak Out!, during his “Studio Z” era of 1962-64,
he had been speeding up recordings of himself. One of Zappa’s very first surviving recordings
from around 1961 is a guitar solo sped-up, apparently to suggest virtuosity. There are also
examples in his releases of the 1960s of recordings slowed down abruptly, for humorous effect.
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The quick modernistic figures that populate most of the movements of Civilization are
similar in pitch selection and melodic contour to material composed by Varèse and
Webern, but Zappa’s figures are two to three times as fast in their durational values. Had
the two hours of Civilization’s material been written to be heard at the rate of the
durations typically heard in Varèse or Webern, the resultant work would be as much as
six hours long, precluding anyone’s desire to sit through it in its entirety. That length of
time rivals that of the entire oeuvre of Varèse or Webern and so the material within
Civilization could possibly exceed the total compositional output of either of those
composers in total time duration.
A considerable amount of twentieth-century music does contain quick passages of brief
note durations. Prestissimo passages occur in the work of Boulez, Berio, and others.
Nearly a half-century before Civilization, Conlon Nancarrow created compositions on his
primitive forerunner to the Synclavier, the player piano, that contained extensive
passages far too quick or complex for human pianists to be able to perform. Unlike
composers who tended to use quick material to establish chordal relationships,
Nancarrow’s intent was much like Zappa’s in its overarchingly melodic ambition. Both
composers were relaying tunes to be heard in their fundamentally melodic nature by any
listener attentive enough to follow them. Civilization is Zappa’s final demonstration of
his willingness to have his melodic ideas proceed at rates of speed that, for casual
listeners, render those ideas a sonic blur. But for Zappa, and for his attentive listeners, it
is possible to perceive the melodic ideas. In Civilization it becomes apparent that the
“quick modernistic figures” heard throughout his compositional career were meant to be
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perceived as coherent melodies. Their composer could perceive them at these tempos, so
for their principal intended audience they were plainly apparent.
That Zappa could and would hear all the material within his last composition, regardless
of its accelerated pace, strongly suggests that he himself was the intended listener.158 As a
retiree from the popular music scene for his last decade, and feeling ever less healthy in
his last four years as his inoperable cancer inexorably diminished his abilities, Zappa
became increasingly his own audience. But then, Zappa had always been his own
principal audience, from his first venture as a modernist composer in 1963 when he
conducted a performance of his avant-garde works at Mount St. Mary’s College,159
through the albums made by the Mothers of Invention, and even occasionally in the
material of his rock star period. From his very first attempts to scribble notes on paper,
back in the 1950s, he was always composing material in order to hear it. Prostate cancer
did not affect his hearing, so Zappa could hear to his end, and his desire to do so with his
own compositions remained undiminished to his final day.
From either extreme of his career, Zappa wrote music for himself as much as his
audience, though to a great degree his rock star era compositions were written with an
eye towards pleasing his fans. During the middle, rock star decade of his career, half-way

158. Of course Zappa had two temporal perspectives on the music he wrote. He worked
on it at a very slow speed, editing, composing, and re-working it slowly. He did listen to it played
at speed afterwards, but his hearing of the music was necessarily shaped by the very slow and
deliberate pace at which he had composed it. Thus it is a very different experience for listeners
who only hear the final at tempo version and not the micro level of the slow and tedious
composition process.
159. At one point during his concert he advised the audience that were they to hear a
concert of John Cage’s music, they would then find his music far more approachable.
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through which he had a bitter professional disassociation from his record label, Warner
Brothers, he modeled his compositions on rhythm-and-blues more often than on art music.
During his months in a hospital and subsequent convalescence in a wheelchair after the
assault upon him in 1971,160 his time away from the concert stage was a respite in which
he rethought his relationship to his audience and the industry. Leading the Mothers of
Invention in the 1960s, he was attempting to impose “modernistic” musical concepts on a
rock music base, though his band of the day had only some of the training necessary to
perform contemporary art music idioms. When he re-emerged as a performing rock
musician in 1973, he had decided that entertainment was his overarching purpose, both
on the concert stage and in the recording studio. For the balance of his career he
described his job as that of an “entertainer.”
Zappa declared Civilization to be an “Opera-pantomime,”161 though no singing is heard
on the album. In performance, the characters under the piano would mime, or lip sync, to
the audio of the dialogues in performance. Dancers are indicated in his choreographic
notes throughout the work, rendering the work better named a “ballet-pantomime”
instead. He was musically literate, and would have known of the importance of ballet in
the corpus of Western art music. Perhaps he felt that naming his work an opera would
award it more prestige in the concert realm; his dance notes indicate his intent to have the
work presented publicly. Nevertheless, the only source of sound for a performance of
Civilization is the audio Zappa prepared. No performer sings or speaks at all.

160. The assault by a concertgoer upon Zappa is described in biographies. See Zappa,
with Ochiogrosso, Real Frank Zappa, 113-17.
161. Zappa, Civilization Phaze III, liner notes, 3.
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The Dialogic Tracks
Did he conceive of Civilization as a ballet-pantomime, and then compose according to an
overarching vision? Given Zappa’s known procedure of composing modular fragments,
then assembling them, at whim, in any order he preferred at that moment, it is difficult to
believe that the entire work was created from a pre-existing plan. The first under-thepiano dialogues were recorded a quarter-century previously, near the beginning of his
career. Why he chose to incorporate this early material into his final work at the end of
his career is the missing clue as to his intent for Civilization. He alone knew what part of
those ancient (by rock music standards) musings merited incorporation into his last and
most important work. Over the duration of his life as a public figure, Zappa had reiterated
his contempt for the sociopolitical structure of his society. He was an American born and
raised, never learned a foreign language, and regarded other national cultures as
curiosities. Note, for instance, his 1984 song, “In France,” wherein he has Johnny Watson
singing: “The girls is all softies, the boys is all sweet, the food ain’t too shabby, and they
piss in the street. Down in France…”162
The society that populated his mythic piano was of America, and the “pigs and ponies”
mentioned in the 1967 dialogues were American figures of authority, squares who were
dissimilar in their cultural attitudes to the piano dwellers. The 1991 cast reinforces the
American cultural setting, and much of the humor found in the later dialogues involves

162. Frank Zappa, Them Or Us (Barking Pumpkin 74200, 1984), LP.
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Mike’s incomprehension and displeasure with encountering German (and occasional
Turkish) speakers under the piano. In this way, the work shares its apocalyptic sense of
America with the storylines laid out in his book Them Or Us, an outlook of Zappa’s that
does not occupy his lyrics typically.
That Zappa found his early venture in coaching improvised discussions a suitable
component of his last and most important work is intriguing, inasmuch as one might
expect the ideas of his maturity to overshadow those of his youth. Nonetheless, to utilize
his early recordings in a conceptually like manner in his final composition is the most
temporally extreme and significant exercise of Zappa’s conceptual continuity. This
compositional ethic, discussed in the first chapter, denotes the way in which his ideas
recur throughout various pieces composed over a period of time. In this case, the period
is of nearly his entire career, yet the importance of this material’s appearance in
Civilization far exceeds that of passing remarks about poodles. The dialogic tracks
provide a conceptual frame for the entire work; without them it would merit, in its multimovement enormity, Bernard’s criticism of two of its movements: “sprawling.”163 The
continuity that the dialogues provide to the work renders them a critical component by,
for one example, providing a pause suitable for reflection before the next instrumental
movement begins. The voices of Spider, Roy, Motorhead, et al., retain their respective
speaking personalities in each appearance, yielding a constant the ear can come to rely
upon as successive movements differ in tonality, instrumentation, articulation, timbre,
texture, and other ways that instrumental music can vary.

163. Bernard, “Lumpy Gravy through Civilization,” 28.
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In Civilization, the dialogues do have some narrative function, as the characters discuss
the personages surrounding their piano. The staging instructions for the movements often
make the conceptual connection between the dialogues and the movements. The storyline
that emerges from the staging instructions, however, is not discussed by the piano
dwellers. The musical melodrama that imbues most of the Act II dialogues comments
upon the characters, as it should, but the dwellers remain ignorant of the music (until
Mike’s abrupt realization, described below.) The surrealistic tenor of the dweller’s
discussions also have a tendency to prevent these dialogues from becoming a proper
narrative of the music.
The dialogues in Civilization function as a frame for the work, comparable to picture
frames holding paintings in a gallery. They direct the listener’s thoughts to their usage in
Lumpy Gravy, back in 1967. In the older work, the under-the-piano dialogues were one
type of spoken-word passage among other types. While the under-the-piano dialogues
contain surreal renderings of sociopolitical topics, such as “pigs and ponies,” other
dialogues are topically dissimilar; hence, the Lumpy Gravy dialogues seem somewhat less
deliberate and less of a frame for the entire work. The more deliberate, intentional, and
meaningful use of the dialogues in Civilization demonstrates Zappa’s later conceptual
maturity. After a quarter of a century he found a more cogent use for those old dialogue
tapes. In Civilization the dialogues offer a consistent image of a refuge away from the
larger world of trouble. The instrumental material supports this image; through the
progression of movements the outside world is presented, and the resultant tension
between the sounds that world offers and the concerns of the characters under the piano is
heightened by those sounds.
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Dance in Civilization
The dance notes written for Civilization supports Zappa’s “end-of-the-world” ethos, by
endeavoring to display his dystopian vision of America without once resorting to sung
lyrics (a commonplace of his music since Freak Out!). Dance, of course, cannot be heard,
and as Civilization is strictly an audio artifact, would seem extraneous to the discussion at
hand. Upon its release in 1994, the Zappa family announced plans for a staged premier
the following year in Europe, but this show did not go on, and the “Opera-Pantomime”
remains unstaged to this day.
Zappa was a constant and hard worker, and creating elaborate storylines was all in a
day’s work for him. The storyline devised for his hit album Joe’s Garage was apparently
rendered one weekend, during a period of reserved studio time, as he dreamed up a story
for the album nearly instantaneously. However, the notion that he may have written all
the dance notes for Civilization in one sitting is belied by the meaning found in some of
the movements that provide programmatic imagery and numerous cues to support the
actions of the dancers. One movement that displays this readily is “Beat the Reaper,” the
second longest movement of Civilization, and one of the movements that Bernard
described, not unreasonably, as suffering from “sprawl.”164 As an instrumental piece it
does seem to occupy a large space of time with little sense of form or direction, but when
mapped against the staging instructions it becomes an apparent balletic tour de force. For
this long movement, each section of dance described has a corresponding instrumental

164. Bernard, “Lumpy Gravy through Civilization,” 28.
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component. There are many, especially spectacular, balletic movements which
accompany each musical passage. Of the entire work, this movement could well be the
most engaging to see in performance.
To adequately describe “Beat the Reaper” it is necessary to attend to the many musical
events and parameters that compose it. Some instrumental voices remain for a while, but
most appear and disappear quickly, as do the many motives occurring. Tonal centers
change continuously; tempi are established only to be abandoned. By Zappa’s count there
are nine sections in “Beat the Reaper,” yet the dance story included by him for this
movement is a sketchy description of a series of “life extending or youthening trends.”165
While he declares nine sections, only seven of the trends, three of them things consumed,
are listed in his liner notes. He does indicate that events in the piano’s interior be coupled
with exterior events, but little else is mentioned here. “Beat the Reaper” represents a
significant effort to compose a large-scale work, with Zappa creating an intense musical
journey in its inner sections. In its restless permutations of material and instrumentation
the movement functions as the climactic component of the entire work, and the indicated
dance should contribute greatly to that sense of climax. The movement is discussed more
fully in Chapter Four.
The principal question that “Beat the Reaper” poses is what does it indicate about
Zappa’s intentions for a balletic work? Despite its atonal, modernistic musical language,
it does resemble, in its flow of ideas, the scores of Carl Stalling for Warner Brothers

165. The term used here, trends, is a bit of conceptual continuity borrowed from a 1970s
work of Zappa’s, “Greggary Peccary.” The quotation is from Civilization liner notes, p. 27.
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cartoons.166 The pacing of the movement is similar to many of the Stalling scores, and its
seemingly random, even nonsensical, series of events are reminiscent of those cartoon
scores. Human dancers did not perform in those cartoons, and they commonly represent
physical acts impossible for a living being. But Zappa had experience in applying his
music to cartoons: “Dental Hygiene Dilemma” from 200 Motels is an early example, as is
the work Zappa did for Bruce Bickford, an animator whom Zappa had first promoted
through dubbing music over Bickford’s stop-action animations.167 The balletic intentions
heard in “Beat the Reaper” seem unmistakable, in my assessment, yet his dance notes to
this movement are brief and general:
With the thunderclap, various types of inexplicable social actions break out all
over the piano. Each of the nine movements within this piece should alternate the
focus from piano interior, region by region, with the exterior, region by region.
The actions should illustrate the current fetish for life extending or "youthening"
trends, including meditation, bizarre diets, pill and algae consumption, violent
aerobics, "THE EASY GLIDER,” stairsteppers, etc.168
Zappa’s dance directions here resemble, in part, some of his directions for other
movements, the directions also resemble peeves he had fulminated against in years past,
onstage. Nonetheless, the considerable amount of effort that is represented by the
composition of “Beat the Reaper” demonstrates his balletic intentions. In some
movements, such as the first movement, “Put a Motor in Yourself,” he includes a dance
direction that upon examination appears suitable to be a part of a dance for the “Beat the

166. Carl Stalling, The Carl Stalling Project: Music from Warner Bros. Cartoons 19361958 (Warner Brothers 26027, 1990).
167. Frank Zappa, Frank Zappa Presents: Video From Hell (Honker, 1987).
168. Zappa, Civilization, liner notes, 27.
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Reaper” movement. Yet, in the former movement the dance directions seem almost an
afterthought to the movement’s introductory musical nature. Also, the movement
“Amnerika” merits mention here as one of the only movements in Civilization lacking
dance direction, apparently due to its late inclusion in the work.169 Essentially tonal,
“Amnerika” is a hauntingly beautiful meditation, which evidently Zappa had not
originally planned to incorporate into Civilization since it was not included in his prerelease description of the work.170 However, the movement’s quiet sadness, succinctly
expressing his regret over the sense indicated in its title, seemed to him to merit inclusion
as an oasis of repose amidst the formidable torrents of musical modernism surrounding it.
For other movements, Zappa wrote witty staging instructions reflecting his sociopolitical
attitudes. A dance component certainly would enrich movements such as “Reagan at
Bitburg,” its Hollywood film music aspect strongly supporting balletic interpretation.
“Amnerika” is heard between two movements entitled “Xmas Values” and “Religious
Superstition.” “Xmas Values” is a five-and-a-half-minute piece with staging instructions
requesting dancers stage right to mutate into pigs, as the dancers stage left mutate into
ponies. This direction reveals Zappa’s lifelong interest in animation accompanying his
music, since for live dancers such mutation would be exceedingly difficult to accomplish
convincingly. “Religious Superstition” is the briefest movement in act I, where the
directions have Jesus making his second appearance in the work, after having been seen
listening to the preceding dialogue. Between these two movements the strikingly

169. Two of the short movements in Act II, “Gross Man” and “Why Not?” have no dance
notes either, doubtless due to their placement within the 1991 dialogues. See below.
170. Zappa, The Black Page #41.
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thoughtful beauty of “Amnerika,” without dance directions, provides a few minutes in
which the listener is invited to reflect upon its title.

N-Lite
The longest and most ambitious movement in Civilization is “N-Lite,” which Zappa said
took ten years, or the entire period of his ownership of his Synclavier, to compose. That
report is plausible; the Synclavier allowed him to write a scrap, modify it at whim, and
include it into a larger score, and given his lifelong confidence in his compositional
instincts, his first results with working with the machine could very well have been kept
and incorporated into “N-Lite.”
The clarinet, with its complex change in timbre over three registers was a favorite
instrument of Zappa’s; witness its use as the principal melodic instrument in “N-Lite.”
One inadequacy of Zappa’s synthesized clarinet was limited range of sampled notes.
Throughout “N-Lite,” the clarinet is a beautiful component of the orchestral resources
used, but in one respect it does not offer what the instrument played by a human would
provide. The clarinet has three (some persons count four) registers of sound: from bottom
to top of its range are chalumeau, clarion, and altissimo. The lowest has a dark, “woody”
sound, the middle represents the conventionally perceived sound of the instrument, and
the top, the altissimo, is bright and piercing. The altissimo register was the sound of the
clarinet that made the instrument a welcome member of 19th century marching brass
bands, as it could hold its own alongside trumpets and trombones. The clarinet heard in
“N-Lite” is of the clarion sound exclusively; the differentiation across the performed
range appears to be restricted to that register. The notes of the high register are playable
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as such by a human, with great care, as are the low notes, if played very softly. Zappa
loved the instrument, especially extremely low pitches as played by contrabass clarinets,
and those can be heard in the work. But the instrument naturally has a more complex set
of sounds across its range, and in “N-Lite” the clarinet sound in this instance betrays it
electronic source. Digital sampling was a new technology when he began to utilize his
machine’s ability to sample, and at that time, a single sample of an instrument was typical.
Yet one sample in the clarinet’s clarion register does not exhaust the clarinet’s timbral
capabilities, and it is a little surprising that he did not attempt a more complete digital
capture of the instrument during the decade that he owned his “tapeless studio.”
The term “masterpiece” is unpopular amongst musicologists, but in writing “N-Lite” this
is what Zappa was determined to produce. (Zappa never used the term on a work of his. It
is strictly my own conclusion based upon its lengthy gestation, and its resultant longest
length and greatest note-count of all the movements of Civilization. It is the movement
Zappa put the most work into.) Over the period of his career during which he composed
on his Synclavier, it was “N-Lite” that occupied the greatest amount of his time and
attention. The composition and arrangement of “N-Lite” was the most highly developed
and symphonic in scope of all the pieces that he incorporated into Civilization. Unlike the
sections in “Beat the Reaper,” each section in “N-Lite” is titled, and the titles generally
convey a sense of the storyline described within. The piece is in six sections (which, as in
“Beat the Reaper,” Zappa calls “movements”) and each movement is a tableau of some
modern activity: (1) a mad scientist’s laboratory; (2) Venice being submerged; (3) ragged
citizenry being policed by “ponies”; (4) a courtroom; (5) a compendium of Bible stories
danced confusedly; and (6) an appearance of Jesus, who refuses the dancers’ worship by
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throwing a “holy hand grenade” (a detail borrowed from the 1970s comedic troupe,
Monty Python).
“N-Lite” represents Zappa’s ambition to create a musical work symphonic in scale.
Compared to his earlier orchestral efforts, such as those played by the London Symphony
Orchestra in 1983, “N-Lite” displays a greater compositional confidence than found in
his previous work. Of course, he now worked with his ideal orchestra, one that provided
endless instrumental variability, excruciatingly precise entrances and exits of instruments
and flawless performance of the score (though “the score” amounts to nothing but his
inputs into a computer terminal). The human guttural mouth and water sounds render the
work unperformable by a human ensemble, and while this may be lamentable, the music
of “N-Lite” is a spectacular orchestral exercise. “N-Lite” demonstrates Zappa’s
accomplishment in both composition and arrangement. I discuss both topics at more
length below, but the overarching conclusion I draw from my study of this work is that it
is packed with musical ideas and displays Zappa’s unparalleled mastery.
Frank Zappa was an old-fashioned modernist. Such a statement seems an oxymoron in
that modernism in music has, alone among the modernist movements in the arts,
remained unpopular among paying audiences. The atonal composers who emerged in the
twentieth century grew to prominence and largely disappeared before the century had
concluded. The outrages to early twentieth century sensibilities that avant-gardistes of
both literature and the visual arts imposed have long been accepted as both artistically
valid and commercially viable. Television culture has rendered abstractions found in both
disciplines to assist sales handsomely. But the music heard with these words and images
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is, in the current century, still tonal, except for soundtrack passages meant to convey
horror.
Listening to “N-Lite,” I am struck by the quintessential nature of so many of the melodic
ideas, which are classic in their evocation of early atonal masters. A given passage in
Zappa’s style will sound, for a few notes, like a conventional melodic passage. Then
another few passages occur and the atonality of the musical procession is foregrounded
for the listener. Zappa’s devotion to Webern is obvious in his melodic sensibility, his
allegiance to Stravinsky is patent in his rhythmic liberty, and his idolization of Varèse
can be heard in his innovative writing for percussion. The latter is most striking in “NLite,” as the clarinet, then later the piano, play soloistic melodic figures, while percussion
functions as orchestral accompaniment.
In this composition, Zappa has expressed his understanding of his musical heroes and has,
in his synthesis of their styles, stepped beyond their œuvres into a realm genuinely
innovative in the musical corpus. Zappa possessed what the atonalists of the early
twentieth century could only dream about: an ideal orchestra of unlimited instrumentation
and absolutely precise interpretation. With the Synclavier he was able to command
arrangements to suit his ambitions without regard for performers’ unwillingness or
inability to master the material. Nevertheless, he remained loyal to the forebears of his
style and his musical language was very much in the manner of his predecessors.
Melodies in “N-Lite,” for example, are similar to ones heard in Webern. As described
above, the melodic material heard here seem friendly enough to a common listener for
two or three notes, but by the fifth and sixth pitches the melody’s atonality becomes
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apparent and the melody’s percussion accompaniment provide no tonal context to assure
the listener of the music’s normalcy.
Although the battles over tonality and atonality in music had been fought decades
previously, and by date of the release of Civilization the atonalists had decisively lost the
battle, Zappa’s musical aesthetic and compositional practice hewed to the musical
modernism pioneered in the early twentieth century. He was also a resolute user of the
12-tone equal tempered scale, rejecting the microtonal innovations of the past halfcentury. In an interview he observed, “I did a lot of early experimentation with quarter–
tone stuff and found it not to be that interesting … to my ear, it doesn't really work.”171 So,
Zappa composed in a style popular among composers a half-century previously, a style
that was never popular with audiences and has been largely abandoned by present day
composers. Hence, it is fair to append “old-fashioned” to Zappa’s identification as a
modernist.
Civilization was Zappa’s largest work. The nineteen movements that compose this work,
along with the dialogic tracks that involve musical accompaniment, in themselves
constitute a substantial compositional output from the last decade of his activity as a
composer. Unlike many composers of centuries past, who are often thought to have an
early period, then a period of mastery, followed by a final period of decline, Zappa was in
full command of his abilities until his death two weeks before his 53rd birthday; he only
“put down his pen” a few weeks before his passing. Having shrugged off his rock star

171. Don Menn, “The Mother of All Interviews (pt 2), Belgian Waffles in Plastic,” A
Tribute to Frank Zappa, The Best of Guitar Player, March 1994.
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past (while continuing to produce a steady stream of albums from archived recordings of
his rock bands) he utilized his synthesized orchestra with all the mastery his thirty years
of compositional practice could yield.
The nineteen movements of Civilization, representing the final decade of his work, are
Frank Zappa’s last testament and expression of his compositional ambitions. Zappa was a
workaholic;172 although he enjoyed performing he hated touring and during his last ten
years he preferred to remain at home, composing. His workday typically started at his
Synclavier where he continued to compose for the rest of the day and into the evening,
stopping only briefly for a quick bite of food. He had few friends and he did not leave
home to socialize; most people he knew were former band members who hence were
former employees. In the last month of his life many of his former colleagues and
acquaintances came to his house to pay last respects. Yet even before he was bedridden,
with the exception of his two brief 1980s tours, the only people who saw Zappa in his last
ten years were those who went to his house.

Zappa’s Difficulty in Completing Civilization
As Zappa gradually and inexorably succumbed to his cancer, his ability to work became
increasingly intermittent. In a late interview from April 1993 he said: “If you can’t trust
your own judgment, that’s really hard. When you’re writing music, every note you put

172. Paul Amberg, “Papa Zappa,” Tip 16, no.8, April 2-15 1987, 30.
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down is a judgment call.”173 When the interviewer inquired about his ability to keep
working, he replied:
Some days you can do more than others. Part of the problem is that it hurts to sit
some days, and this work is done sitting at a computer terminal. I used to be able
to work sixteen, eighteen hours a day and just get up from my chair and go to
sleep and get up and go back to work, and it was fine. But some days I can’t work
at all. Some days I can work two hours. Some days I can work ten.
When asked about the influence of his illness on his work, he said:
I don’t think it does now, though it did for a while. It’s so uncomfortable to work,
you may be tempted to say that something’s done when it’s not done. You
physically can’t stand to work on it anymore. During one period, I was working
on some pieces that I let go before their time. Since they hadn’t been released yet,
as I gradually felt better, I went back and worked on them to make sure that the
level of competence was maintained.
While his body was inexorably disintegrating, Zappa’s mind was unimpaired and
Civilization remains a testament to his determination to complete the work. Nowhere in
the work does a sense of fatigue, discomfort, or pain become apparent in the music. He
had a computer that would realize any and all of his compositional ambitions without
hesitation or complaint, and the ideal orchestra at his command enabled him to make
music without a hint of his own physical complaints. The listener is privileged to hear
music of power and beauty, and at no time can the misery that must have accompanied
the selection of some of the notes be heard as well.

173. David Sheff, “Playboy Interview: Frank Zappa,” Playboy 40, no.4, April 1993.
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Composer or Entertainer?
That Zappa composed his music in order to hear his compositions is indisputable. He was
always his own principal audience, and with Civilization it was himself that he intended
to please. But from the beginning of his career, he was confident that there would be
people who would listen to and enjoy his work; he was convinced that if he stayed true to
his own compositional ambitions, those persons would purchase his albums and attend
his concerts. Nevertheless, during his rock star years, he did seem convinced that, for the
most part, his audience wanted the naughty lyrics and guitar heroics, and merely tolerated
the musical substance. Yet, he also realized that he had listeners who were interested in
his compositional ideas. With Civilization, as with early ventures such as Lumpy Gravy,
he felt at liberty to amuse himself, secure in the knowledge that he had listeners who
would follow wherever he led. In 1982, at the end of his continuous rock star touring,
when he sat for a sympathetic interviewer, he observed:
I am in business to entertain the people who like what I do. That's my audience,
and my duty is to take care of their wishes. And also to amuse myself, because I
usually feel if I enjoy what I do, those people are going to like it.174
The fundamental question to be asked of Zappa’s career in its entirety is always: Was he
a composer or was he an entertainer? Once he had forgone working directly for record
labels, and had begun self-release of his work (though distributed by a major label), he
recognized himself as an independent businessman and behaved accordingly. For the last
half of his career, after his bitter split from Warner Brothers, his business plan was to rely

174. Dan Forte, “Frank Zappa,” Musician 42, April 1982.
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on income from a release to finance the creation of the next release. Therefore, his
audience became critical to his continued success and ability to continue composing, and
thus he remained attentive to their preferences. From early in his career Zappa had
always recognized popular trends as commercial schemes, and had known that the rock
acts of the 1960s, and their messages of revolution, were sold as marketing ploys of
record companies attempting to peddle product. As the self-proclaimed revolutionaries
gave way in the following decade to musical acts championing an ethic of selfgratification, his cynicism was merely burnished; as a rock star, he remained happy to
remind his audience of the consumerist trap they were in, and was often willing to be
regarded as one of the entrappers. Civilization represents his final testament, wherein he
created what he wanted to hear, in full knowledge that it would not be heard by rock ‘n
roll fans. With this work, Zappa composes for himself and his discerning listeners, and at
the end of his life the market is decidedly secondary.
In his last videotaped interview on the Today Show Zappa stated quite succinctly that he
was an entertainer. For an entertainer, the audience must be pleased with the performance,
and their good regard becomes the critical measure of an entertainer’s success.
Conversely, it is generally assumed that a composer has an internal compulsion to
express some inner truth that demands expression, irrespective of any audience approval.
Did not Beethoven labor in the isolation of his deafness for the last two decades of his
life, and did he not produce challenging works, such as his late string quartets, which
were not fully appreciated and enjoyed by musicians and listeners for nearly a century?
Did not Schoenberg stubbornly pursue his serialist method, knowing full well that the
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ladies who came to hear his work would have preferred that he write another Verklärte
Nacht?
Just as a book without a single reader represents a pointless effort, music must have an
audience. A composer or performer without a single listener produces a meaningless
artifact or event; the audient is as critical to a work of music as the creator. Much of
twentieth century serious art music composition was produced with the understanding
that the audiences of its time would likely fail to comprehend the music. Milton Babbitt,
for instance, composed for listeners yet unborn whom, he imagined, could and hence
would appreciate the complexity and sophistication of his work. In the nineteenth century,
Wagner composed what he regarded as “music of the future,” confident that the ferocious
opposition to his work at the time of its premier would someday yield to appreciation.
Yet, in order to hate a Wagner opera one must hear it; had not a single production been
mounted his operas would essentially be nonexistent.
From his first album, Zappa was certain that a number of persons would appreciate and
enjoy his work, despite its seemingly implausible combination of ultramodernism and
‘50s rhythm and blues. In June 1970, Zappa was interviewed at length for German
television.175 Zappa mentioned in discussion:
There might be a couple of people who consider me a composer, an isolated
minority, perhaps. Some people think that I’m some sort of political rebel. Isn’t it
strange the fantasies people have?

175. Zappa, Zappa on Zappa: Lost Broadcasts, interview by Horst Königstein (Gonzo
109, 2012), DVD.
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Moments later, the interviewer asked him “You’ve talked about certain role aspects of the
person Frank Zappa. What’s the aspect you, for yourself, mostly want to be identified
with?” He answered, “I think I’d rather be a composer.” Twelve years later, at the end of
his rock star era, he remarked to the interviewer:
Basically what I am is a composer, but the way I earn my living is performing
rock 'n' roll music. So if that's where I'm most visible, then by process of
elimination that's what I am.176
Zappa clearly considered himself both a composer and an entertainer. As a composer he
satisfied his personal need for expression and musical innovation, while as an entertainer
he satisfied (at least some of) the desires of his listeners. All composers, even the most
avant-garde of the European integral serialists, needed listeners, the more the better.
Zappa, at different points in his career, used different tactics to address this conundrum.
During the 1960s, at a time when all rock musicians were considered “bad boys,” he
crafted a persona as the “bad boy” of rock music. In the 1970s, he foregrounded the
sexualized lyrics and guitar hero virtuosity he thought his audiences wanted. Yet, he also
eschewed the worst industrial demands of the popular music business, such as chasing
radio exposure. As a rock star he accommodated his listeners by finding commonalities in
musical forms that he enjoyed performing and what those listeners were eager to hear.
Nevertheless, he retained a measure of confidence that his best work, work that expressed
his compositional vision, would find appreciative listeners. As with Wagner a century
earlier, he was correct.

176. Musician 42, April 1982
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Chapter Four: The Movements of Civilization

In the last ten years of his life, Zappa created Civilization, excepting the “under the piano”
dialogues, some of which was produced a quarter-century earlier. The movements of
Civilization can be approached as a complex and varied landscape of sound, with broad
and detailed features. There are tonal constructs resembling “villages” where a
knowledgeable listener can find a friendly welcome; there are also more challenging
atonal “uplands” where adventurous sonic explorers can hike the wilder, mountainous
regions that occupy larger portions of the musical territory. The most easily accessible
movement may be “Amnerika”, the final movement Zappa appended to the work. Two
other comparatively accessible movements, appearing in the first act include “Put a
Motor in Yourself” and “Reagan at Bitburg.” A few of the “wilder, mountainous”
movements include several of the shorter movements of Act I, “They Made Me Eat It”,
“Xmas Values”, and “Buffalo Voice”, as well as the large movement “N-Lite” and the
large movements concluding Act II.
To understand Civilization, its nineteen instrumental movements, many short and some
longer, demands an answer to the question “is there a coherent storyline managing the
order of the movements, or is it simply a suite of otherwise unconnected pieces?” The
answer is “some of the one, some of the other.” Zappa began composing upon his
Synclavier as soon as he had bought it, and learning what he could do with the instrument
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was a process of some years. Nonetheless, he could keep anything he wrote and liked, for
later utilization. As mentioned elsewhere, Zappa was a modular composer, who was
accustomed to taking components of music and arranging them in any number of ways;
as long as he was the one who arrayed these elements, all his arrangements would be
valid for him. It is thus very probable that he developed pieces of music as the inspiration
struck him, and it was possibly years later when the musical fragments would become
movements of Civilization. Against this is the coherence of Zappa’s final vision of the
contents of Civilization. The dialogic tracks, described above, provide a coherent, if
surreal, narration, as do the dancers (were Civilization ever to be staged). The tableaux
that Zappa devised for “N-Lite” and “Beat the Reaper” are generally set pieces describing
some sociopolitical aspect of the world of Civilization, and with few exceptions, events
do not occur. Eventually, in the ten-year course of his composition of the work, Zappa
came to understand what the work was to convey, and he corralled these disparate pieces
into a coherent vision of his world. Movements, or fragments thereof, may have been
born in isolation, but in Civilization they all contribute to the explication of that vision.
Zappa begins his explanation of the work with a “scenario:”
CIVILIZATION PHAZE III is an opera-pantomime, with choreographed physical
activity (manifested as dance or other forms or other forms of inexplicable
sociophysical communication).
Plot continuity is derived from a serial rotation of randomly chosen words,
phrases and smoke, music, beer, and various forms of personal isolation.
All voices and music are pre-recorded, and, to the extant possible, all scenic and
lighting changes will be automated, with their cues stored as digital code on a
track embedded in the audio master.
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He then names “the piano people,” the dwellers under the piano, and does not
differentiate between the two casts. The 1967 cast consists of Spider, John, Zappa himself,
Motorhead, Larry, Roy, Louis, Monica, Gilly, Girl 1, Girl 2.177 James “Spider” Barbour
was a musician and bandleader who led the rock band Chrysalis, making one album in
1968, Definitions. Barbour was the voice of the “under-the-piano” recordings heard on
Lumpy Gravy that conveys Zappa's philosophical and sociopolitical ideas to the other
characters under the piano. John was known to Zappa as “All-Night John,” and was the
studio manager at Apostolic Studios. Zappa is heard through the studio intercom,
suggesting topics upon which the cast comments.
James “Motorhead” Sherwood and Roy Estrada were members of the Mothers of
Invention, Sherwood also appearing as “Larry” in the brief dialogue heard at the
conclusion of an early movement, Louis Cuneo was known by Zappa as “Louis the
Turkey.”178 He was included in the 1967 cast, principally because of his bizarre style of
laughter. Monica was the studio’s receptionist, Gilly Townley was the sister of the owner
of Apostolic Studios. Girls 1 and 2 are women whose identities were unknown to Zappa.
The 1991 cast consists of Mike, Moon, Ali, Todd, Daryl, the brass section of the
Ensemble Modern, and Jesus. Michael Rappaport is an actor, Moon Zappa is Frank
Zappa’s eldest daughter, Ali N. Askin is an assistant to Zappa. Todd Yvega is Zappa’s
computer assistant. Daryl Smith is a violinist for the Ensemble Modern. Jesus has a non-

177. The two unidentified women were in fact named in the inner gatefold cover of
Lumpy Gravy: Maxine and Becky. It is troubling that Zappa did not recollect his own
identification of them, inasmuch as both of the women rendered anonymous in Civilization
contribute thoughtful and interesting commentary to the dialogues.
178. Zappa, Civilization Phaze III, liner notes, 2.
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speaking role. Curiously, the other seven members of the Ensemble Modern are not
named in Zappa’s first naming of “the piano people,” but all are named in his subsequent
listing of personnel at the end of the liner notes.
Zappa then describes his vision of the piano and its residents as well as the stage set:
The speaking characters all wear oversized masks, gloves and shoes. They live in
an abstracted grand piano, represented by crisscrossed layers of ropes and cables
of various thicknesses, painted to resemble piano strings, cubistically interspersed
with stylized resonators, hammers, and stretches of sounding board, surrounded
by an ebony region suggesting the rim of the piano exterior.
The set should be designed to move and reconfigure itself as the characters who
live in different corners of the piano pantomime their dialogue, giving the illusion
of viewing the action from several imaginary camera angles. Above the piano is a
decrepit-looking megaphone apparatus which allows the F.Z. character to address
the inmates periodically.
Surrounding the piano are groups of movable tableau sets, representing various
aspects of the threatening exterior universe which has driven our characters to
take shelter in this gigantic music box. Dance action occurs primarily in these
areas.
These directions show Zappa’s determination to create a viable work with defined staging
criteria. In this, he was attempting to create a work that would be staged, as his previous
two attempts to devise theatrical works, Hunchentoot and Thing-Fish, were not staged.
For this, the final effort of his last decade, he now had conceived of a performance
strictly danced and pantomimed, with all its audio component created by him and no
singers or musicians required to learn his material. The directions offer a description of
his envisioned staging, with movable tableau surrounding an enormous-seeming area
underneath a piano that itself is treated as a refuge from the world about it. The mimes
play individuals who are under the piano in attempts to divorce themselves from the
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larger world around them, and the dancers play forces of that larger world that the
persons under the piano strive to avoid. In this the persons under the piano are successful,
as the Jesus character is the only one who interacts with the outer world dancers and he
“leans out of the piano” in in an early appearance to deal with events and personnel
outside, appearing altogether outside in his third appearance.
The 1967 cast is very concerned with conditions outside the piano; the “pigs” and “ponies”
are a frequent topic of discussion among them. Among the 1991 cast, however, only
intrapersonal relationships are the topic. Excepting only Mike’s declaration of hearing
music at the end of their time on stage, no recognition of the events outside the piano are
noted by cast members. Zappa’s technical ability to have comments by members of one
cast be followed seamlessly by comments from members of the other cast render it
possible for relations with the outer world and each other to be conducted in a manner
showing the correlation between the under-piano refuge and the larger landscape. By
merging two sets of recordings of a quarter-century difference in time of creation, he is
able to use the two recordings to build both realms and have his characters react to them
so that both realms are addressed.
The movements will be described, in turn, and stylistic analysis will be made.
Descriptions will focus upon the character of each movement, as they can be widely
different from each other in this respect. Their titles are typically informative as to
Zappa’s intention in the movement, as are the movement’s staging instructions, so both
will be discussed. Zappa’s predilection for humorous content, in the case of Civilization
instrumental in nature, occurs somehow in most of the movements, and that quality will
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be noted where apparent. Due to Zappa’s preference, most of the sounds heard are
derived from acoustic musical instruments. In the following descriptions, the sounds will
be referred to as to the source instrument, but understanding that the resultant sound is
that of the Synclavier utilizing digital samples of that instrument to calculate desired
pitches.

Act I
Civilization begins with a forty-seven second dialogue of members of the 1967 cast,
which is the only cast heard during Act I. Spider opens with the statement “This is Phaze
III,” upon which John inquires about phases I and II. Zappa makes the suggestion, by
intercom, the idea that “The audience sits inside a big piano, and they listen to it grow.”
Spider hence envisions the piano growing larger, as more people are attracted to it, and
he and Monica suggest that it could rival Haight-Ashbury commercially. Spider continues
with text first heard on Lumpy Gravy, including the suggestion that “the thing to do is put
a motor in yourself.”

Put a Motor in Yourself
Armed with the synclavier, Zappa had a means of hearing his compositions without the
interpretative performance of human players. Consequently, he could and did compose
music to satisfy his own ears without human intervention. “Put a Motor in Yourself,” the
first movement, serves as an introduction to Civilization, welcoming listeners into his
final and, for him, most important compositional work.
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Overall, this movement is, to experienced listeners of Zappa’s music, perhaps the
“friendliest” in the entire work. The tempo remains consistent ( = 105) through the
movement, held by a quick sixteenth-note tactus, that, at the beginning, is implied by an
initial figure, functioning as an ostinato (see figure 4.1.) It is tonal, initially in the key of
E, with periods centered on F♯ and F♮. It features a melody typical for Zappa in its
amalgamation of very different components, its intervallic leaps, and its tuneful ventures
away from the key (figure 4.2.) The entire movement is fundamentally a single
accompanied melody, and all the melodic statements are characteristic of him. The
melodic instrumentation is elaborate as each melodic statement enjoys a variance in
instrumentation from the statement before, never radical, but keyboard, chordophone,
woodwind, brass, and percussion all get their featured turn. Formally, the movement
displays elements of a rondo, in the eventual repeat of the opening theme. However, the
theme’s second statement is notable for its notational and harmonic variance from its
initial statement, while its third statement is as its first appearance. The movement does
not rely on effects idiomatic to the synclavier, but is a throwback to pieces performed by
live performers comparable to such classic Zappa works as “Uncle Meat” or “The Black
Page.” Tellingly, this piece has also been performed and recorded by musicians of the
Ensemble Modern.179

Figure 4.1: Initial ostinato; “Put a Motor in Yourself”

179. Ensemble Modern, Greggary Peccary & Other Persuasions.
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Figure 4.2: Theme A; “Put a Motor in Yourself”
The staging instructions for this first movement are a taste of the subsequent instructions
for the work, and somewhat complicate, in performance, its accessibility:
A yuppie precision drill team dresses for work in motorized uniforms, eventually
engaging in a dance routine featuring ladder climbing, ass-kissing, karate
chopping, self-hugging, eventually leading to politics and murder.
For a work 5:14 in duration, it is a considerable amount of danced gestures, and its
division into three components through the use of the term “eventually”, culminating in
politics and murder, render these instructions to be a challenge to the dancers and
choreographer.
A fifty-second dialogue fragment then occurs, initially with Gilly and Girl 1 (Maxine?),
but quickly shifting to Roy, Motorhead, and Louis as they debate ownership of the piano.
Roy asks Louis how he got there, and Louis replies that he had been sent by his mother
there for eliminating on the floor. Motorhead inquires as to whether Louis was made to
clean it up, and he replies “No, they made me eat it.”
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They Made Me Eat It
The second movement of act I, was composed within the idiom of atonal modernistic
musical language, presenting to the listener Zappa’s favored style, which dominates the
balance of Civilization. The movement opens with a melody that implies a C tonality,
though disputed by B♮ and D♭ (figure 4.3.)

Figure 4.3: Initial melody, “They Made Me Eat It”
Zappa’s compositional style is reflected in a duet for piano and bass, plus percussion. At
times, the bass seems almost Webern-like in its succinctness, while concurrently the
piano's stream-of-sound floridness is a characteristic that becomes distinctive in the
course of Civilization. The percussion during this movement (and for large portions of the
entire work) resembles a trap set, a resource which Zappa had utilized in earlier
orchestral scores, and tended to favor for much of his orchestral work. For much of this
movement the percussion accompanies the tuned instruments, playing, in turn, either the
bass or piano notes, veering to independent statements at a few moments when the duet
instruments are less active. It is interesting to note that Zappa has the untuned percussion
play in registers that mimic the notes of the tuned instruments. He understood what
percussion composers of the 20th century knew: untuned percussion nevertheless speaks
in pitches.
Structurally, the movement could be described as A-B-A'-B'-A”-B”-A'”, as portions of
the movement could be broadly characterized as having either of two distinct sets of
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musical components. The movement terminates with twenty-eight seconds of dialogue in
which Motorhead, as the character Larry, explains to Girl 1 that he knows of a corner of
the piano where he can hide.

Reagan at Bitburg
“Reagan at Bitburg,” is another comparatively accessible piece, firmly tonal with a
prominent, singable A theme. Suitably, for a movement commemorating one of Ronald
Reagan's most disreputable actions as president,180 the musical substance is that of movie
music parody, lampooning Ennio Morricone (1928-) or perhaps Italian gladiator cinema.
Zappa’s intent was to offer his experienced listeners a second round of approachable and
distinctly characteristic music in its readily-perceptible melodies over irregular rhythms,
after having dealt with a previous movement of atonality. The staging instructions for the
movement are:
The shopping mall tableau does a quick change, becoming the Bitburg Cemetery.
Ronald Reagan appears and lays a wreath on an SS officer’s grave. Within
moments the stage is filled with happy dancing Nazi-pigs and Nazi-ponies.
“Reagan at Bitburg” has an ABA structure, opening with an exposition passage sounding
like a parody of Hollywood film score. Its B section also seems to parody Hollywood, but
is a more uptempo lampoon. The recapitulation appears to provide a sad commentary on
the Reagan presidency (1981-1989.)

180. President Reagan, as part of a 40th anniversary commemoration of the end of WWII,
paid a ceremonial visit to a cemetery in the German city of Bitburg. Many of the graves are of
members of the Waffen-SS, and Reagan received worldwide criticism for honoring persons
deemed criminals by the Nuremberg trials.
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The opening statement (figure 4.4) is strictly drawn from the D minor scale, and with the
notes played by principally low brass in marcato articulation, it has the unmistakable
flavor of a Hollywood fantasy of imperial military music. Despite his pronouncement of
personal distaste for the authentic cadence181, Zappa wrote this passage in common
practice minor-key tonality, including the minor sixth for the highest note, even quoting
the mordant from the opening of Bach's D minor toccata, BWV 565.182

Figure 4.4: Theme A; “Reagan at Bitburg”
The B section begins at 1:06 as a final D ending the first section inaugurates a section of
quick notes in an allegro manner in severe differentiation to the slow and rhythmically
undefined melodic meditations of the first section. A motive commences (see figure 4.5),
played by high-pitched, indeterminate instruments, played in pairs and harmonized by
two voices, and with a four-note terminus E♭-A-E♭-A to the first two pairs, for three
periodic statements in total. Throughout this section, the percussion is actively
underscoring all tuned notes with a wide variability. Various different percussive events
occur underneath the melodic material, supplying Zappa's humorous proclivity inasmuch
as percussive punctuation comments upon the melodies. These events occur within a

181. Forte, “Zappa,” Musician, August 1979, though Zappa specifically here is opposed
to the II-V-I progression. “I just don't like II-V-I, unless you want to use it as a joke.”
182. Bach’s D minor Toccata has been, for decades, a commonplace of horror movie
soundtracks, much to the disgruntlement of organ music lovers. One latter-day figure, though
well past Zappa’s time, had been the television program Countdown with Keith Olbermann, in
which Olbermann used the toccata as a soundtrack to his feature “The Worst Person in the World.”
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timespan of two and a quarter minutes, yielding a humorous interplay of various melodic
and rhythmic motives consisting of often parodic ideas of music that could accompany
the appearances of heads of state. The melodies themselves seem to be inventions of
Zappa, not quoting any national anthems. The figure shown is performed in a quick,
whimsical manner with humorous percussive rhythmic framing.

Figure 4.5: B Section Motive; “Reagan at Bitburg”
When the recapitulation occurs, it commences when an alto flute is heard reprising the
opening melody of the work, transposed up one step. Percussion is heard to accompany
some of the notes of this melody, but the alto flute is left largely to its own as it reprises
the melody of the exposition (the orchestra as a whole entering on the last chord of the
movement, E minor,) with only occasional percussive interjections.
Nearing the end of his life, Zappa was at this point accomplished enough as a composer
to understand exactly the formal structure he was implying in this movement, despite his
disavowal of common-practice compositional concepts. It is interesting to discover here
that he had come to understand ternary form and deliberately reached for it in this
movement.
The movement's character is striking: the opening thematic statement by horns in D
minor has a sound evoking military band music, suggesting condemnation of Reagan at
Bitburg by mimicking the instrumental voices that would likely have accompanied him at
Bitburg. The second themes of the following section seem more light-hearted, apparently
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holding Reagan as a figure of ridicule, this implication reinforced by the variegated
percussive interplay with the melodic material that resembles cartoonish lampoon in the
manner of composers such as Carl Stalling. Zappa avoids obvious clichés such as “Hail
to the Chief” in favor of more nuanced barbs.
What is most striking here is, however, is the first theme statement and its recapitulation.
Its first occurrence functions as a condemnatory invocation, of presidential power and
excess, stated in horns replete with martial marcato articulation and forte expression. In
its last, on solo alto flute, it appears playing legato, and conveys its sense as a sad,
regretful meditation upon the Reagan presidency. That the same melody is set to invoke
such a range of feeling is a testament to Zappa's profound talent as a composer.
Dialogue appears at this point, introduced by Zappa in the liner notes as “Roy and Louis
reminisce about Reagan’s personal attributes.” Essentially the pair discuss a person,
unnamed by them, whom Roy suggests may want “to get on top of one of those…ponies,
Louis in turn suggesting a desire for intercourse. The two then conflate ponies with
“boogeymen,” whom Louis declares is the reason he came into the piano.

Navanax
“Navanax” is a genus name for the California aglaja, a species of predatory sea slug.183
Zappa doubtlessly liked the sound of the term, and also the creature itself as a suitable

183. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Encyclopedia of the Sanctuaries,
https://www8.nos.noaa.gov/onms/Park/Parks/SpeciesCard.aspx?refID=4&CreatureID=140&pID
=3.
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comment on politicians of the region. “Navanax” follows “Reagan at Bitburg” as what
seems initially to be a familiar burst of Zappa pop music parody (figure 4.6,) but in its
short duration takes the listener on a quick journey to the “atonal uplands.” The timbres
used in this movement also can be difficult to describe, inasmuch as Zappa’s Synclavier,
while largely populated by samples of acoustic instruments, is capable of altering the
sounds in many ways under his control, and so at times identification of instruments is
problematic. With no score to which one can refer, the only source is one’s ears, and
understanding of what instruments could be parent to a sound.

Figure 4.6: Initial Motive; “Navanax”
“Navanax” foregrounds horns, in combination with several woodwind timbres,
percussion, bass, and guitar sounds. On the Synclavier mechanical imperfections of guitar
performance would seem difficult to reproduce, but the timbre and dynamic envelope is
that of guitar. A four-bar riff suggesting a humorous parody of popular music sounds and
is quickly contrasted with a horn chart that couples Zappa's modernist art music style
with a humorous parody of a classic Hollywood cinematic score.
At 0:12 a furious one-second marimba figure occurs, which, pursuant to the opening
“popular” riff, strongly suggests music Zappa wrote for Ruth Underwood, percussionist
in his mid-1970s rock band. Before this brief movement’s end is heard the mournful
sound of an English horn as well as moments of levity, contributed by low brass and
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woodwinds performing resembling the comments made by those instruments in “Reagan
at Bitburg,” but played at a very fast pace. The movement features the horns juxtaposed
against a variety of moods and textures. After the opening "movie music" passages,
around 0:40, the texture of the movement makes a transition to a quieter, if still very
quick, modernistic accompaniment of the English horn. With the addition of a quick
chordophone, the ensemble develops a complex texture of extensive doublings, to the
final held chord evoking movie music again.
From the deceptively simple, popular opening, through the movie music-influenced
initial horn passages, the English horn statements of equivocal mood, the return of the
horns, ensconced in a complex, modernistic texture, to the last, held horn chord, evoking
again movie music, “Navanax” displays the scope of Zappa's talent for variegation and
juxtaposition of disparate musical concepts. Zappa lures the listener in with four bars of
seemingly innocuous music and then sends that listener on a journey to unexpected
musical places. That one disjunctive marimba flourish after the opening four bars of pop
would not startle an experienced Zappa listener, but the range of aural scenery
compressed in only 1:40 might astonish even an experienced audience.
The staging instructions to “Navanax” are as follows:
In a corner tableau, representing an old night club, a group of dancers, dressed as
Jazzbo-pigs, pretend to perform something avant-garde, miming in bogus rock
video style.
One supposes that it is the initial tonal four bars of music that function as “bogus rock
video style.”
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The dialogue that occurs here, titled “How the pigs’ music works,” at almost two minutes,
is the longest dialogue heard to this point. Zappa introduces the dialogue in the liner “The
first of many pseudo-scientific discussions.” The title is a good summation of the
discussion held by Spider, John, and Monica, and is a more extensive revisit to dialogue
first heard on Lumpy Gravy. Here, the three persons relate this posited music to “dense
light” and “smoke standing still,” the latter topic becoming the focus of this “pseudoscientific discussion.”

Xmas Values
“Xmas Values” is stated in Zappa's Varèse-influenced musical language. Zappa tempered
the modernist austerity with timbres and pitches selected both for their humorous impact
as well as their musical content. There is an inherent paradox in Zappa's ability to create
“tuneful” melodic material that is simultaneously atonal, disjunct, lacking in tonal center
and avoiding "sweet" third and sixth intervals. In part, this contradictory mixture of styles
is based on the juxtaposition of “pretty” melodic gestures by solo woodwinds and violin
timbres, while being played against harmonically foreign sustained tones in a kind of
atonal pedal point. Zappa’s Synclavier orchestration allows for great variability for
coloristic variety, as assorted orchestral sections seamlessly contribute often very brief
components of larger melodic construction in hocket fashion. The synclavier is perfectly
suited to this rapid juxtaposition so it is little wonder that he relied on the machine rather
than human performers to achieve his challenging performance.
The staging instructions for “Xmas Values” are these:
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Lights come up on the left and right tableau sets, each featuring a Christmas tree.
The left set shows the yuppie dancers mutating into pigs. The right set has them
mutating into ponies. As the transformations are completed, the two groups leave
home and smash each other in the third tableau (shopping mall) area.
This movement is of a slower tempo than the others. At times, a moderato passage of
eighth-notes occurs, establishing this tempo. At 1.32, a clarinet appears, playing a tensecond principal melody, presaging its appearance as a principal voice in “N-Lite.” At
2:21, the eighth-note tactus ceases, to resume at 3:55. As a result, notes occur at a
comparatively slower rate than the other modernist scores found in Civilization, no more
quickly than, say, Webern would have expected. Webern would have also found the
ensemble similar to what he used (excepting the use of percussion as timekeeper,) though
he doubtlessly would have found the orchestration a good deal busier than one of his own.
“Xmas Values” occupies a point in the score of the larger work placing it between two
much shorter, fast-tempo modernistic exercises, had Zappa retained his original layout. A
brief dialogue occurs here, which had originally been found at the end of “N-Lite,” before
that movement was relocated to the end of this act. Here, Monica slowly, portentously
chants “dark water,” which Spider and John interpret as a disembodied voice attempting
to communicate the term to the pigs.
Zappa appends staging instructions for this twenty-three second bit of dialogue. He writes
“The center tableau returns to its Venetian configuration. As the piano characters discuss
the meaning of this dark water, Jesus listens nearby,” presenting the initial appearance of
the supernumerary playing Jesus in the work.
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Amnerika
“Amnerika” is a conflation of the Kafka spelling of the nation (Amerika,) and “amnesia.”
While Kafka's book Amerika was a comparatively light-hearted volume,184 in comparison
to the balance of Kafka's oeuvre, this Germanized spelling has, through the past century,
been utilized by American dissidents to denounce perceived fascistic elements of the
country's governance.185 This conflation amalgamates the idea of the repressive events
found in American history, and the forgetfulness of its citizens, hence the movement's
rather plaintive sense.
“Amnerika” is marked by chromatic descent figures, the principal is one that of a minor
third F to D, but others consist of a single half-step. Historically these musical gestures or
topoi, have symbolized loss and sadness.186 This figure is the evocative heart of the
movement, implying a sense of wistful regret.
This interpretation is reinforced by the melody, using an elaborate instrumentation for its
accompaniment (Figure 4.7.) Zappa utilizes the Synclavier's capacity for precision in
performance to render the disparate sonic sources sound as if played in hocket fashion.
The melody is a single voice, though double-tracked, emphasizing its stereophonic
panning through small differences in timing. The haunting tune is rendered above the

184. Franz Kafka’s first novel, originally a short story, unfinished at his time of death in
1924, is considered his most humorous book. It is the story of Karl Rossmann, a youngster who
has a sexual liaison with a maid, and is hastily sent off as an immigrant to America. There, he has
experiences and misadventures in his attempts to find and hold work.
185. Oxford English Dictionary, “Amerika.” http://www.oed.com.
186. Ellen Rosand, “The Descending Tetrachord: an Emblem of Lament,” Musical
Quarterly 65, no. 3 July 1979: 346-59.
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complex yet subtle accompaniment, often a beat or two before or after the chord changes
(hence, reminiscent of, say, Billie Holiday singing one of her sadder songs.) These details
that provide the musical components of this movement with its distinctive character
would be all but impossible for a human ensemble to replicate. The harmonic content of
this melody is relatively simple, only reaching for chromatically altered tones when the
accompaniment has, or is about to, establish them as the root.

Figure 4.7 Theme A; “Amnerika”
In a brief three minutes, “Amnerika’s” purely instrumental statement speaks sadly of his
regret for his country’s tragic inability to realize its ideals. The movement was included
in Civilization as a final addition, too late to be a part of his published description of the
work. As a last moment addition to the first act, and thus the first CD, it inspired Zappa to
move “Beat the Reaper” and “Waffenspiel” to the end of the second act and final CD,
where, as conclusions to Civilization, the movements became far more effective in their
placement. James Gardner, in his article “Zappa and the Razor: Editing, Sampling and
Musique Concrète” Zappa and the And (New York: Routledge, 2013) expressed
astonishment that Zappa had not placed these two movements here at the first. In that
“Beat the Reaper” is envisioned by Zappa as a series of danced vignettes of the dominant
culture he criticized so fiercely, and “Waffenspiel” functions as a farewell to composition
and life, Gardner’s surprise is understandable.
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The dialogue found at this point would be a continuation of an idea developed in the
previous dialogue, however the late inclusion of the “Dark Water” dialogue originally
from elsewhere in the work causes a discontinuous break in the discussion. That earlier
dialogue, “How the pigs’ music works,” is followed here by a dialogue beginning with
Monica asking “Have you ever heard their band?” Spider queries about smoke; Zappa
adds through intercom “The smoke stands still,” indicating that this dialogue is a clip
recorded previously to the earlier dialogue. John then wonders about the voices he is
hearing, provoking Spider’s response.
John: There’s some kind of thing that’s giving us all these revelations.
Spider: Yeah, well that’s the…
John: It’s…It’s…It’s this funny voice…and he keeps telling us all these things
and I…it…I just thought that before we just thought of these things…ya know,
like just off the wall and out of our heads.
Spider: No, that’s religious superstition.
Spider’s final reply provides the next movement title. The humor of the suggestion that
Zappa can be heard is only religious superstition makes this title a comic selection.
One important detail is at the moment John describes his realization, melodrama begins
quietly to be heard, at 0:29, in the form of sustained tones played by a high (a,f) and low
(B) wind, an extremely low piano note, and one chordophone note, the first instance of
this technique used during the dialogues. In Act II, melodrama187 will become a common

187. Encyclopædia Britannica, vol.18 (Cambridge University Press, 1911). Melodrama is
properly a dramatic mixture of music and action, and was first applied to a form of dramatic
musical composition in which music accompanied the spoken words and the action, but in which
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component of the overall sound, but for it to appear here first, when John has his one
moment of stepping out of character, only to be dismissed as superstitious by Spider, is
an insightful use of this technique of instrumental commentary upon foreground dialogue.

Religious Superstition
“Religious Superstition,” a term Zappa would have considered redundant, is the shortest
movement in Civilization, a mere 43 seconds in duration. For this short movement, Zappa
appends staging instructions:
Jesus leans out of the piano, and with a few mystical hand movements, causes the
sunken buildings of Venice to re-surface. Rising with them we see large,
perversely mutated crabs.
Zappa seems to have mistold his story here, in that the buildings of Venice are submerged
somewhat later, during “N-Lite.” The two images of Venice submerging, then resurfacing, need to be swapped in performance for this aspect of the storyline to make
sense.
Originally intended to be, with “Navanax,” the frame of two short allegro movements on
either side of “Xmas Values,” this movement is unified by a pedal tone B, played quietly
throughout by a horn timbre whose constancy without breath suggests an organ. A
dialogue between two plucked instruments also distinguishes the movement, one situated
in a higher tessitura, the other in a lower range with percussive qualities in its dynamic
attack and sustain. At times both “strings” strike chords with an arpeggiated, strumming

there was no singing. The first example of such a work has generally been taken to be
the Pygmalion of J. J. Rousseau, produced in 1775.
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quality, that is, not all pitches played at once in which the sound of plectrum sounding the
strings is simulated.
Four periodic statements are heard, each ending on a high, eighth-note d’” (figure 4.8.)
Each of the four periods presents the same musical material, though Zappa introduces
subtle variations, such as varying the precise order and timing of strummed, struck strings,
and also introducing brief percussion accents resembling gamelan-like gongs. The
nuanced variations between otherwise identical periods demonstrate Zappa's control of
the functionality of the Synclavier, in which he programmed the computer/synthesizer to
mimic performance imprecisions of human performers.

Figure 4.8 Theme A; “Religious Superstition”
The title is likely to be selected simply from Zappa’s amusement over the phrase’s source,
but the periodic structure of the movement, in its nearly identical reiteration of one idea,
could well have been his evocation of inflexible religious dogma.
The movement’s last chord is played concurrently with a brief scrap of dialogue in which
Motorhead, Louis, and Roy debate each other’s presence under the piano, as well as the
Steinway’s manufacture. Zappa’s voice is heard “Saliva can take only so much,” and
Spider restates this as the title for a twenty-eight second dialogue. Louis dwells upon how
good his skin felt when burnt and cut, exclaiming “I really climaxed,” upon which Gilly
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and the unnamed girls are edited in with a prolonged “ahh!” of seeming approval. Gilly
observes what she declares to be a grave.

Buffalo Voice
The staging instructions to “Buffalo Voice” are as follows:
The ghost of some former female piano-dwellers rises from the grave, dances
within the piano structure, leaves it (Peter Pan style) for a preview visit to the next
few tableau sites, finally returning to her resting spot under the resonator.
In “Buffalo Voice,” Zappa adheres to his concept of Webernesque atonal modernism to a
stricter degree than heard elsewhere in the work. In all the other atonal-style movements,
including “Xmas Values” and “Navanax,” Zappa utilizes his ability to write “tuneful”
motives, and his practice of finding chord progressions which render those motives more
accessible is frequently heard in Civilization. But here, the movement is constructed
essentially of a largo root progression under quick figurations. The sequence of chords is
not discernable as a tone row. Pitches reoccur in no repeated order, and some pitches are
not stated. A few instances occur where progression is played in adagio eighth-note
series, but most of the progression unfolds at a slow, deliberate pace. This progression is
occasionally played pp, resembling strings or winds, though they are heard so softly as to
challenge instrumental identification.
The quick figurations are heard above the progression. Piano and related keyboard sound
is heard, also sorts of arpeggiations occur suggesting a strummed, string instrument, and
often the figurations appear to be played by tuned percussion. The use of piano and
xylophone-type instruments here suggests that Zappa seems to be seeking the
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commonalities between keyboard, percussion, and chordophone. The figurations
generally provide information more harmonic than melodic in effect. As mentioned, these
figurations are often very quick, so much so that identification of instrumentation
becomes difficult due to the notes' brevity.
The title, “Buffalo Voice,” is spoken twice, probably by Zappa’s daughter Moon, in a
stage whisper, at 1:45 and at the end of the 5:30 piece. Along with the sounds made by
samples of acoustic instruments, it is significant that in this movement the first
appearance of Synclavier voices made from samples of human mouth noises occurs,
often guttural in nature. These guttural mouth sounds become more prevalent in the later
movements of Civilization.
Zappa incorporated four events in the work that stand out from the quick figurations in
their equal quarter- and half-note statements. The first occurs right away, at 0:10 (figure
4.9,) played by plucked strings, the second at 0:34 (figure 4.10,) played by bowed strings.
The third is a half-note passage, heard at 2:00 (figure 4.11,) and is played by keyboard,
percussion, and chordophone, all doubling. The fourth is heard at 2:40 (figure 4.12,)
played by a hocketing ensemble of percussive and comic sounds, in the manner of Spike
Jones.188 Nevertheless, a number of the quick figurations are of equal, albeit very small
durational value, and can be heard as restatements, and conceivably as parodic

188. Lindley Armstrong “Spike” Jones (1911-1965) was a popular swing-era big-band
leader who toured and recorded extensively in the 1940s, and who became an early television
feature in the 1950s. Spike Jones, who led his comic orchestra The City Slickers, was a
percussionist, and his specialty was playing comic sounds in place of written notes, often getting
the device struck to relate the missing pitch. Though Zappa never explained his failure to include
Jones in his list of influences published in Freak Out!, Spike Jones was a major musical
revelation to Zappa when he was a child.
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commentary upon the comparatively ponderous slower equal-note-value passages.

Figure 4.9 Plucked string theme; “Buffalo Voice”

Figure 4.10 Bowed string theme; “Buffalo Voice”

Figure 4.11 Half-note theme; “Buffalo Voice”

Figure 4.12 Hocketed Theme; “Buffalo Voice”
For the thirty-three second dialogue that follows “Buffalo Voice” Zappa includes in the
liner note the description “Seeing the ghost return, Gilly complains about over-crowding
in her part of the piano, but doesn’t know where else to go.”

Get a Life
“Get a Life” is cast in Zappa’s form of atonal modernism, but he introduces water-like
effects and guttural human sounds that complement or contrast with the atonal
instrumental texture. The guttural timbres become a thematic device that permeates the
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balance of the score. Solo woodwinds including oboe, flute, and bassoon serve as the
melodic voices here, providing a sort of “vocalise” texture. The accompaniment here is a
very slow adagio, contesting the listener’s attention a good deal less than elsewhere in
the work. The quick figurations commonplace elsewhere in the work, excepting a pair of
early outbursts from the bass, occur only during the last fifteen seconds of “Get a Life”.
A brief dance instruction, directed in this instance to one of the mime actors, requests this
act:
GILLY does a bad imitation of Martha Graham wrist-to-forehead choreography,
hanging from the piano strings and punching back at the hammers as they oppress
her.
In this penultimate movement of act I, it is interesting to hear this brief (2:20 in duration,)
slow, and comparatively desolate piece directly before “N-Lite”, the most demanding
movement of the work. Zappa, while retaining his atonal modernistic style, gives the
listener a quiet and undemanding period before Civilization’s most extensive and
challenging movement begins.
One last dialogue is heard in Act I, twenty-nine seconds in length, before the beginning
of “N-Lite” and the conclusion of the act. Titled “A Kayak (On Snow,)” from Monica’s
initial statement, Zappa prefaces the text in the liner with “It is now time for Monica to
recite bad poetry, leading to a short discussion of worms.” The comment about worms is
made by Spider.
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N-Lite
Act I concludes with Zappa’s largest and most extensively thought-out work in
Civilization, “N-Lite.” The longest movement of Civilization. It is divided into six titled
sections, that Zappa calls “movements,” though to avoid confusion here they will be
described as “sections.” Although Zappa named provided titles for all six “movements”,
the challenge is to identify where in ‘N-Lite’ these sections occur. Each section is briefly
described in Zappa's stage instructions, so the instructions will be utilized to determine
boundaries of the sections in this effort to stylistically describe ‘N-Lite.’ Despite Zappa's
own lack of interest in traditional music forms, “N-Light” at first greatly resembles a
clarinet concerto, though as ‘N-Lite’ progresses, the piano becomes, for a good deal of
the movement, the principal voice. The clarinet is the primary voice in opening minutes
of this movement, and its response to orchestral interludes suggests solo episodes against
ritornelli.

N-Lite: Negative Light
The section opens with a one-note percussive strike, as the clarinet makes its first,
essentially solo statement (figure 4.13.) The clarinet remains the dominant voice for this
section, its statements played over generally percussive orchestral settings of pitches
doubling the clarinet.

Figure 4.13 Initial theme; “N-Lite: Negative Light”
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The clarinet begins the second period unaccompanied (0:57,) with a variant of the
opening motive (figure 4.14,) but within a few seconds, percussive and keyboard ideas
emerge, functioning as an orchestral accompaniment to the featured clarinet. Soon,
plucked strings appear in the accompaniment, resulting in a sonic tapestry of percussion,
keyboards, and plucked strings. As the third and final period of this section commences at
2:02, the clarinet, when present, is somewhat obscured by the accompaniment. Around
2:12, the clarinet is heard unmistakably.

Figure 4.14: Second period theme variant; “N-Lite: Negative Light”
The final ten seconds of the period are given to the most virtuosic statement of the
clarinet heard since the beginning of the section, framed by sustained percussive strikes.
For this first section, the dance notes read “The left tableau is now a mad scientist’s
laboratory. He invented negative light, and is murdering an assortment of caged animals
with it.”

N-Lite: Venice Submerged
This section begins at 2:41, perceptible as such for its abrupt change in character and
instrumentation. The dance notes to this section are “The center tableau shows us dancers
dressed as Venetian landmark buildings, vanishing beneath waves of childishly grinding
“stage water”. After the first, opening motive is heard (figure 4.15,) the texture amounts
to the very quick, modernistic figures so prevalent in the work overall, the latter is
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keyboard, essentially piano, but with clarinet and percussion doubling. Since this section
is a continuous series of vertical events, periodicity is somewhat harder to perceive.
Nonetheless, a deliberate half-note passage presages a very different sound palette (figure
4.16,) so the second period could be determined as beginning at 3:52, when a few
seconds of low-pitched human whistling in a jazzy dotted rhythm is heard. The keyboards
and percussion take over, yielding to a prolonged clarinet solo. As the clarinet performs,
it is sometimes interrupted by the piano, and for the balance of “N-Lite,” the two function
as though the movement is a concerto for clarinet and piano, as both instruments, in turn,
supply passages of dominance.

Figure 4.15 Second section initial theme; “N-Lite: Venice Submerged”

Figure 4.16 Second section half-note theme; “N-Lite: Venice Submerged”
The next period of this section begins at 4:31, where a burst of sampled voice is heard,
comprising the first incidence of both guttural mouth and water sounds occur here, used
for comic effect in “N-Lite.” The percussion is the principal section pursuant to the voice
and water sounds; however, the arrangement for this section is very elaborate, as Zappa
selects a fresh sound for nearly every note played, including brass, keys, and woodwinds.
In this section, the mouth and water sounds become members of the ensemble, important
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and frequently heard, the effect being comic commentary on the atonal, modernistic
language of the acoustic instruments. A piano figure closes the period (figure 4.17.)

Figure 4.17 Second section piano theme; “N-Lite: Venice Submerged”
The final period of the section begins after a pause around 5:37. At 5:43, the mouth sound
is heard again, lampooning the previous piano statement, and the mouth sound is
seemingly drowned by water noises, all occurring again at 5:50. The balance of the
period is dominated by piano and percussion.

N-Lite: The New World Order
The beginning of this section, at 6:15, is readily denoted by the sustained, ten-beat
percussion chord that is struck. The resulting timbre strongly suggests the oppressive
urban environment described in the performance notes for this section, which reads “The
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right tableau is a dark city, with ragged citizens moving in line from place to place,
supervised by squadrons of uniformed ponies.” At 7:11, a rather silly-sounding human
voice is heard, the most patently comic effect yet heard in “N-Lite.” Shortly after, the
second period of the section commences. The piano gives way for ten seconds to wind
and percussion, but then returns, becoming essentially the solo voice, with occasional
bursts of accompanying percussion, and oboe quietly doubles the piano melody for
fourteen seconds.
Marimbas sound, verging on glockenspiel, then high-voiced piano, emphasizing the
commonality of the timbres of these instruments. Soon, the quick figures so typical of
Zappa are supplanted by a somewhat tonal, sixteenth-note melody, beginning 8:13 and
ending on a trilled F, played by the clarinet and piano (figure 4.18.) Then, the piano
becomes the solo voice again, almost completely without percussive doubling, and
performs a virtuosic passage that would challenge the finest pianist. This section is
concluded by a percussive accompaniment figure.

Figure 4.18 Third section theme; “N-Lite: The New World Order”

N-Lite: The Lifestyle You Deserve
This section begins at 9.00, after a brief pause, with a typically Zappa commencement of
a quick E-F♯ figure over an extremely low-register A in the piano. The dance notes for
this section read “The left tableau is now a courtroom. Pigs are suing each other and
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dragging away bags of money.” This section is similar to what has already been heard,
the piano is still the principal voice, and the accompaniment is percussion with very low
wind notes. Around 9:39 the piano offers a slow, sombre quarter-note statement (4.19,)
followed by a statement at 9:47 made, with characteristic suddenness, on tuned
percussion (4.20.) At about 9:58 one of the most demanding, virtuosic piano passages in
“N-Lite” begins, with the percussive, mouth and water sounds appearing, the latter two
typically in close proximity. The furious figurations that have dominated the whole
movement slowly give way to a quieter and less propulsive, almost meditative sense.

Figure 4.19 Fourth section piano theme; “N-Lite: The Lifestyle You Deserve”

Figure 4.20 Fourth section percussion theme; “N-Lite: The Lifestyle You Deserve”

N-Lite: Creationism
The section begins at 11:01 at a slower tempo, with an underlying whole- or double
whole-note chord progression, typically articulated by low brass, woodwind, or piano.
The dance notes for this section read “The center tableau is now a cubistic collage of
badly imagined bible stories, including the Garden of Eden, Noah’s Ark, Sodom &
Gomorrah etc. Pig and Pony dancers re-enact these scenes, but interweave them, resulting
in an incomprehensible finale.” From the beginning of this section, percussion remains
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active; through most of “N-Lite” percussion -- tuned or otherwise -- functions as the
quick, propulsive component, yet not by rhythmic patterns, as performed on a drum set,
but with foreground activity that, in the case of the untuned percussion, exists in
replacement for melodic material. The incidence of comic vocal and bubbling water
samples, now commonplace for “N-Lite,” occur straightaway. Lastly, the piano
frequently appears, occupying a musical region above the slow tempo material, but below
the rapid percussive figurations, rendering a complex vertical relationship between the
various instrumental groups.
The orchestral palette here is quite complex, as all the sections, including comparatively
rare statements by a string section, are available and all appear momentarily to add
melodic and rhythmic ideas. The entire section continues at its slow tempo, with all
orchestral sections offering momentary statements, all to establish a continual pointillist
melody (figure 4.21.) This melody is sometimes handled prominently by winds or tuned
percussion, other times more subtly, as when it is played below a percussion figure. In
this manner, it often cannot be distinguished from the slow, half-note chord progression.
Comic voice samples, occurring repeatedly, along with water-bubbling sounds, seem to
meld with the percussive statements, but their contribution to the continual melody is less
significant. Overall, the elaborate sonic forces utilized here make for a suitable
accompaniment to the prospective image of dancers, as pigs and ponies, enacting
conflated, misremembered Bible stories.
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Figure 4.21 Fifth section theme; “N-Lite: Creationism”

N-Lite: He Is Risen
This last section of “N-Lite” begins at 15:18, after only a brief, held B, consistent with
the stage directions, which read “JESUS Pops up in the middle of all this like a baffled
jack-in-the-box. The dancers attempt to worship him, but he casts them away. After
examining the mess they have made of his parables, he disposes of them with a holy hand
grenade, and leaps into the piano,” This is Jesus’ second appearance as a character, the
first being in the notes for “Religious Superstition.”
An abrupt abandonment of the previous section's tempo, and a fast, tuneful melody,
played in double by the clarinet and tuned percussion, signals a sudden change in
character for the piece (figure 4.22.) By the emergence of this last section, the clarinet has
returned to become a solo focus of the work, though near the end, the piano performs one
last virtuosic display. While at the beginning of “N-Lite” the clarinet appears to be the
principal voice, as the last section progresses, the piano becomes the dominant voice,
performing a re-occurring, though intermittent, eighth-note ostinato a♭, and as a chord is
struck on e♭ at 16:02, a poignant melody is played (figure 4.23.)

Figure 4.22 Sixth section theme; “”N-Lite: He Is Risen
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Figure 4.23 Sixth section B theme; “”N-Lite: He Is Risen
The piano continues its ostinato, though the eighth-notes remain on a♭ only momentarily,
as orchestral additions soon accumulate. At 16:41, a melodic figure characteristic of
Zappa for its Hollywood movie-music parody occurs (figure 4.24) played by piano and
brass. A dramatic chord is struck, eventually settling on B, played by the piano, both lowregister, sustained pitches, and quick, upper register figurations, along with percussion,
and low brass. After a pause on the B, a new idea begins, opening with B♭-D♭,
resembling the opening notes of the overture to 200 Motels, after which a typically
tuneful Zappa melody is heard beginning 17.08, sandwiched between orchestral chords
on A♭ and D♭ (figure 4.25.) For the last half-minute the piano becomes the solo voice,
excepting a last B chord played in conjunction with percussion.

Figure 4.24 Sixth section parody theme; “”N-Lite: He Is Risen

Figure 4.25 Sixth section final theme; “”N-Lite: He Is Risen
Of the movements of Civilization Phaze III “N-Lite” occupied the largest amount of
Zappa's time and attention. At eighteen minutes, it is the longest movement (though
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“Beat the Reaper” is only two-and-a-half minutes shorter), and the most complex. The
stage directions189 amount to descriptions of three regions of the stage, where dancers
indicate activities of each region in turn, each tableau corresponding to a section. While
the directions are brief, they indicate extensive activity for each tableau, and the continual
progression of musical events offer a great deal of musical queues for a substantial
assortment of moves, gestures, and characterizations.
Through the emphatically programmatic nature of this movement, a sizable number of
musical events offer correlating prompts for various acts of the dancers. Zappa himself
only indicated a sense of what acts the dancers were to employ, but gave a considerable
number of cues in the music for the dancers to align gestures. “Negative Light,” has the
character of a prelude, seeming to meditate upon the first tableau. With the second
section, “Venice Submerged,” the score suddenly becomes quite active, doubtless due to
the dominance now of piano and percussion, instruments of comparatively short note
durations, hence encouraging a larger number of notes per second. Hence, the second
section has a considerably denser set of musical events for a similar time period. In “The
New World Order,” a sudden reduction of percussive events over time is apparent, at
least during its first two minutes or so, as the piano generally maintains its eighth-note
tactus, adding a rather mournful cast to this material. The somewhat tonal music
beginning at 8.13 adds a lighter sound to the section. At the same time the quicker, busier
music resembling the previous section is reintroduced. “The Lifestyle You Deserve” goes
fully into the quick figures of atonal modernism, the humorous vocal sounds become

189. Civilization Phaze III, liner notes, 13.
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especially prominent, and the material becomes propulsive. “Creationism” returns to a
slower, and more somber cast, though as throughout this movement, the quick, modernist
figures are a nearly continual accompaniment to the larger musical components. The last
section, “He Is Risen,” serves as a coda to the previous section, hence its immediate
commencement, without the held, dying note that presages most of the other sections. In
this section, many of the ideas heard in previous sections are reprised, such as the piano
tactus of “The New World Order”, and the appearance of some relatively tonal melodies
all contribute to a sense of closure for this conclusion of “N-Lite”. The form of the
movement becomes apparent, with a beginning prelude and an ending coda, and
intervening sections that are distinctive and variant in their instrumentation and execution.
“N-Lite” reveals the extraordinary amount of attention Zappa put into its composition.
This large, multi-sectional work shows tremendous compositional intent throughout;
Zappa pauses for a second or so at times, only to emphasize the following portion of the
piece. His ideas, while seeming an elaborate jumble, accentuated by his beloved quick,
modernistic figures, over the time of the work, resolve upon listening to a storyline
supporting his programmatic intent. The sections, as described above, become
complementary portions of the story, and their differences propel the tale's telling, while
their commonality unifies the work, contributing to the overarching idea Zappa intended
to convey.
The material that comprises Civilization Phaze III is essentially all programmatic,
inasmuch as it conveys Zappa's final conclusions about modern society. In this respect,
“N-Lite” is similar to the other movements of the larger work in its musical presentation
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of life in our time. However, in its eighteen-minute, multisectional duration, dancers
enact a series of descriptions of modern social activities. A prolonged exposition of
Zappa's criticism of our age is created in this movement. All this is done at a certain
remove from the spoken theses heard from the under-the-piano actors. The brief dialogue
preceding “N-Lite” is a trivial poetic recitation by a character, pursuant to earlier
dialogues discussed by persons living in the piano. Thus, the sociopolitical construct that
the stage directions give to “N-Lite” becomes revelatory in their critique of modern
society.
The tightly bound series of events, in their widely variant levels of intensity, texture, and
color, and in their narrative coherence over such a large timeframe, argue for a
symphonic conception of music. The power and involvement of “N-Lite's” material can
be appreciated for the music alone, and the picture that Zappa paints is so convincingly
articulate that its meaning is conveyed even without the dancers’ addition to the work.
Like Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique, “N-Lite” conveys a storyline through purely
musical statements

Act II

Secular Humanism / Dialogic Tracks
Act Two comprises the second compact disc of the recorded album package. This act
differs considerably from the first act, foremost in the duration and in the importance of
the “under the piano” dialogues, which now feature the 1991 cast. The dialogues become
longer, several minutes in length for several of the appearances of the later cast.
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Meanwhile, the instrumental movements become shorter in length. Only one of them, “I
Was in a Drum,” exceeds three minutes in length and are less substantial than what has
been heard before instrumentally. Hence, these six movements occurring between periods
of dialogue function as interludes, in part to reassure the listener that Zappa remembers
his compositional responsibilities amidst the extensive dialogues. The entire sequence of
dialogues and interludes constitute about half of the second act in time, a quarter of the
work’s entire duration. It is for this portion of Civilization that the description of
movements and dialogues together as units of the work was devised.
The act begins with several minutes of dialogue of the 1967 cast, interspersed with two
instrumental movements. The brief initial dialogue, titled “I Wish Motorhead Would
Come Back,” is spoken by Roy and Louis on that very topic, Roy suggesting “He’s
probably getting eaten by one of those ponies.” The first interlude, “Secular Humanism”,
then occurs and is prefaced with a brief dance instruction, one of the very few to occur
during the dialogue-intensive portion of the work:
On the opposite side of the stage, pony-clad dancers pretend to eat a Christian
Family Values Dinner.
“Secular Humanism,” the now-familiar quick, atonal figures, the first of which is given in
figure 4.26, are played in bursts by doubled winds and percussion sounds, heard over
sustained lower tones. The sampled vocal sounds become more frequent in their
contribution to this movement than even in “N-Lite,” and, functioning as instruments of
Zappa’s idealized digital orchestra, eventually are the dominant component of this
movement.
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Figure 4.26 Initial motive; “Secular Humanism”
Beginning at 0:11, a deep male sampled voice is heard. This voice becomes more
prominent at 1:40, at this point being the principal instrument heard for about eighteen
seconds, during which it is transposed about the audio spectrum in the manner of tape
manipulation, and punctuated by a burst of laughter, possibly female in origin. At 0:52, a
sampled higher-pitched sampled voice enters, performing very brief notes, and as all the
sampled voices in this movement, is intended to be humorous in its impact. This voice
evolves into a melodic fragment that repeats, though inconsistently in its rhythmic
placement and note order (figure 4.27.)

Figure 4.27 Second motive; “Secular Humanism”
Zappa was notorious throughout his career for his comic lyrics and his quotation of
popular tunes of the day, also for humorous effect. In Civilization, however, he himself
was his audience, and the clownish joking prevalent during his rock star era gave way to
humor that would amuse himself. This meant that the sounds of acoustic instruments
which he found humorous became the medium for his humor, and this included the vocal
samples he had made. No longer did he feel the need to amuse his audience with obvious
jokes about poodles and sofas; in his last work, he let his listeners find the humor in
certain notes of certain instruments, and the guttural vocal samples that he developed into
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further instrumental sounds would be the most “Zappaesque” kind of humor he would
allow here. Since secular humanism was Zappa’s sociopolitical ethic, the humor here
must be of an approving nature, in contrast to the absence of humorous voice samples in
“Religious Superstition.”
After “Secular Humanism” is heard a dialogue titled “Attack! Attack! Attack!,” which is
Roy’s opening statement, to which Louis, along with his “turkey” laugh responds with
wonderment about crabs on the ponies. The dialogue then continues with Gilly, Maxine
and Becky (to name the latter two, unlike Zappa’s terms “Girl 1” and “Girl 2,”) debating
ownership of the piano, devolving into discussion of whether they actually live in the
piano. Upon being queried by Gilly as to whether they were “ever not living here?,” Girl
2 (Becky?) replies “Nah, I was in a Drum.”
That dialogue, in which Gilly Townley and the two anonymous girls remark that they all
live under the piano, suggest that they seem, as a result, confused as to their identity.
Mike, of the 1991 cast, is humorous in contrast because of his certainty as to his identity
under the piano.
“Attack” introduces musical background accompaniment to the dialogues in the manner
of “melodrama,” a compositional technique popular in the 18th century. While a couple
of very quiet notes are heard accompanying the dialogues in Act I, here Zappa begins the
use of melodrama music that is frequently employed during the balance of the dialogues
in Act II.
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I Was in a Drum / Dialogic Tracks
The quote from the end of the dialogue “Attack” becomes the title of the second
instrumental interlude of Act II, another movement in Civilization to be related by title to
the dialogues. The initial melodic figure is given in figure 4.28. “I Was in a Drum” is a
duet for contrabass and percussion, principally a trap set. Zappa said that all of Act I was
composed upon Synclavier, while about 15% of Act II was performed by members of the
Ensemble Modern. If that 15% estimation includes the participation in the dialogues by
members of the ensemble, this movement may well constitute the remainder of the
Ensemble Modern’s performance. The technique and timing of the note-playing argue
that the contrabassist is a human performer, and it is possible that the drummer is as well,
though a sizable number of non-trap set sounds are woven into that instrumental
component. Other percussion, such as the occasional woodblock, is heard during this
movement, and they could either be played by hand, or programmed onto the recording
subsequently by Zappa.

Figure 4.28 Initial motive; “I Was in a Drum”
It is interesting how a patently human performance can be placed in Civilization, and no
discontinuity in the flow of the work is perceived. It would be a good deal more
demanding of Zappa to render a synthesized bass line than to simply have the Ensemble’s
bassist play the part, and such would be true of a drummer as well, but no drummer is
mentioned in the list of players in the liner notes. A thirty-second drum solo (1:17 to
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1:47) adds more sounds than a trap set drummer would have available, and a burst of
thunder at 1:45 assures the listener that synthesis is still prevalent. Nonetheless, the
bassist plays tightly to the percussion; what humans there are here fit into the resultant
sound smoothly.
The staging instructions to “I Was in a Drum” are:
All Three tableau areas become part of a game show set, reminiscent of “The
American Gladiators”. Pigs and Ponies battle each other for exciting cash prizes.
This interlude is 3:38 in duration, the longest of the six interludes here, but the stage
manager has an elaborate story to tell in that time. The staging instructions envision a
brilliant parody of modern American television: since Pigs and Ponies have now been
seen occupying so many functions of the American lifestyle, becoming contestants on a
game show of decidedly martial intent fulfills their purpose in society outside the piano.
At the end of the interlude “I Was in a Drum” a substantial quantity of dialogue occurs,
involving two episodes, the first being fifty-eight seconds, and the second one minute and
eighteen seconds from the 1967 cast framing three minutes twenty-one seconds of the
1991 cast. Zappa utilized technology that made it possible to match the ambience of the
two recording sessions separated by a quarter of a century, and was thus able to align the
recordings nearly seamlessly.190
The beginning dialogue of this series is titled “A Different Octave.” Here Zappa adds a
dance instruction “With Jesus scratching his head perplexedly nearby, Spider gives his

190. Zappa, Civilization Phaze III, liner notes, 3
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version of the origins of the universe.” Spider, John, and Monica engage in further
discussion of Zappa’s theory of the universe being one big note.
Subsequently, the next dialogue, the first to feature the 1991 cast, serves to introduce us
to the characters of Mike and Moon. Mike is seeking privacy to be alone with his woman,
and Moon is at first also grumbling about conditions there, but she gradually gains fresh
understanding.
This dialogue involves Mike and Moon and an assortment of persons, mostly Ensemble
members who speak principally in German, though French, Italian, and Turkish (spoken
by Ali) is also heard. In the scenario, Mike plays an aggressive character disputing the
presence of other gentlemen intruding in a place in which he is certain he had paid to be
alone with Moon. His disputes with speakers of foreign languages goes badly. At 0:34 he
says “My fists speak English!” This dialogue is titled from the remark “This ain’t CNN”,
establishing this dialogue’s modernity as no longer 1967, as well as Mike’s sense of
threatened urban hipness. For the middle portion of the dialogue, just after Ali makes the
only reference to “ein Pony” during the 1991 cast’s time on stage, Mike asks for the
location of a pay phone, in hopes of ordering food. The German-speakers discuss the idea
of telephones, but cannot direct Mike to one. Near the end of the section at 2:52, just after
Mike has expressed his preference for hip-hop acts, mentioning N.W.A. and Public
Enemy specifically. Mike’s preference for rap music is contrasted with Stefan, the
trombonist for the Ensemble Modern, who, after a humorous interchange when Stefan
states “Sonata. That’s music,” and Mike replies “So who?,” responds by mentioning his
preference for Mozart and the “mondschein sonate.” Melodrama music commences
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during this portion of the player’s discussion, beginning with a held G♭, sung quietly by
voices. At the very end of the dialogue Ali speaks a sentence in German, and Moon
thinks aloud, saying “Whatever he said, ditto. I don’t understand but…I,…I…feel that he
said something that I probably would approve of.” With this statement, Moon begins her
process of understanding and approving of the others under the piano with her, in
burgeoning dissimilarity to Mike’s projection of his cheeky urban hipster self-image.
The subsequent dialogic track is “The Pig’s Music” in which members of the 1967 cast
continue discussion of that topic pursuant to an intercom prompt of Zappa’s. Two
dialogues of this cast are heard in Act I, and the Zappa prompt implies that this
component is the earliest segment of an extended extemporaneous performance. At the
final moment of the dialogue, a squeaking is heard, indicated by Zappa in the liner notes
as a “Pig with Wings.” John, the studio manager, exclaims “That’s the Pig with Wings,”
leading into the following instrumental movement of that title.

A Pig with Wings / Hot & Putrid / Dialogic Tracks
“A Pig with Wings” has the simplest orchestration of Civilization, a chordophone and
keyboard, the latter being supplanted by a second chordophone, though Zappa indicates
the sonic similarity of these instruments in rendering them nearly indistinguishable. The
first minute consists of a series of slowly successive tones with complex chords built
upon each in turn. At 1:04 the arrangement remains unchanged, but after a brief pause the
music changes, beginning to move more quickly. Held chords are heard and become
variegated in their construction, but quick melodic passages become more prevalent. By
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the last minute the arrangement has settled in to two chordophones played in flamenco
style, albeit in post-tonal harmony.
Staging instructions are written for this interlude. They read:
While Jesus pretends to produce a guitar-like sound by manually strumming the
giant piano strings, the left tableau (also reset to the Christmas position) is lit once
again. Emerging from behind the tree like an ornamental angel, we see a large
sow-like creature with angel wings, dancing clumsily.
The transcription of this movment, made by Ali N. Askin, in a duo instrumentation,
afforded an opportunity for the Ensemble Modern to perform this work on their album. It
is plausible that members of the Ensemble performed this movement for Civilization; the
chordophones display a subtlety of attack and timbre that argue for performance by
human musicians, especially the final, flamenco-style portion. Against that conjecture is
the fact that the Ensemble’s version on their album took four and a half minutes.191 When
the original was two and three quarters minutes in length the conjecture that the original
was produced upon the Synclavier is supported.
More dialogue follows this interlude; both casts are presented in “This is All Wrong,” the
title derived from Moon’s statement opening this dialogue. This is followed immediately
by the 1967 cast, with Zappa making a suggestion for dialogue over intercom “The pigs
run the city, the ponies run the TV station and you wanted to apply for a job.” Spider
instead discusses the pigs’ wearing the material leather. Says Spider “It’s sort of like
plastic, only it’s made out of animals,” to reactions of sadness. At 0:22, a brief

191. Ensemble Modern, Greggary Peccary & Other Persuasions (RCA 59842, 2002).
CD.
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choral/orchestral note c signals the return of the 1991 cast, as Mike and Moon are at first
heard seeking a spot under the piano where they could be alone, but Ali interjects
forthwith along with a clattering sound, possibly of castanets. At 0:39 a sampled male
stage laugh, plausibly Zappa’s voice, occurs while Mike asks Ali whether he had seen the
movie Jungle Fever. Ali, who at first was speaking German, now speaks Turkish, and at
0:59 Mike invites him to “shut up.” At 1:09 another clattering sound begins, this time the
sound of small solids being poured. Mike now complains about the sound, which he
regards as pouring water, adding a touch of surrealism to the proceedings. Meanwhile,
during this interchange, Moon is growing philosophic about her time under the piano.
She speaks concurrently with Mike, Ali, and the increasingly constant synthesized
accompaniment, saying “This must have been what the brochure was talking about. They
said you’d, you’d feel a…a kind of a serenity…a feeling of peace of…of…entering into a
different realm…I can’t remember the name of it….” Nonetheless, Mike gets the last
word as he declares to Ali “Man, man, I’m gonna close off communication if you don’t
start speaking the language, Jack!” This dialogue relates the progress Moon is making in
her growing acceptance of being under the piano, while Mike remains stubbornly
displeased with his surroundings.
“Hot & Putrid,” at twenty-three seconds, is the shortest piece of music in the work. In
essence, it is a setting in melodrama music of a comment by Spider, who comments “The
hotter the sound is, the more putrid it smells. I’ve discovered that to be true in almost
every case that I’ve experienced.” Mike responds with “What are you talking about?”
The orchestra plays three sustained chords on e’, a, then F, each arranged variantly for an
ensemble including low brass and percussion, framing Spider’s comment, and Mike’s
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reply. This very brief enlargement of the orchestral sound would seem not to merit
designation as a movement of the work, but it is the first moment when remarks made by
players of the 1967 and 1991 casts are edited to imply interaction, hence unification of
the two casts.
Melodrama, musical accompaniment to spoken dialogue, went out of fashion in the
nineteenth century, as composers later in that century developed their orchestral scores to
provide a running commentary upon the characters as they were sung. In the twentieth
century, in the age of the advent of sound movies, then television, musical
accompaniment to spoken dialogue became a commonplace. To Zappa, a child of
television’s first era, the technique would have been a common strategy, ready for
appropriation. That he utilized this popular modern entertainment practice to inform the
listener of his “opera-pantomime” is why I use the older term melodrama.
Subsequently, two more brief 1967 dialogues are heard, the first of which is titled
“Flowing Inside-Out,” the opening phrase of Spider’s statement “Flowing inside-out
creates neutral energy…” Spider says “It envelops the bathtub in this big halo,” upon
which Zappa interrupts via intercom, saying “A halo of mu-mesons.” Spider repeats the
phrase, then finishes speaking, saying “All you have to do is take that little modulator out
and,,,uh…,” at which point John concludes the thought with “Reverse the phase on it.”
Other than a few seconds of sound lingering from the previous clip (and one percussion
strike at 0:26,) instruments are not heard here.
The next dialogue is titled “I Had a Dream About That,” after Gilly’s beginning
statement. After an initial percussion chord settling into a low wind playing C♯, she and
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the unknown girls continue their debate over their respective identities. Girl 2 says “I
heard somebody cough just like me” and a Synclavier stage-cough occurs at 0:16. The
gag of timing segues into the conclusion of the track, where Spider fantasizes about
becoming a superhero, setting up the next instrumental movement, “Gross Man.”

Gross Man / Dialogic Tracks
“Gross Man” features a relatively simple orchestration, similar for periods to “A Pig with
Wings,” although a solo clarinet sound is featured as the melodic instrument against an
accompaniment of tuned percussion, keyboard, and chordophone. Zappa again
demonstrates commonalities in the timbres and articulations of these instrumental
categories.
The larger orchestra is heard at the beginning of the movement, after Spider’s selfdeclaration, performing slow chord changes as the clarinet performs a soloistic passage,
during which for periods is doubled by percussion and other accompaniment (figure
4.29.) After this unison passage, beginning around 0:32, accompaniment similar to that
used in “A Pig with Wings” is used, accompanying the solo clarinet. A few more, brief
passages are heard where the accompaniment doubles the virtuosic clarinet part, at 1:38,
1:44, and for an extended period, 2:05 (figure 4.30) and 2:44, while other moments of
musical agreement occur as well. While the entire movement is a meditative exercise
without beat or tempo, in the movement’s last second, a humorous mouth sound is added
to the orchestra. The solo clarinet in the movement reminds the listener of the clarinet
heard in “N-Lite.”
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Figure 4.29 Initial theme; “Gross Man”

Figure 4.30 Second theme; “Gross Man”
In what has become a pattern since “Hot & Putrid,”,the next dialogue occurs after an
orchestral chord in this instance ending in a cello’s F♯, and features the 1967 cast. This
dialogue is titled ”A Tunnel into Muck,” from the topic of the brief discussion therein. It
ends with John stating “Whenever I try to tunnel into muck, it always collapses on me.”
After the opening chord, no further instruments are heard here.

Why Not? / Dialogic Tracks
“Why Not?” is the last of the short instrumental interludes that occur during this, the
dialogic dominant portion of the work. “Why Not?” is pitch-centric as were the previous
five movements.. In this interlude, a chord upon e is made about 0:16, and for the last
section of the track, beginning 1:15, is the fundamental pitch as well. The piano is the
dominant instrument here; winds and percussion generally double the piano’s notes,
though at times the winds’ notes are held beyond the piano’s duration. All six of these
Act II movements are really “miniatures” being under three minutes in length (“I Was in
a Drum,” at 3:38, excepted.). Melodrama music in the form of percussion with prominent
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jingle bells, and a single piano note, accompany the fifteen seconds of 1967-cast dialogue
that ends this movement.
Three more dialogic tracks follow, occupying nearly four minutes in duration, the first
with the 1967 cast, then two statements by Moon and Ali. While the dialogues of the
1967 cast have been generally more surreal than humorous,192 Spider and John, based
upon an intercom suggestion of Zappa, make the most hilarious statement of that cast:
Spider: We’re gonna put a little motor in ‘em
John: I could have all sorts of different names for the motors…although the
motors would all be the same.
Spider: There’s dry motors and wet motors, right?
John: Right.
Spider: The motor for a bill is a dry motor, so after they put that thing in there for
about half an hour, they suddenly can’t stand it without having a wet motor too.
So, if they try to get away with only spending a bill, they end up spending about
five ‘cause they gotta get this, this four bill wet motor.
John: Good idea.
Spider: Now we have a damp motor for those who aren’t sure.
“Put a Little Motor in ‘Em” is the title of this dialogue. This joke is amusing for its
relation in context to the first movement of the work “Put a Motor in Yourself.”
Cartoonish percussion punctuates the first statements of Spider and John, then quietens.

192. Mike’s certainty in his misidentification of sounds, such as poured pellets described
as poured water, and his attribution of a repeated sound as music (found at the end of these
dialogues) heighten the surrealistic component of people (who are standing under an impossibly
large piano.) Also, at one level, is the surrealism inherent in dealing other people with whom one
does not share a language. The German, English, and Turkish speakers in these dialogues find
each other inexplicable personages.
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This joke as told by Spider and John in 1967 becomes a topical match with Zappa’s late
Synclavier composition, making for an excellent example of conceptual continuity.
A quiet, low brass growl on F divides the last component, with Moon and Ali of the 1991
cast, from the previous portion of this dialogue. Moon is continuing to become more
thoughtful and accepting of life under the piano. Ali continues to speak Turkish, but the
term “pianonun” can be discerned.
The next dialogue is longer, at about two and a quarter minutes, and the title, “You’re
Just Insultin’ Me, Aren’t You?,” indicates at the outset that Mike remains dissatisfied
with circumstances among the 1991 cast. He states “It ain’t funny. He’s just been talking
about me for ten minutes.” Concurrently, Moon is growing serene as she says ““Your
piano…it’s…it’s really a metaphor for that…that spirit…that feeling of oneness.”
Since a few seconds into the beginning of this dialogue, melodrama music has been
accompanying the cast, including low brass growling upon F yet again, humorous
guttural voices, including spitting sounds, scraping and percussive sounds, and an
occasional piano note. Additionally, they are joined by Todd and Ali. Ali is now speaking
German instead of Turkish, and he and Mike finally agree on a point: they are in a piano,
not in a computer. In a boost to the surreal aspect of this scene, Moon states “Piano…it’s
a beautiful word. It can take you to that place inside yourself where you…” while Mike,
at that exact instant (1:15), states “You still talking about the place but you ain’t thinking
about this place. The piano!” Melodrama music then overwhelms the dialogue at 1:21 for
a period of about thirty seconds, the guttural mouth and water sounds dominating the
orchestral mix. The melodrama quietens around 1:38 to allow Gilly of the 1967 cast to
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speak, though at the end, Spider describes himself as “turning into a pony,” only a
number of snorks193 are heard.
By this point in the 1991 dialogues, Moon has become a voice of sense and even an
appreciation of the ideal, and the dispute she has with Mike over the nature of the piano
illustrates her growth into a font of wisdom as her boyfriend stubbornly remains outside
her vision. Zappa was no feminist, and the image of the one woman in the room growing
in stature alongside her small-minded male compatriots is one foreign to his descriptions
of women in past work. If the 1991 dialogues are extemporaneous, it was Moon who had
the courage to develop such an insightful character, and it is interesting that Zappa
allowed her to develop that characterization, so unlike the images of women he had
construed in his earlier work. It seems likely that Zappa felt himself to be a proud father,
pleased to let his daughter develop a character of substance, making statements beyond
her father’s own ken.
Once the orchestra yields, the third dialogic track opens with a pair of statements by John
and Spider, discussing “cold light generation,” the title of the dialogue. This followed by
statements made by the 1991 cast completing the track. Twenty seconds into the fortyfour second track, after Todd and Moon have had their interchange described as in
Chapter Three, a rhythmic, duple-meter percussive beat is heard, and Mike exclaims “I
hear music!” Mike appears to be excited by the percussion which is leavened with a
strong measure of musique concrète. Ali, as a German-speaker, upon hearing Mike’s

193. “Snorks” are a vocal sound practiced by the Mothers of Invention. It involves
ovulating the hard palette while inhaling sharply. A stagey, deliberate form of a snore.
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exclamation, knows the term musik and is dubious, but Mike insists that there is “a party
in the piano.” As the two debate the topic, a brass instrument is heard above the
diminishing percussive beat.

Dio Fa
Mike urges Ali to “Listen, listen;” however, the movement heard next is “Dio Fa.” In this
movement, Zappa accomplishes a conceptual leap beyond what his forebears had written.
Utilizing the extraordinarily wide range of instrumental voices available to him, including
choral and individual human voices as some of the many, he was able to create a
genuinely novel work. In Louise Morand’s article “La morale de l’histoire…: quelques
horizons esthétiques de Frank Zappa.”194 (The title, translated into English, is “The moral
of the story…: some aesthetic horizons of Frank Zappa”) she discusses “Dio Fa.” Morand
considered this movement alone to merit her attention, providing a detailed diagram
(included below) of motives and musical components, mapping the material to a very
detailed degree (figure 4.31.)195

194. Louis Morand, “La morale de l’histoire…: quelques horizons esthétiques de Frank
Zappa”, Circuit: musiques contemporaines 14, no. 3 (2004): 73-90.
195. Ibid., 77.
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Figure 4.31 Morand diagram for “Dio Fa”
Morand’s diagram graphically shows the many components of sound Zappa incorporated
into the movement; through listening one does discover the vertical simultaneity and the
horizontal differentiation that it describes. One fundamental matter can be readily
discerned from Morand’s diagram: the ternary form of the movement. Three of the
components she names: “held harmonics,” “tribal voices” (the latter parenthetically
described as “heartbeat”,) and “hovering choir” constitute portions of the sound
consistently present in the A and A’ sections. The “held harmonics” appear to be formed
by held low wind notes, at the beginning a held B, then after a pause, E. The balance of
this voice’s chord progression is C, D (a seventh drop), C, F♯, A (a quarter-note brevity,)
and finally E, suggesting pitch-centricity to the movement. More significant to the
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listener at the opening is the unidentified Tuuvan throat singer, who makes a considerably
more substantial appearance in this movement than in the previous dialogic track. The
throat singer, whom she refers to as “harmonic singing,” and the “held harmonic”
perform to the 1:38 mark (though the former is heard momentarily again beginning 1:47;)
The “held harmonic” continues to 2:17. One other sound defining the A sections, the
“tribal voices”, commence at 1:05, consisting of a low male voice sample (probably
Zappa’s) of a guttural nature, a gruff, gulping sound. This sound is cycled at about a
second-and-a-half, and this pulse Morand refers in her diagram legend as “heartbeat.”
“Tribal voices (heartbeat)” continues, as Morand helpfully notes, through amplifications
and diminutions, in the latter condition ending around 4:08 (voices in “Dio Fa” often
drop in volume, becoming indistinct in the sound mass, hence some timings are
approximate. Neither is Morand’s diagram specific to the second, so only approximations
are possible through it as well.)
The third sound heard with consistency in the A sections, the “hovering choir,” is aptly
named by Morand as it is of a sampled chorus, singing vowels “oh” and “ah,” higher
pitches that are held above the other sound events. It is first heard after 1:30, some thirty
seconds after the “tribal voices” entrance, though Morand detects a brief preface of the
sound at 0:50, and she shows the conclusion of the sound, at about 4:08, to be the end of
the A section. This sound, indeed samples of a choir, commence with held pitches, but
over time quicker notes are heard, as well as occasional divisions within the chorus,
suggesting possibly a simple audio recording of a chorus, rather than samples of the same.
The three aforementioned sound types return, the “tribal voices” at 6:05 (though similar
instrumentation leading up that moment anticipate this), the “held harmonic” shortly
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afterwards, and the “hovering choir” appearing last, at 6:23. While the first voice remains
readily discernible, the complexity and sustained nature of other sounds render the
second sound less so at times. Nevertheless, it is the “held harmonic” (and, intermittently,
the “hovering choir”) that continues to the end of the section, and of the movement, while
the “tribal voices” end after nearly one minute, at 6:58. Morand carefully details every
percussive strike in the course of the A section, calling them “motives,” also noting the
occasional upper-register brass notes.
Morand identifies what constitutes the B section as the period bracketed by two
statements of melodic material. She attends to this material, giving a form of the praise as
a melodist that nearly all Zappa scholars desire to ascribe, attempting as well a
transcription of the melody.196 It indicates a restrained melody, of a compass not
exceeding a minor sixth, of a largely descending nature. Beginning on a’, it does not
exceed a step in its descent until a leap to b’, at which point it descends to d♯’, then after
a leap to g’, descends to d♭’ chromatically, in a manner that reminds the listener of the
melodic descents that indicated laments from the seventeenth century onwards. What
Morand declares “complaint” is the effective description of the B section; she also
discusses at length Zappa’s stated predilection for the rhythms of speech to inform his
musical rhythms, mentioning at this point the throat singers (who do, in fact, reappear for
a few seconds in an abrupt addition at 5:02.) One last component of the sounds heard in
this section are what she called the “grotesque mechanical motive,” which plays for
nearly a minute, beginning at 4:33. This proves to be a melodic component, in duple

196. Morand, “La morale de l’histoire…,” 79.
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meter, of a curious timbral combination of tuned percussion and an oboe (figure 4.32.)
The reappearance of the melodic material described by Morand at approximately 5:46
heralds the conclusion of the B section, although this material is different than what she
had transcribed based on its earlier appearance. Only the instrumentation is similar, as
this melodic fragment eventually behaves rather differently, beginning to sound rather
“Zappaesque” in its characteristic choice of notes and their short durations (figure 4.33.)

Figure 4.32 “Grotesque mechanical motive”; “Dio Fa”

Figure 4.33 “Mélodie”; “Dio Fa”
The “tribal voices” announce the beginning of the A’ section. The “held harmonics”
follow, according to Morand; the pedal point nature of the entire movement renders
identification of this component as present in only the A sections somewhat suspect.
Lastly, the “hovering choir,” which is missing during the entire B section, returns at 6:25,
hence reestablishing, through timbral and instrumental selection, the A’ section. Morand
observes that the “grotesque mechanical motive” reappear at 7:15, this voice is now a
single d’” repeated four times, pursuant to a low brass chord, but this ”motive” voice
slows and drops pitches, then drops out entirely. At 7:35 begins what Morand calls the
“complaint motive,” a relatively quiet portion based on the pitch C. It is about twentyfive seconds in duration, although the sounds that combine to produce this passage are
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subsumed by further instrumentations. Along with some percussive strikes, the “hovering
choir” component is the last voice as it and the percussive orchestra conclude on a high
a♭.”
One important insight Morand supplies concerning this movement is the timbral
confluence of voice and instrumental sources for the resultant complex sounds heard
throughout this movement. One excellent example of this is the portion just described,
the so-called “complaint motive.” Entirely comprising a held C, sounds emerge and
submerge into the overall texture, struck and held percussion melding into voice samples,
but without clear distinctions between sources. While some of the sounds, much of what
Morand calls “motives,” are percussive sources, others are voice sources, and she
describes them as such. Nevertheless, for much of the movement, a healthy number of
sound sources are employed concurrently, and the ear is challenged to differentiate vocal
from instrumental sounds, to a level where this inability is determined.
Capitalizing upon her excellent descriptions of the movement’s events, this thesis
mentions an aspect which she had not, the slow and delicate unfolding of its long, heldtone expression. One quality Morand does not discuss is the movement’s pedal point
nature. Pitches are established, and held, sometimes for seconds in duration, as
components enter and depart, often gradually. When the throat singer enters, he enters on
the pitch that is present at that time, and will contribute to its maintenance, often for
seconds, but also even minutes of time. When a tactus is heard, it is of a very slow tempo,
such as that of the “grotesque mechanical motive,” but generally when events occur, it is
over a held continuity that invites that event to settle in and join in the muddy constancy
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that the rest have established. “Dio Fa” is rather unlike the other movements in this
respect. The busy atonality that Zappa tends to engage in elsewhere is not heard here,
excepting vertically, when extra voices might argue against the established tone of that
period. But the tones are held, from the initial C (spanning the first one-and-three-quarter
minute of the movement) to the final A♭ pitch, and while it is apparent that “Dio Fa” is
not tonal, it is pitchcentric as its pedal tones provide a standing pitch that will be heard
supporting briefer notes.
“Dio Fa” represents, for Zappa, a wholly new compositional arena. Many works exist,
principally written by European composers, are notable for their static, amorphous body
of sound that differs from “conventional” approaches to pitch and rhythm. Composers
such as Nono, Ligeti, Xenakis, as well as a host of more contemporary musicians
including Robert Fripp and Tangerine Dream have created musical works that establish a
sonic construct, which some composers and critics have called “soundscapes,” and are
known also as “sound masses.” “Dio Fa,” at first blush resembles some of these
seemingly inert, while vertically elaborate compositions, but while the sound masses of
composers such as those named above do evolve over time, and have contours, “Dio Fa”
is, in fact, a very busy work. The movement seems static only if the ear is inattentive.
Morand addresses the aural qualities of “Dio Fa” very well: “’Dio Fa’ gives us a good
idea of advances in this area. One of the most striking features certainly abounds in
expansive sound: the diversity of timbres and attacks. The last Zappa pieces for
Synclavier could be compared to the luxuriant, large multicolored frescoes of Pellan or
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Riopelle.” 197 Comparison of the movement to the two Quebeçois painters is not inapt.
Her diagram for “Dio Fa” bears a slight resemblance to a Pellan canvas. Morand makes
an even more fundamental point in writing “From the viewpoint of style, ‘Dio Fa’ is
unparalleled, even in the composer's work.”198 To a casual ear, “Dio Fa” resembles the
“soundscapes” of Nono or Maderna, but intent listening reveals instrumental events and
patterns very dissimilar to that of the above-mentioned composers.
The performances by low winds and the throat singer of the pedal tones are made with
precision. This careful rhythmic cohesion between machine and human singer argues
against the throat singer being added to an otherwise completed movement, as merely a
whim based on Zappa’s house party/recording in February 1993. The throat singer’s
contribution seems too important, and too well incorporated into the texture, to have been
added extemporaneously. Similarly to the other participants in his February 1993 house
party/recording session, the throat singers must have had previous dealings with Zappa,
including in their case the creation of “Dio Fa.”
While the guttural vocalization, Morand’s “voix ‘tribales’,” adds a steady rhythmic
pattern to a pair of portions of “Dio Fa”, it fails to become a tactus inasmuch as the rest
of the ensemble, both mechanical and human, do not relate to it in any way. The “voix
‘tribales’” appears at 1:07, dwindles in volume to cessation by 4:09, reappears at 6:06,
then dissolves for good at 6:58, functioning as one element of the considerable sonic

197. Louise Morand, “La morale de l’histoire…,” 81. Translation by author. Alfred
Pellan (1906-1988) and Jean-Paul Riopelle (1923-2002) are two Quebec artists who flourished in
the late 20th century.
198. Ibid., 75. Translation by author.
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forces used. Morand’s “motif mécanique grotesque,” an irregular three-note pattern,
appears, twice, for a total of about one minute. Hence, for much of the movement occurs
a repeated pulse, like a heart underlying the more free-seeming voices, the floating
chorus, etc. These layers intersect and have a relationship. The pulse, even when it
vanishes, seems to exert an unconscious continuation like a heartbeat internalized.
The movement has a panoply of sonic sources that are used with subtlety and sensitivity.
Several of the sources, such as Morand’s “tenues harmoniques” and “chœur planant”
sound as sections of players, and these two sources are heard in portions of the movement
for over one or two minutes in their longer appearances. The sources perform different
notes (typically of long durations) and the resultant vertical layering of the sources over
time function as a series of pitches, each subsequent pitch occurring as a fresh tone.
Previous sources lessen in volume, until a moment when such a source has its own new
pitch to add. The result is a series of pitches, each heard against an existing frame of
pitches. One other composer that used such a technique in music was Giacinto Scelsi;199
but Scelsi resembled the minimalists inasmuch as his orchestras played one pitch (at
different transpositions), and Zappa, having no interest in “minimal” approaches to music,
probably had never heard of him. The throat singer and the brass are transitioned in a
manner that utilizes the resemblance of the throat singer to brass. The singer makes his
recapitulation at the five minute mark, for only twenty seconds, then a brass source
maintains the sound, playing a chromatic descent in half notes from B♭ to G – atypical

199. Giacinto Scelsi (1905-1988). Italian composer, died in Rome. Wrote orchestral
scores, and string quartets, later ones using only one pitch in various transpositions, some with
microtonal pitch inflections.
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for this movement. A fragment of melody, considered by Morand to be a recapitulation of
her transcribed melody, follows, followed in turn by the recapitulation of her “voix
‘tribales’,” making for one small portion of “Dio Fa” with comparatively brief note
durations. However, the “quick modernistic figures” so commonplace throughout the
balance of Civilization are found nowhere in this movement. What Zappa has composed
in this movement is a work that has quickness in its selection of additional pitches, but
presented through its huge verticality. If he were to require the entire chromatic scale,
twelve successive voices could each provide a pitch in turn, each previous voice
terminating independently of its successor.
With “Dio Fa,” Zappa wrote a work that is unique for his opus. Here he managed to think
well beyond the music of the heroes of his youth, and armed with the seemingly endless
musical forces that his Synclavier provided, composed a work beyond what they had
dared to envision. In this movement, Zappa transcends his compositional nature as an
“old-fashioned modernist,” and thinks and composes in a truly new manner.
There are staging instructions for “Dio Fa:”
The piano exterior area is now inhabited by dancers-as-ponies, wearing Catholic
religious garments. The Pig Pope is dead. He is upside down now, and his wagon
is being towed away. The new Pony Pope is being adored. Dancer-ponies team up
to pull his splendid new wagon towards the audience.
After “Dio Fa,” one last, thirty-six second dialogue occurs. Spider and John discuss the
topic central to Civilization, whether they understand their music (as opposed to music of
“pigs” and “ponies,”) and whether they gain strength were they to understand it. Spider
says “I think our strength comes from our uncertainty. If we understood it we’d be bored
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with it and then we couldn’t gather any strength from it.” John makes the last comment
“Like if we knew about our music one of us might talk and that would be the end of that.”
This thesis is an attempt to gain understanding of Civilization. If it succeeds, it is
nonetheless not “our” music, but Zappa’s, and that distinction may cause John’s
prediction to not come to pass.

Beat the Reaper
As was the case with "N-Lite," Zappa mentions "movements" (sections) in the
penultimate movement, "Beat the Reaper," but he does not provide titles for them and the
sectional nature is less apparent. This movement’s title is drawn from the Firesign
Theater's first album200 whose title track features a game show sketch wherein the
contestant is given serious diseases, and has ten seconds to successfully name his malady.
Zappa would have known of, and likely admired the Firesign Theater, whose humor
relied upon the listener’s knowledge of American sociopolitical matters, and who also
had a strong surrealist component to their work, hence in ways resembling Zappa’s
under-piano discussions. By its title, he acknowledges the other great 1970s comedy
troupe. As was the case with "N-Lite," Zappa mentions "movements" (sections) in this
movement, but he does not provide titles for them and the sectional nature is less
apparent. In his performance notes to the movement, he indicates that there are nine
sections to the piece. Eight distinctive sections can be readily identified; to arrive at a
ninth requires bifurcating a period whose two sections seem similar, hence different

200. Firesign Theater, Waiting for the Electrician, or Someone Like Him (Columbia 9518,
1968). LP.
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enough to observe his dictum concerning numbers of sections. “Beat the Reaper” has a
somewhat more continuous feel than “N-Lite”, though similarly to the earlier movement,
sections often are heralded by sudden forte of the orchestra and tempo changes.
While most of the staging instructions to “Beat the Reaper” have been noted in a previous
chapter, the entire instruction reads as follows:
With the thunderclap, various types of inexplicable social actions break out all
over the piano. Each of the nine movements within this piece should alternate the
focus from piano interior, region by region, with the exterior, region by region.
The actions should illustrate the current fetish for life extending or "youthening"
trends, including meditation, bizarre diets, pill and algae consumption, violent
aerobics, "THE EASY GLIDER", stairsteppers, etc.
Zappa mentions the first event of the movement, a thunderclap, which inaugurates an
imitative sound of rain, a sound source that continues in varying degrees of presence
throughout the movement and the balance of Civilization. Instrumental sound is first
heard, that of a quick figure here ending on D, similar to what has been heard initiating
movements throughout this work, becoming something of a signature for Zappa (see
figure 4.34.) Subsequently, percussive strikes of a sizable number of types occur, some
tuned, and many untuned. A quick figure is heard (0:35,) played by a percussive voice
(figure 4.35,) then is repeated at 0:53 by bowed strings. The foreground figures in this
section are played over an accompaniment of held pitches whose instrumentation and
pitch change over the course of the section. Keyboard or plucked strings (it remains hard
to distinguish these voices of his Synclavier,) continue to play quick figures, at first very
sparingly and little is heard. The instrumentation of the accompaniment is also difficult to
identify; apparently it is created from Synclavier modifications of acoustic instruments.
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Towards the conclusion of the section, the figures become denser and more frequent to
the point of constancy. The rainfall at this time briefly becomes prominent, and remains
as a component of the overall instrumentation. The figures subside to occasional quiet
percussive strikes, eventually resolving into a simple 2/4 beat, inaugurating the second
section (2:17.)

Figure 4.34 Initial motive; “Beat the Reaper”

Figure 4.35 Percussion motive; “Beat the Reaper”
The simple, duple beat of the second section could be an invite to the listener to settle
back and enjoy the music. It is at an andante tempo, and the simple beat is provided by a
staccato voice, at first incorporating occasional brass, rendering the creation of the next
beat strike intriguing and sometimes humorous. By 2:30 the melodic voice consists of a
woodwind and a tuned percussion instrument doubled, suggesting piccolo and
glockenspiel, playing an eighth-note tactus. This voice frequently resolves to a three-note
motive, which is a C♯ minor chord, played downward, the five eighth-note value of the
motive causing it to repeat off-downbeat for every other bar of music, along with a twonote reply from bassoon and tuned percussion. This motive, after ten iterations, begins to
drift tonally away from the initial chord, and the section drifts tonally, with frequent
periods of repeated pitches. The rainfall is continuous throughout this section,
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occasionally swelling in volume, and even introducing moments of thunder, and
functions throughout this section as the melody’s accompaniment. The three-note motive,
and its two-note answer continue to emerge at times, becoming fragmentary, until at the
end of the section, only a minor seventh E♭ and D♭ are heard, slowly receding in volume
to near-inaudibility.
At 4:01 the third section begins with an abrupt burst of atonal quick figures, played by
tuned percussion and plucked strings. The latter, now a guitar, begins, at 4:14, to play a
two-note ostinato A♯-B, over which percussion, and latterly brass adds occasional
interjections; the brass settles for a few seconds, beginning 4:18, into its own one-note
ostinato F, while the guitar speeds and slows in a manner strongly suggesting tape
manipulation. A series of percussion and wind strikes occur, almost but not quite holding
to a tempo, and the guitar then settles back to its ostinato, now G♯-A. The strikes then are
made by a plucked string (not the ostinato guitar,) with winds making their own strikes,
not in alignment with the former. By the halfway point in this section, the ostinato guitar
has dropped out, and after a startling event suggesting a siren occurs beginning 4:52 a
tabla begins to play a steady eighth-note beat. Except for an early five-second period
(5:02 to 5:07) when that instrument’s pitch and tempo is sped and slowed, as per a tape
manipulation, the tabla continues its beat. A second voice enters, playing a very short
staccato f’ over every sixth tabla beat. By the end of the section, all these voices return
for brief intervals, the ostinato guitar playing both its g♯-a and a♯-b ostinato, variously,
the tabla playing its eighth-note beat, and the f’ voice, as well as a fresh voice playing a
curious beat pattern that sounds as if it wants and cannot find the beat pattern of either of
the instruments playing ostinato. All this occurs in the last minute of the section, along
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with quick strikes of voices sounding indeterminately like keyboard, percussion, and/or
chordophone. Nonetheless, the character of the third section contrasts strongly with the
second section, principally in its selection of instruments. The percussion strikes are forte,
and ostinato instruments are piano, and there is a third category of instrument of
indeterminate origin, playing pianissimo below the others, itself melding into the rain
sound. While this description suggests extreme elaborateness, sonic spaces around these
instruments in pitch and durations render this section not difficult to follow.
The fourth section is brief, beginning at 6:11 and lasting about forty seconds, and may be
only a prelude to the following, fifth section. The ensemble quietens, sounding rather like
the previous movement of a minute previously, but without the ostinato guitar. Sporadic
percussion and wind strikes combine with held tones occurring through much of it. While
the movement is comparatively unobtrusive, it does offer a fairly large ensemble of
sounds from which to assemble it, including bowed strings, voices, and extensive
percussion resources, often sped and slowed as per tape manipulation. Around 6:30 a
tempo begins to be suggested by brief notes, played by winds and
keyboard/percussion/chordophone, first a single F, then three seconds later two notes.
This three-second return continues, each time with more complexity and additional
instrumentation, usually percussion. The loudest strike at first holds for three beats,
suggesting common time, but the time of reiteration of the elaborations is unfixed, so the
impression of a rock beat is defeated. By the fifth pulse pair, a third pulse has been added,
ending in the one loud moment in the section, which is a final eight-note series of pulses,
played successively by winds, piano, and plucked strings. Also meriting mention is that
the instrumentation heard here displays the humor in Zappa’s choices. As he had been
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heard in his last televised interview to say that he was satisfied with his note selections
when both pitch and humor is found therein, this section demonstrates the achievement of
this desire on his part.
In the fifth section, beginning 6:50, atonal quick figures are continuous, played by the
now-familiar doubling of percussion, piano, and plucked strings. Behind the seemingly
random events in the foreground, a percussive beat occurs using an assortment of doubled
instruments, including the tabla, whose tactus of two sections previously is repeated here.
Heard also at times are other orchestral ensemble members, playing so briefly that
identification and even notice of the pitch is at times challenging. At the end of the
section, a few seconds of percussion emphasizes the beat that has been underneath the
musical foreground of this section all along, yet is difficult at times to discern amongst
the constant and variable activity of that foreground.
The sixth section beginning at 7:58, sounds initially similar to the previous one in its
orchestration. At the outset, a sixteenth-note tactus on g♯’ is heard that concludes near the
end of the section. Also, about five seconds in, another thunderclap is heard, reminding
the listener of the continuous sound of rain throughout “Beat the Reaper”. At 8:08, a
series of strikes begins of an orchestration of voices difficult to distinguish in their
brevity, but are wind and percussion doublings producing what here is termed the
orchestra. Also, a voice concurrently begins as the one held voice sounding somewhere
between a reed organ and a human voice alongside the percussion ensemble. This voice,
whose human component includes a wah sound, is the most humorous in its effect for the
ensemble in this section and shall be designated here as sample A. Orchestral strikes
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continue in a regular fashion, all over the sixteenth-note tactus, at first variable in their
occurrence but by 8:28 the ensemble strikes are every seven tactus beats. After 8:44, the
ensemble strikes begin to change their rhythmic occurrence, grouping three strikes, then
one strike, and durations between strikes alter.
At 9:00, an abrupt change in the music occurs, as the rhythmic and instrumental patterns
which have held forth for over a minute of time suddenly are abandoned for a fast,
virtuosic keyboard passage over less densely occurring orchestral patterns, ending with a
horn playing a’ (9:07.) For a few seconds, the music becomes less eventful, as the
orchestra play occasional quiet strikes, the passage ending in a saxophone playing a
dotted eighth note passage, beginning 9:16 (figure 4.36.) Immediately afterwards, a last
percussion strike inaugurates the reappearance of the humorous, held-note reed organ /
voice, which enjoys a twelve-second solo as it glissandos between a and c in a seemingly
random manner. A last second of only rain is heard at the end of this section.

Figure 4.36 Saxophone theme; “Beat the Reaper”
The seventh section is the longest of “Beat the Reaper”, as well as the section that wields
all of the movement’s instrumental forces. It begins at 9:31with a humorous voice sample
that shall be denoted as sample B, sounding a melody (figure 4.37,) along with percussive
pulses that quietly begin a complex beat pattern with duple and irregular components
played concurrently. Occasional wind notes occur, complicating the pattern of those
pulses. At about 9:39, humorous voice sample A, first heard in the previous section,
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returns. Meanwhile voice sample B performs a melody, in quick notes from tenor to a
very high soprano, the two voice samples performing along with the percussive pulses.
The voice sample, appearing repeatedly through the section, is similar to its appearance
in the previous section, though tonally it is sped and slowed in the manner of tape
manipulation, producing glissandi, constituting the held-tone portion of the orchestration.
At 9:51, a humorous voice sample, denoted here as C, is heard, this time a patent human
voice intoning pitch g, then, at 10:02, c’ in three staccato quarter-notes, followed by a b♭.
Another humorous sample, D, begins to be heard, along with the earlier samples,
resembling cartoon animals or squeaky toys, heard in quick strikes, but establishing a
melody.

Figure 4.37 Seventh section theme A: “Beat the Reaper”
By this time in the section various wind, percussion, and human voices are all heard
adding strikes as the section continues. At about 10:29 matters become busier as the
ensemble of wind, percussion, and voice sample develops a 32nd-note atonal cascade of
pitches, verging into a confluence of voices that render this passage, for about ten
seconds the loudest and most densely arrayed portion of this section. At around 10:42 the
texture goes back to what occurred previously, that is, the percussive pulse and humorous
voice sample B, then winds and voice samples A and C are added. By 11:31, the texture
reduces to the percussive tattoo that has been throughout the section, along with sporadic
wind strikes, clarinets and bass saxophone being distinctive voices, and beginning 11:36,
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a peal of thunder from the constant rain is heard. Pursuant to the thunder, a new voice
(for this section) is heard; a plucked string, doubled with other sound, begins to include
pitches to the texture, then becomes more dominant as it provides melodic focus.
The eighth section commences near 12:30, and begins very quietly as a lessening of the
texture. A trio of voices occupy the foreground, an exotic sustained voice seeming like a
cross between a bowed string and a wind, voice sample B, and very brief tuned
percussion. At 13:18, human voice sample C is heard for a melodic fragment (figure
4.38) and the percussion / plucked strings reply (figure 4.39.) For the balance of the
section, all the voices described above enter for typically brief periods, then give way. An
indeterminate, doubled voice begins a slow, quarter-note melody, beginning 13:24 (figure
4.40.) By 13:30, the melody is completed by bass saxophone, then is supplanted by quick
figures played by a duet of a high-pitched and mid-range pair of sounds.

Figure 4.38 Eighth section human voice motive; “Beat the Reaper”

Figure 4.39 Eighth section percussion motive; “Beat the Reaper”

Figure 4.40 Eighth section closing theme; “Beat the Reaper”
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The ninth, and final section is under two minutes long. Beginning at 13:46, this section
does indeed have the character of a finale, as its beginning, with a sharp report,
commences a snappy, allegro percussion pattern which does not resolve to a beat, but
does provide a fast tempo. Other voices, along with percussion, are heard as part of the
fast pattern, which is built from a number of percussive sources, some chosen for their
humorous qualities. At 13:52 a saxophone adds pitches, as does brass, and at 14:00
occurs an instrumentation difficult to identify playing a melodic riff sounding similar to
Carl Stalling (figure 4.41.) The bass saxophone returns at 14:24, playing a descending
tritone, expanding to a fifth. The bass saxophone then plays what at first is a chromatic
descending scale. This figure, like others heard here, is repeated.

Figure 4.41 Melodic motive; “Beat the Reaper”
Around 14:55, the accompaniment reduces to a single pair of claves, and an
unidentifiable doubled voice enters with a quick three-strike note of a pair of c♯’s into a
b♭, as the saxophone returns with its variant tritones and fifths on f♯. These three voices
continue to the end of the movement, eventually altering pitches. The saxophone
continues to play its descending intervals, tritones, fifths, and thirds, a thunder clap is
heard, a plucked string plays an a, and the movement is completed.
“Beat the Reaper” resists summation, due its many varigated musical components. The
above description of the movement’s events is lengthy, yet “Beat the Reaper” is a lengthy
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movement. Packed with musical invention throughout, it demonstrates his mastery of his
instrument. While not as central to Zappa’s compositional ambition as “N-Lite”, this
movement represents an enormous amount of work on his part, and the satisfaction he
derived from its completion must have been enormous as well. Bernard’s dismissal of the
movement as suffering from “sprawl” notwithstanding, “Beat the Reaper” is impressive
composition, with a myriad of interesting melodic, rhythmic, and arrangement ideas. As
mentioned above, the movement may hold both more meaning and entertainment with its
intended balletic component present. Each section of the movement is an interesting
piece of music; Bernard’s complaint is a function of there being nine of them presented
continuously.
Against the huge variety of the movement’s motives and timbres is much consistency in
its material. By the second section, a tactus has been introduced, and instruments
performing duple-beat patterns become a frequent, though impermanent, component of
the ensemble. Zappa’s inclusion of a “timekeeper” part to much of “Beat the Reaper”
does not imbue the movement with any sense of the rock bands he led earlier in his life.
The balance of the voices heard around the simple duple-beat voice do not align with
them, but in fact find their own rhythmic patterns, to the point where the simply
constructed voices seem to be outliers to the proceedings. The richly doubled
orchestrations of the foreground instruments tend to return through the sections, as do the
humorous human voice samples. The sampled voices, human, instrumental, and simple
duple-beat, in their repetition, give the movement its coherence as a disparate part of the
larger work.
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A crucial impression of listening to “Beat the Reaper” is the humorous nature of Zappa’s
instrumental selections. The sampled human mouth sounds are all humorous in their
impact. Pitch-centricity is a frequent tonal phenomenon in the movement, in that one tone
is often common to a section, yet Zappa seems to choose pitches as well as timbres that
strike the listener as humorous in what they impart to the section. The finale section is an
especially excellent portion of the movement to show this, as all the instrumentation and
motives in it resemble music of Spike Jones or Carl Stalling.
All the complexity that Zappa imbues the movement in his orchestration serves to
heighten its comic nature, and to see it danced would be a hilarious delight to an audience.
While his staging instructions for this movement would require invention on the part of
its choreographer, in that he desires visual information both inside and outside the piano
to occur, and that for the nine sections he names only seven “youthening” trends. Two of
them involve consumption of some substances, while others are physical activities, such
as “violent aerobics” which, while perhaps not as striking as “Pigs” and “Ponies” dancing
badly-imagined Bible stories, as in “N-Lite,” should, with the comic nature of the
accompaniment, provide a very entertaining scene for the audience. With this, the
penultimate movement of Civilization, Zappa has ensured that his compositional ethic of
incorporating humor into his score is achieved with a degree of mastery rare in art music.

Waffenspiel
The thunderclap and constant rain heard at the end of “Beat the Reaper” introduce the
listener to the final movement of Civilization, “Waffenspiel.” In English, “weapons play,”
this finale to the work functions in part as a chance to meditate upon what has been heard
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in the work, as this movement’s material has none of the melodic and rhythmic ideas that
a listener has come to expect from Frank Zappa. As the final track of the work, it
functions as something of a postlude to Civilization, in its abrogation of essentially all the
musical elements that had constituted the preceding material. This track also functions as
the succinct final statement of Frank Zappa of his compositional principle, derived from
Varese and brought to its ultimate sense by Cage, that music was human-organized sound,
and that human-organized sound was music. To establish this for the finale of the work,
Zappa utilized a variety of a few sounds: Thunderclaps, along with the rain heard
continuously for over fifteen minutes since the beginning of the previous movement,
distant dog barks, distant (and eventually closer) gunfire, an automobile being entered,
ignited, and driven away, a shovel-scrape and mechanical winching, an airplane flying
over, and birdsong.
First heard is a dog barking, the continuous rain, then a thunderclap, and the first instance
of gunfire. The latter appear to be automatic weapons. After fifteen seconds, a car door is
opened and closed, is ignited, and driven away over a period of around fifteen seconds,
and the gunfire returns. For a period of some seconds, only rain and distant gunfire is
heard, then a couple of distant motorized vehicles are heard, as well as a last thunderclap,
a shovel scraping, then a winch being operated, more closely than the other sounds
mentioned. At this point the rain dwindles, and birdsong is heard. The birds quieten, and
only the gunfire continues. After a period, the shoveler is heard again, intermittently, as
some of the gunfire is heard quite closely, plausibly a burst or two fired by the shoveler.
The shoveling is heard briefly and slightly as an airplane flies overhead, and the birds are
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heard again. During the last minute of the movement the airplane dwindles to inaudibility,
and only birds and an occasional distant dog bark are heard.
Zappa’s challenge to the listener is to hear as music what for most of the history of
recorded audio has been known as sound effects,201 that is, audible references to entities
extant outside of the musical experience. When listeners hear the sound of a dog barking,
what information transmitted to them is a happenstance of a barking dog, and their
experiences as listeners have trained them to regard it as a dog barking, and not as a
musical theme. In “Waffenspiel”, the sound of the barking dog is the first occurrence
(along with what for the past fifteen minutes is the unceasing rain,) and it could be
regarded as the A theme, its restatement varigated by a concurrent thunderclap, and its
reappearance as a recapitulative element can be upheld by later barks heard at the end of
the movement. The dogs, the birds, the rain, the automobile, and the shoveler are all
sounds heard in ordinary, modern existence, although the last mentioned is not an
everyday experience, and the possibility that he is digging a grave connects it with the
one sound not at all a part of ordinary existence: the sound of automatic gunfire.
Zappa’s notes on this movement bear reading:
Life goes on outside the piano – more rain, excitable dogs, automatic weapons
fire, traffic, building demolition, etc. THE REAPER, much to the dismay of the
dancers in the previous piece, arrives to claim them. ACT TWO ends with a large
model of a crop-dusting plane, spraying the audience with a toxic substance.

201. John Cage had been finding music in what most music listeners consider “noise”
since the early 1950s. Zappa’s empathy with Cage is noted above. Against this is the existence
throughout the LP’s 50-year history of “sound effects” albums.
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Zappa’s mention of “building demolition” makes a listener wonder whether the winch
and the shovel are meant to suggest this action. That he declares the car door slamming
indicates the presence of the Reaper confuses a little inasmuch as a listener is convinced
that the vehicle then drives away.202 Lastly, “a model of a crop-dusting plane, spraying
the audience with a toxic substance” seems intolerable to a ticket-paying audience. Surely,
in a stage performance, the plane would be equipped to dump a harmless material.
“Waffenspiel” seems to be a modest ending to a huge musical effort packed with so much
distinctive material. Upon first hearing, it disappoints for its failure to extend the myriad
musical forces that Zappa had brought to bear in Civilization. Upon reflection, and with
the understanding that he considered human-organized sound to be music, comes the
realization that he designed “Waffenspiel” from material he considered to be musical. In
this light, the movement is a radical reconception of what music can be. Having been first
entranced by Varèse’s Ionisation, a work that in the early 1930s was composed using the
most radical sonic material conceivable at the time (a purely percussive ensemble,) Zappa
had rendered an advancement beyond that of his musical hero with a piece composed
from found sonic material. While musique concrète had similarly moved beyond acoustic
instruments to using “found” sound, as had electronic music in its appropriation of purely
created sonic material, Zappa took a different route. Unlike musique concrète, which
takes natural acoustic sounds and renders them into audio artifacts unrelatable to their
source, he made music from direct presentation of those sources. Ionisation had musical

202. Also, Death slamming his car door is another reference to Monty Python, from their
movie The Meaning of Life.
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motives played by various percussive players in turn. Zappa has the natural sounds of
dogs barking and automatic gunfire, heard as disparate players as well. The gunfire is the
dominant set of sounds heard, hence the name of the movement. Since automatic gunfire
occurs in order to cause human death, to be the movement’s dominant sound renders the
work the darkest vision of the human condition Zappa ever created.
As advanced a musical creation as “Dio Fa” is, “Waffenspiel” is also advanced enough to
encourage Morand to comment on this movement as well in her article otherwise devoted
to the former movement. She derived curious symbolism for the various sounds heard
here that seem a stretch to account for Zappa’s vision, but she, too, recognizes the
movement as being one of his darkest works. She also spots a good quote from him,
published in Life magazine in 1968: “If the right kind of beat makes you tap your foot,
what kind of beat makes you curl your fist and strike?”203

Dance Me This
One final matter merits mention: in the summer of 1993, after completing Civilization but
before being laid low by cancer, and inspired by his new friends the Tuuvan throat
singers, Zappa undertook one last recording session. Released in 2015 by his widow only
a few months before her own death, the album was titled Dance Me This. The first track,
“Dance Me This,” is of a startlingly simple construction, a piano plays a simple lick in F,
with a trap set and throat singers. Zappa takes up his guitar for a period in one last go-

203. Frank Zappa, “The Oracle Has It All Psyched Out” Life, 64 no. 26, June 28, 1968,
91.
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round on his principal instrument. The second track, “Pachuco Gavotte”, is in nowfamiliar Synclavier territory, derived from keyboard and a panoply of percussion. The
former plays pitches that, while atonal, are the basis for the percussion to ornament
tonally, à la late Schoenberg. While the percussion is elaborate, the tempo is moderato.
Following this track a five-part suite, titled “Wolf Harbor,” occupies three fifths of the
album. Gail states, in her liner notes, that Zappa had intended this work as another work
for ballet, replete with dance notes indicating the pollution of that water body, the dancers
dressed in outfits denoting the contamination. Low brass is heard at the beginning of the
first section. An extensive use of water sounds is heard along with a small amount of
mouth sounds. Percussion alone is heard in the second section, but is lessened
considerably in the third, as water sounds appear at first as the dominant voice, then
disappear, leaving sounds difficult to identify, as well as a more extensive return of low
brass. The fourth and fifth sections are a good deal shorter than the first three. The fourth
is again percussion alone, although there is a brief interlude of water sound. That
percussion consists of extremely brief impulses, combined with long gong and bell
strikes. The fifth and final section begins with percussion alone, with wood blocks
dominant, accompanied by a brief burst of water tones and a subtle touch of bowed
strings. Overall, “Wolf Harbor” is a work in which percussion dominates the voices. The
initial impression, given its limited orchestration, might be that it is an unfinished work.
However, Zappa’s adoration of percussive sounds had governed much of his composition
since the 1960s. Knowing his commitment to maintaining his high level of compositional
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competence (witness his comment made earlier in 1993)204 the work could only receive
his approval of release were it in his estimation finished.
Four more pieces complete Dance Me This. “Goat Polo” features a throat singer (who
would be familiar with the game,) providing the sustained tones against which the
Synclavier arsenal of percussion is arrayed. Other, melodic voices occur in brass and
other winds and other instruments that resist identification, sometimes during the throat
singers absence, though later with the singer as well. “Rykoniki,” a short piece whose
title is derived from the record label Rykodisc (to whom Zappa had sold his catalog in
1984,) is atonal modernism, with instrumentation like that of Civilization. Piano and
percussion dominate, performing one theme while a synthesizer timbre performs another,
higher-pitched, theme, both reprised continually for the piece’s two minute duration.
“Piano,” the longest piece after “Wolf Harbor,” is named for the instrument, not the
dynamic level. It begins with a full orchestral sound accompanying the piano, but at ten
seconds into the piece, percussion plays two quarter notes with the piano, then for the
balance of the first half (exactly) the piano is solo. A few seconds before the four-minute
mark, orchestra with percussion come in, at first playing the piano notes, then eventually
playing in rhythmic alternation to the piano. The low notes of the orchestra are low brass,
the high notes are winds and very rarely, bowed strings. At the end, the orchestra,
especially the percussion, play figures not heard on the piano. The last piece is “Calculus,”
described at length in Todd Yvega’s liner notes to the album. Here the Synclavier is very
much in evidence, excepting the throat singer, whom Yvega says was sampled, but his

204. Chapter Three, 32.
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patterns of speech seem to be that of a live speaker, so the sample would have to be
comparatively lengthy. The percussion orchestra is elaborate in its large count of devices;
it and a bass guitar establish a tempo, initially ♩=76, which they keep subtly modifying
faster then slower, so that, by the end of the piece, it is measurably quicker than its
beginning, ♩=118. The piece, at first impression seems to be a leftover movement from
Civilization, but the throat singer’s centrality to it, similarly to his appearance on the first
track of Dance Me This, belies that thought.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion

The release of Civilization the year after Zappa’s death earned a smattering of mention in
the rock journalism press. Most of the reviews of the album were reprints of an article by
Rip Rence, a music journalist of some year’s standing. It is interesting that Rolling Stone
printed a review of Civilization that lauded Zappa, a remarkable event in that before
Zappa’s death, the magazine had generally derided him as a puerile vendor of smutty
juvenilia. It is apparent from the review that the writer had listened to the work, or only a
portion, once. Of serious scholars, only Bernard has mentioned it, though only in an
overview,205 Gardner, in which he briefly discusses “Waffenspiel,”206 and Louise Morand,
who focuses deeply on the movement “Dio Fa,” (and less deeply on “Waffenspiel.”)207
The Internet hosts throngs of lovers of Zappa’s music; generally, they are interested in
Zappa the comic guitarist. On the Web one correspondent, Kaspar Sloots, has developed
a webpage, zappa-analysis.com, that contains his article “Frank Zappa’s Musical
Language.” Sloots attempts to describe every musical event found in the entire Frank
Zappa catalog, including Civilization. Sloots describes the events in Civilization with
more detail than I have attempted here, yet he only discusses musical events without

205. Jonathan W. Bernard, “From Lumpy Gravy to Civilization Phaze III,” 1-31.
206. James Gardner, “Zappa and the Razor,” 67-68.
207. Louis Morand, “La morale de l’histoire…,” 82-83.
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reference to their larger implications. Other than Sloots, Zappa’s final work has enjoyed
little other attention.
Civilization was initially sold by mail-order through the Zappa family’s newly begun
commercial website, though, within a week of my receipt of the album I saw it, once,
offered in a store. Since its release, the album has remained available for purchase and,
although I have been unable to discuss these matters with the Zappa family, my suspicion
is that it has not sold more than a few thousand copies. Currently, it can be heard in its
entirety on Youtube.com, which, given the family’s notoriously ruthless control of
copyright on Zappa’s recordings, suggests that their desire for listeners to hear the work
outweighs financial gain. His widow, Gail Zappa, announced shortly after the album’s
release that the stage premier of the work, complete with dancers and mimes, would be
presented somewhere in Europe, the continent where he had received a larger measure of
respect for his compositional achievements. Nonetheless, not one review, video, or
recording has emerged, indicating that the premier did not occur, and Civilization remains
unstaged.
Civilization Phaze III is the most extensive, the most accomplished, and the most
musically rich work Frank Zappa produced in his thirty-five years as a composer. His
most sympathetic listeners indulged his rock star forays, always watching for his
adventures beyond the popular, into his more “serious” moments. I, for one, awaited his
time as a “grand old man” composer, when he would discard the silliness and get down to
composing genuine art music, which I knew was his deepest passion. I looked forward to
his career when he would be in his 70s, discontinuing the rock ‘n roll and sitting at his
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desk, penning great classics. But prostate cancer took hold of him and killed him two
weeks short of his 53rd birthday, and while he wrote “Beat the Reaper,” he knew full
well that the Reaper was about to beat him.
This thesis argues that Civilization Phaze III is Frank Zappa’s greatest work, the final and
most substantial compositional effort of his entire career, the work to which he applied
his mature artistic vision and gave his complete concentration to for a decade. Zappa
intended Civilization to be his Schwangesang, his last hurrah, as it were, and he put every
scrap of his compositional mastery into its completion. That the musical effort he worked
on the longest, and put the most personal effort and sacrifice (including withstanding
increasing physical pain) into writing, has resulted in an album that has been largely
ignored by the music-buying populace would have been consistent with Zappa’s personal
vision as a composer of art music, a testament to its worth and its rightness. While his
more casual listeners came for his naughty joking lyrics and his guitar histrionics,
Civilization embodied his determination to create a truly valid work of serious music.
That Zappa succeeded in composing a truly valid work of serious music is indisputable. It
is notable that in producing Civilization largely upon the Synclavier, the act of
composition was, excepting the recording of the dialogues, the act which produced the
recording of the work as well. No longer did Zappa have to use an arsenal of strategies to
cajole, persuade, or demand that musicians learn his music in hopes of performance or
recording. Alone in his basement studio, he could envision and enact whatever musical
concept intrigued him without further human interaction. Hence he composed for himself,
his last work constrained only by the limits of his own imagination.
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Zappa’s music throughout his career was notable for its appropriation of ideas and
maneuvers taken from various, often popular, musical styles. The abrupt juxtaposition of
widely different musical styles was a hallmark of Zappa’s compositions. One might hear
music reminiscent of Anton Webern lead directly into a quotation of the Supremes, and
the humor to be accrued from this juxtaposition was an important attraction and hence
selling–point to his music. Rummaging through the corpus of musical history for ideas to
present in modernity has earned the term “Postmodern,” as a refutation of the Modernism
that composers such as Varèse and the Second Viennese School had championed,
generally to recover tonal styles of music to utilize in opposition to the modernists.208
Zappa was a modernist at heart, but his taste for, and celebration of, 1950s-vintage
rhythm-and-blues, placed alongside music inspired by his modernist heroes, made his
music a classic example of postmodernism. But unlike composer John Adams, who has
said “I embrace the whole musical past,”209 Zappa would typically have used older styles
for the purpose of parody. In Civilization, he wanted the styles that were important to him,
but the old rhythm-and-blues would have compromised his overarching intent.
Atonal modernism was the style that many, possibly most, of the composers of the midtwentieth century tried to incorporate, but audiences rejected the style, and by the end of
the century it had been largely abandoned as composers such as Adams wrote in the
styles of minimalism and “New Romanticism.” Civilization is very much influenced by

208. One such composer/musician is John Zorn, who has embraced postmodernism as a
powerful compositional tool. Zorn has not been afraid to juxtapose atonal and tonal music, and
his music has often been a stylistic journey not unlike Zappa’s.
209. Kyle Gann, American Music, 229.
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the atonal modernists, but its influence on future composition remains to be seen. Zappa
himself had named his opinion concerning modern music to be “cynical pessimism,” and
applying this stature to his own last work would suppose that Civilization will disappear
into the cultural ocean with barely a splash. While, over time, the publication of
Civilization may yet inspire composers to appropriate Zappa’s ideas in the work, music
utilizing its ideas has not yet been heard.
By including the “under the piano” dialogues recorded in late 1967, portions of which
were incorporated into his earliest released attempt at art music, Lumpy Gravy, Zappa
built his single most career-spanning episode of conceptual continuity, that is, placement
of ideas into different works at various times in his career,210 into Civilization. He had
always considered all his music to be one work; he had stated repeatedly that its
components could be cut up and rearranged in any number of ways, and they would still
be valid in any of those ways. The 1967 dialogues appear as a significant component in
the work that occupied the end of his life, and this was his largest and final demonstration
of his modular compositional ethic. That Zappa was impelled to record an equally large
number of more modern dialogues in 1991 became, in part, a validation of his intent to
include the earlier dialogues. That he could render common the ambience of the two
recordings from either extreme of his career was a critical accomplishment in making
both sessions equally valid for inclusion in Civilization.

210

. This term is defined more fully in the first chapter.
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The overall layout of Civilization becomes of great interest here. Act I enjoys a contour
of episodes reasonably understandable to an intelligent, experienced Zappa listener. The
initial movement has recognizable components, resembling some of the more challenging
pieces from his rock star era. Then the 1967 dialogues, instantly recognizable to Lumpy
Gravy listeners, is heard. Most of the material by the 1967 cast heard on Civilization was
not heard on the earlier album, though a small percentage is reprised from it. A short
burst of Zappa’s style of atonal modernism is then heard, followed by “Reagan at
Bitburg,” with its parody of Hollywood movie music. The next movement begins with a
brief burst of California good-time music that quickly is transformed into modernism.
The next several movements are modernist, except “Amnerika,” which is both tonal and
evocative. Briefer dialogues are interspersed with the movements, all leading to “N-Lite,”
Zappa’s crowning effort as a composer within Civilization. The informed listener is thus
taken along a path, that is thorny enough and yet occasionally easier on the ears, to get to
the biggest piece of the entire work.
Act II follows on a second CD. After a very brief burst of dialogue, a movement of atonal
modernism is heard in a pattern that continues for much of the act, yet after a few short
rounds of 1967 dialogue and quick modernist salvos, the 1991 cast is heard at length. The
instrumental portions continue to emerge, but become lesser episodes as the 1991
dialogues increase in their impact and demand upon the listener’s attention. Also, by then
the melodrama becomes more constant, to the point where one brief movement, “Hot &
Putrid,” with its dialogic component, consists essentially of melodrama throughout.
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When I first listened to Civilization, I was impatient with the comparatively extensive
1991 dialogues since it seemed the music was being lost to the seemingly interminable
tirades by Mike. However, subsequent listening has belied my first impression, as it
became apparent that Michael Rappaport is a consummate and creative actor,
improvising his lines with insight and accomplishment. Zappa used the character of Mike,
a cheeky, demanding African-American, to make a perceptive social point.211 He had
been in a pioneering multi-racial band in the late 1950s, at a time when the color line was
still commonly observed in bar bands, and knew thirty-five years later that his largely
white and male audience, particularly in the U.S., would be discomfited by the character.
As an originator of progressive rock in 1966, he was the bandleader who would first
practice what the great musicians of that genre made a working ethic: contravention of
audience expectations. As Act II continues, and the 1967 cast gives way to the 1991 cast,
Civilization goes in a direction that his listeners would be unlikely to expect. The
significance of the storyline of the under-the-piano dwellers becomes amplified in the
work as a whole; this unanticipated development is Zappa’s way of teaching his audience,
while simultaneously challenging its preconceptions.
The story of the 1991 under-the-piano dwellers ends with Mike’s newfound excitement
when he hears what he perceives as music that indicates there is “a party in the piano.”
What is heard, in fact, by the listener is “Dio Fa” and the final twenty-six minutes of
Civilization, which, excepting the brief discussion about music between Spider and John,

211

. It merits attention that Civilization was completed about the time of the Rodney King
beating and subsequent L.A. riots. For the man who wrote a song, “Trouble Every Day” on Freak
Out!, that described the 1965 Watts riots, Rappaport’s character would have held great current
meaning for Zappa.
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is entirely musical. “Dio Fa,” “Beat the Reaper,” and “Waffenspiel” complete the work,
and provide the listener with an extended, final experience with the music of Frank Zappa.
The overarching contour of Civilization resembles that of its 1967 predecessor. The first
CD of Civilization is not unlike Side 1 of Lumpy Gravy, in that the music’s variety of
idiomatic inferences, sometimes friendly and sometimes challenging, is interspersed with
the under-the-piano dialogues. The second CD, like Side 2 of the previous work, is less
garnished with popular musical parody and, in its last half, becomes almost entirely
musical. Act II of Civilization, however, diverges substantially from the contour of
Lumpy Gravy, since its first half is given over, largely, to the concerns of the 1991 cast
and their spoken discussions. The experimental nature of the concluding instrumental
movements parallel the last quarter of the earlier work, though the daring musical
advance Zappa achieves in those movements greatly exceed, in their compositional
mastery and innovation, any of his previous efforts.
While this thesis has thoroughly examined Civilization, more work needs to be done to
secure this work as a topic. The thesis was inspired by a visit of Gail Zappa in 2008 to the
University of Kentucky campus, and at one point I overheard her complaining to a
professor of the inoperative condition of the family Synclavier, and her fear that a large
amount of composition is trapped within it. My initial inspiration was to attempt to reenable the device, and hence to recover the otherwise unheard musical portions. Through
further examination of the topic, I learned that the Synclavier is a primitive, pre-IBM PC
computer with an old proprietary processor, and that while certain kinds of music files
were resident on the 5 ¼” floppies in Zappa’s studio, there are files on the machine
necessary to rebuild the floppy-resident files, and without them, nothing can be recovered.
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The “sound files” on the Synclavier were placed there by Zappa, and only with his now
nonfunctional Synclavier can those files support the music. With Gail Zappa’s death in
October 2015, my only contact with the family ceased, and for me, the process has been
aborted. The Zappa Family Trust, which is now directed by Ahmet and Diva Zappa, and
Joe Travers, are still in possession of the Synclavier and the 5 ¼” floppies. Their
acquiescence must be secured to further pursue that material.
One difficulty in the study of Civilization is the absence of a score. The score in Western
art music is somewhat similar to a schematic diagram for an electronic device. Without
that document, one can appreciate and utilize the object of one’s interest, but one remains
on the outside, and if one hopes to fully understand its function, can only peer in and
attempt to discern its essential qualities. For Civilization, I made the transcriptions, by ear,
and any inaccuracies are my responsibility. Ali N. Askin transcribed some of the
movements; The Ensemble Modern recorded two. Others may be available, but I have
been unable to determine the provenance of any of his transcriptions. For future study
and analysis, a score of Civilization is a desirable artifact.
The one matter that would merit support is to stage Civilization. As described above, the
CD package was released to a small modicum of press reports, and has enjoyed little
attention since then. A staging of the work would bring it to the public eye, and would
greatly bolster the acclaim that it deserves. Competent stage managers and
choreographers could render the work to have great visual attraction, and some of the
uncertainties described above could be answered. A staging of Civilization would also
answer the question of whether Zappa’s performance instructions are indeed realistic.
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While it is apparent that he intended for the work to be staged, some of the instructions
seem extremely difficult to enact, and an attempt at staging Civilization would determine
the matter of whether the work, as envisioned by Zappa, can be staged, or was he simply
telling a good story.
On the cover of Lumpy Gravy, in tiny type under the title, is the remark “a curiously
inconsistent piece which started out to be a BALLET but probably didn’t make it.” While
Civilization is also a “curiously inconsistent piece,” if it is ever staged as a ballet it will
very much “make it.” As the final product of Frank Zappa’s musical genius, it already
“makes it” as the crowning achievement of his compositional career.
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